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DEALING WITH 
PROTEST 

Most businesses today are at risk of facing disruption from protest.  As protest 
becomes more common, businesses not ‘directly targeted’ are in danger 
of being affected by actions aimed at their neighbours.  Whether you are a 
business manager, security officer or receptionist, an inappropriate response 
to protest could cause significant reputational harm to your business.

What will I learn?
Everyone has the right to associate with others and gather together for a 
common purpose - the right to protest – however, we also believe that this 
must be done legally and peacefully.

The course focuses on:
- understanding the legal framework & the Police response to protest
- types of protest and actions
- conflict resolution in a protest situation
- effective responses to protest activities

Course Delivery 
The course is divided into three modules and delivery can be tailored to 
suit your requirements:
- individual participation on a scheduled course
- exclusive delivery for up to 10 participants, delivered over one, two or 
three days

Who should participate?
Anyone from your organisation who may be affected by protest.  
Operational, PR and Health and Safety managers will benefit from an in-
depth knowledge of legal framework, whilst security staff and receptionists 
would gain insight into types of protest, response and conflict resolution.

Why Eclipse?
Eclipse developed the first UK Dealing with 
Protest course and have a proven track record 
in successful provision of training to ensure 
business resilience and safety for all staff. 

Our Trainers

TRAINING FOR EXCELLENCE

INSTRUCTOR-LED VIRTUAL DEALING WITH PROTEST TRAINING

Really transferrable into 
a work environment

         - National Security         
                        Company  

“ “

The instructor was 
engaging and delivered 
the content very well

- National Healthcare 
Provider

“

Very well constructed 
day, high standard 
of delivery and 
extremely useful

- National Stadium

““

KENNY MACLEOD
Kenny is a former Bronze and Silver Public Order 
Commander with significant experience of protest, 
gained in the Police. Kenny’s expertise lies in 
balancing the rights of protest with the rights of 
others to go about their lawful activity.

RAY FELLOWS
Ray is a Chartered Security Professional, 
member of The Security Institute and developed 
the UK’s first accredited ‘Dealing with Protest’ 
Course with Kenny.

BOOK NOW
Web: www.eclipse.uk.net
Email:  info@eclipse.uk.net 
Tel: +44 (0) 1568 611155 

“

http://www.eclipse.uk.net
mailto:info@eclipse.uk.net
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Aside from a whole host of great security related content, we feature several articles that look at 
different aspects of Fire Safety and Prevention. I’d like to say a huge thank you to our special 
guest editor, and renown fire industry expert and safety campaigner, Stephen Mackenzie, for 
giving up so much of his valuable time to ensure that our content was ‘on point’.

 As Stephen would no doubt agree, fire safety is one of the most critical aspects of any security officer’s 
duties. Numerous recent high profile incidents have served to dramatically highlight this fact. A five 
minute search on the internet produced a long list of international disasters and fire related tragedies, 
many of which could have been avoided by proper procedures being in place or the correct equipment 
being fitted or available. No mention of fire related tragedy can be made without reference to the Grenfell 
disaster in Noth West London in 2017. A fire where 72 people lost their lives. Sadly, a fire that, if the 
correct equipment would have been fitted and building standards adhered too, should never have caused 
much more than a burnt out kitchen.

As a security officer, testing of the fire safety equipment at your place of work may not be your 
responsibility, however so much else is. Closing fire doors at night, ensuring that fire escape routes and 
stairways are clear and unobstructed, checking that fire fighting equipment is where it should be and 
regular tests of the fire alarm system, and evacuation drills, are certainly going to be a vitally important 
part of your duties. All of these things can seem mundane, but get it wrong, and fail to spot or deal with 
an issue, can be the difference between a fire causing minor damage, or something with a far more tragic 
outcome.

But we all know how important our jobs are.
So this big news needs a mention.
What we haven’t had before is any organisation singing our praises, and working on our behalf, to make 
the security industry better.... There is now!
The Guild of Security Industry Professionals has been set up by the people behind this magazine! (There’s 
a big article all about it later in this issue.) It is a peer support network, run by front line security officers 
for the benefit of our front line colleagues across the UK. It’s free to join, and for the first 12 months 
membership. It has huge support from across the industry and is working hard to give the 400,000’ish 
men and women working at the coal face of the industry, a voice at last. Check it out.

Be safe.

Rollo.
Rollo Davies MSyI.

TPSO Issue #7. 

Foreword......

Disclaimer: Peer Publishing Ltd assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this magazine or as-
sociated site. The information provided in whatever format is on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness 
or timeliness.
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B O D Y W O R N V I D E O 
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• Worldwide leaders and Pioneers in developing Body Worn Video (BWV) 

technology since 2005. 
• UK security company ever funded by the EU H2020 SME Instrument. 
• Winner of the Communication Systems Award at the UK Counter Terror 

Awards in March 2018. 
• Winners of the “Most Innovative in Security Technology” at the Innovation 

& Excellence Awards 2019 
• Members of Made in Britain (The register of British Manufacturers) 
• Manufacturers of BWV Systems that exceed all current standards including 

BS EN 8593 and the UK Home Office Guidance. 
• Providers of a License Free BWV ‘eco’ system that ‘fuses’ secure evidential 

video gathering with active user protection, encrypted Live Streaming, 
Google map Overlays, and remote viewing. 

 
Visit www.audaxuk.com to learn more 

BioAx received funding from the European 
Union’s H2020 Research and Innovation 
Programme (719806) 

http://www.audaxuk.com
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Submissions Guidelines and Copyright
We are always interested in relevant material to include in both the magazine and our website.
We welcome articles, blog posts, news, technical developments, apps, CPD and professional development features 
relating to physical security.
The author will always retain ownership/copyright of their own works. We prefer original content where possible. 
By submitting the work you give us permission to publish it first.  This agreement covers text, audio and video 
and graphics. Where TPSO shares the work, for example interviews, agreement on future use of that material will 
be agreed between parties at the time.
Due to the non-exclusive nature of this agreement you are then free to reuse or further develop your work else-
where if you wish. Therefore all material in TPSO magazine is copyright the publication or individual authors by 
default. TPSO will effectively have been awarded first British and first electronic rights. Any variations on this will 
be included in a footnote outlining the particular conditions that apply.

In this issue...
Foreword... Rollo Davies F.ISRM MSyI.
Contents & Disclaimer.
News & Industry Update.........10
Meet The TPSO Team.........26 
SeMS+ Integrating Security with Corporate Management - 3dAssurance.........27
Useful Contact Info.........33
Learning to Learn - Dr Peter Siernstedt.........35
Healthcare Security During the COVID19 Pandemic - John Currie.........38
Handling an Active Biological Threat - ISIO.........40
“You can talk so you can breath!” the Myth & Misconception - Adam Gale.........41
Fire Safety. What You Need to Know - Mark Lee.........43
TPSO New Corporate Partners..........47
TPSO Interview - Paul Painter. CEO Vaylia..........48
Introducing the Guild of Security Industry Professionals!.........52
Organisational Culture. The Root of Security Enablement - Cúchulainn Morrissey........55 
A Front Line Security Professional's New “Must Have” - Neil Shanks.........58 
The COVID19 Knock on Effects! - Theo Nicolaou.........62 
COVID19 The Risks to Security Officers - Florian Horn........64
Social Media. Who to Follow.........67
My Security Career. Where Do I Start? - Nicholas Reed.........73
TPSO Interview – Mike O'Sullivan.........77
Contractor? Making yourself more employable post COVID - Stewart Pennykid.........82
Life Safety Fire Risk Assessments - Richard Jenkins CEO. NSI.........85
TPSO Key People in Security List!.........89
Nightclub Fire Safety – Karl Harris.........94
Quilll’s Dynamic Risk Assessment Technology - Lewis Werner.........98
The ISARR Blogs! - Andy Blackwell..........100
TPSO Charity - Security Benevolent Fund..........105
The Case for Intelligent Security in our Rail Terminals - Adrian Timberlake.........106
HireHand Build a brilliant bench team!.........108
Forthcoming Security Events.........112 
Coming in Issue #8!.........113
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We’re based close to the M25, by the Dartford 
Crossing, with the geographical areas we 
operate in being essentially: London, Kent 
and Essex. 

Manned Guarding
General Purpose Dogs
Patrol Dogs
Our Mission?
Simply to provide: Cost effective, reliable and 
peerless quality security answers to meet the 
needs of our clients.

https://mdk9-security.co.uk
 mdk9ltd@gmail.com    07526 954295

https://mdk9-security.co.uk
mailto:mdk9ltd@gmail.com
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Give your employees 
financial freedom
Wagestream gives your Security 
Guards the power to access 
their overtime wages as soon 
as they're earned through a 
simple, instant app

wagestream.co.uk

Productivity 
100% of overtime shifts 
filled

Retention 
People are 40% more likely 
to stay

Recruitment 
See 100% increase in job 
applications

CCoonnttaacctt  JJoonn  ttoo  ffiinndd  oouutt  mmoorree
jjoonn@@wwaaggeessttrreeaamm..ccoo..uukk

mailto:jon@wagestream.co.uk
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Julian Leslie
accountants

A complete and wide range of services 
in the areas of Accounting, Taxation 
and Consultancy to limited companies, 
sole proprietorships, partnerships and 
individuals.

• Accounting, Bookkeeping and Payroll
• Business Start Up
• Compliance Service
• Taxation

For professional, personal advice contact 
Julian Leslie today

“Money Matters,
You Matter”

07703 172 009
www.julianleslie.com

http://www.julianleslie.com
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The Guild Of Security Industry 
Professionals Has Arrived!
On Saturday 1st August the people behind TPSO magazine, Mike 
O’Sullivan and Rollo Davies, launched the first dedicated peer support 
network for all UK front line security industry professionals.

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals aims to finally provide a 
voice for both SIA licenced and in-house industry workers. The Guild’s 
stated aim is to drive industry improvement and work towards making a 
job as a protection officer in the UK, both a well-respected and properly 
rewarded career. This will require a sustained and long term effort.

GoSIP has received outstanding support from right across the industry and launched with a list of training partner 
organisations, offering free or massively discounted courses, including Deltar Training, Silverback Training Academy, 
The Security Doctor, Turret Medical Training, AEGIS Protective Services and Elite Security Training.

The Guild is planning to campaign on some major issues including violence against security officers and the 
Government’s apparent U turn on granting ‘Key Worker’ status to front line professionals.

CEO of the Security Institute, Rick Mountfield, said “I believe that this Guild will guide and enhance the career 
development and capability of many Security Officers. It’s vital that we invest in them now! The @SyInstitute (Security 
Institute) has been supporting this initiative since inception and will continue to do so.”

 (An article featuring more in-depth information about the Guild is to be found later in this issue.......... Ed.)

 
It is worth noting that the Guild currently offers the first 12 months 

membership completely FREE for all eligible applicants.

For more information and to join, visit: GSIP.co.uk

 Any questions? Drop Mike a line at: Admin@GSIP.co.uk

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals.
“Working Together for a Better Future”

NEWS & INDUSTRY 
UPDATE

https://GSIP.co.uk 
mailto:Admin%40GSIP.co.uk?subject=
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NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE

SIA CHIEF EXECUTIVE IAN TODD, 
ANNOUNCES HIS DECISION TO LEAVE 
THE ROLE ON 16 OCTOBER 2020.

03 September 2020
In a shock announcement, highly 
respected CEO of the Security 
Industry Authority, Ian Todd, resigns 
citing a change in his personal 
circumstances.....

Speaking about his departure Ian said:
 
“It has been an honour and a privilege to lead the SIA 
over the past 18 months and I am proud of what we have 
achieved together, particularly rising to the challenges of 
Covid-19. Whilst I am disappointed that I will not see 
our Corporate Plan through to completion, I remain 
positive that the foundations are strong and that I will 
be able to look back, in future, and see an even stronger 
organisation as a result. I would like to thank the 
Authority members and all staff for making my time at 
the SIA such a positive experience.”

Elizabeth France CBE, Chair of the SIA said:
“We are sorry that, for personal reasons, Ian has decided 
not to continue as our Chief Executive. He is an excellent 
Chief Executive and has played an important part in the 
development of the SIA, leading it through a challenging 
period. We are keen to see the plans he has put in place 
delivered and shall immediately appoint one of our 
Directors as acting Chief Executive to ensure that no 
momentum is lost while we conduct a formal recruitment 
process.”

This leaves the SIA in the unusual position of now 
requiring both a new Chair, and C.E.O. although there 
has been no stated connection in the recent decisions of 
the Chair and CEO to step down.

SIA LAUNCHES CONSULTATION 
ON TOP-UP TRAINING FOR DOOR 
SUPERVISORS AND SECURITY 
GUARDS
 
02 September 2020
The SIA is changing the qualifications needed for an 
SIA licence. This follows a review of the licence-linked 
qualifications.
Today (Wednesday, 02 September 2020) the Security 
Industry Authority (SIA) is launching a public 
consultation on top-up training for SIA-licensed door 
supervisors and security guards.
 
The top-up training for door supervisors and security 
guards will include key elements of the new content that 
the SIA is introducing to licence-linked qualifications in 
April 2021.

The SIA has developed top-up training to make sure 
current Door Supervisor and Security Guarding licence 
holders have the same basic skills and knowledge as new 
entrants achieving the updated qualifications.

From October 2021, door supervisors and security 
guards will need to complete top-up training before they 
renew their licence.

The SIA is inviting stakeholders, to have their say and to 
take part in the consultation which you can find here. 
The consultation will continue until 25 September 2020.

Tony Holyland, Head of Quality and Standards for the 
SIA, says “The new licence-linked qualifications will 
better equip operatives to work in the private security 
industry. They reflect what we have learned from 
extensive industry consultation and engagement.”

“By introducing this top-up training we will be bringing 
the skills of existing licence holders up to date.”

“Our aim is to improve the basic skills, knowledge, and 
understanding of security operatives so that they can 
do their jobs more effectively. This will help to improve 
community safety and to protect the public in the UK.”

continued >

SIA NEWS
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< from previous page

“A key element of our role as the regulator is to work with 
the industry to raise standards in private security. The 
new requirements will help achieve this.”

The SIA is including the following in top-up training:

Door Supervisors
 • An Emergency First aid At Work qualification 
(required to take top-up training)
 • Use of equipment
 • Updated terror threat awareness
 • Physical intervention skills training (knowledge 
and practical)

Security Guards
 • An Emergency First aid At Work qualification 
(required to take top-up training)
 • Knowledge of physical intervention
 • Updated terror threat awareness

The announcement on when the new qualifications will 
be available is here.

The legacy, licence-linked qualifications are available on 
the SIA website.

Having taken a look at the consultation information 
provided by the SIA, TPSO magazine is somewhat 
concerned that the decisions have clearly already been 
made and the so called “consultation” is actually just 
the regulator informing the industry of its plans. All the 
SIA talk of forming an industry “Skills Body” to enable 
genuine stakeholders a say in the future of training, 
seems to have been forgotten, and this is a very troubling 
development.

Tell us what you think: admin@peerpublishing.ltd

LONDONDERRY DOOR SUPERVISORS 
INTERVENE AND SAVE A LIFE WHILE 
PREVENTING A BRAWL IN PORTRUSH.
 
28 August 2020
Two door supervisors from Londonderry saved a young 
man’s life and prevented a mass brawl on Saturday 01 
August. 

Gary Holmes, who has worked in security for over 10 
years, and Marc Kelly, an experienced door supervisor, 

were working at a bar in Portrush. They were managing 
the door when they noticed a group of at least fifteen 
young men chasing another young man.

In a video that went viral on Facebook, the young man 
tried to run away, but was cornered. Seeing that he was 
in danger, two people came to his aid, one of whom was a 
retired police officer and the other a retired prison officer. 
However, they were hugely outnumbered and the group 
of young men began threatening them as well.

In the video, this is when Gary and Marc can be seen 
intervening. As the group of young men started to shout 
violent threats and start fights, Gary and Marc used their 
training and experience to de-escalate the situation and 
break up the fights. They also got the young man and the 
two people who tried to help him to safety.

When we spoke to Gary, he said:
“I don’t know why they were chasing after this young 
guy but when I saw what was happening, my instinct 
just kicked in. Once we had broken up all the fights we 
took the young lad and the two people who had tried 
to help him offsite. The police arrived a little later and 
thanked us for stepping in because it could have ended 
quite badly. Looking back on what happened, I don’t 
know what would have happened to that lad had we not 
got involved.”

Marc also said:
“We were standing at the front door on duty and a pair 
of bad youths seemed to just kick off. This happened 
on a main street in Portrush. We stepped in and were 
outnumbered but managed to get things under control. 
It was a free for all before we got involved - everyone was 
going after each other and I have no idea why but I’m just 
glad everyone was alright. They were shouting abuse at 
us but we take it with a pinch of salt.”

Ian Todd, SIA Chief Executive, said:
“We are championing security operatives who go above 
and beyond the call of duty through our #SIAHeroes 
campaign. Gary and Marc’s story highlights the unseen 
work carried out by security operatives, across the UK, 
on a daily basis. They and many of the operatives who 
work in the private security industry deserve recognition 
and respect for the critical contribution they make to 
protecting the public.”

mailto:admin@peerpublishing.ltd
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SECURITY OPERATIVE PREVENTS A 
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE FIRE.
 
31 July 2020
The quick thinking of security operative Syed (Sabeel) 
Hassan stopped a fire from becoming a tragedy. 

Syed, who works for approved contractor Amberstone, 
prevented a serious fire from spreading at Halfords’ 
logistics and distribution Centre in Washford near 
Redditch in January. His actions prevented possible mass 
damage, risk to life and customer disruption.

Syed Hassan was on duty early one Saturday morning. He 
noticed on the CCTV that there was smoke coming out 
from under a tented area on the estate. This tented area 
covered batteries and canisters containing hazardous 
materials.

Syed said that his instinct kicked in and he ran towards 
the tented area. As he was the only person there he quickly 
moved the canisters away from the fire. Simultaneously 
he called the fire brigade and it took a few minutes for 
them to arrive on the site.

By the time the fire brigade arrived the tent was alight. 
Syed said:
“When there’s a small blaze you only have a few seconds 
to take action. I was doing my job because that’s what I’m 
meant to do. I knew that if I hadn’t moved the canisters it 
would have caused a big a problem. I’m trained and I put 
my learning into action.”

Syed said that after the incident he returned to his post 
at the gate house and it was almost if nothing happened. 
Halfords awarded Syed with some vouchers to thank 
him for his efforts. The fire brigade told Syed that if he 
had not taken the action that he did, the incident would 
have been considerably worse.

Ian Todd, our Chief Executive, said:
    “It’s important to remember that many in the security 
industry are working as critical and key workers during 
this emergency. Syed’s story is testament to the fact that 
despite the challenges, many operatives and businesses 
are going the extra mile to serve their communities.

”QUICK-THINKING SECURITY 
OPERATIVE SAVES LIFE IN 
SUPERMARKET.
 
31 July 2020
A door supervisor put his first aid training to good use 
when a supermarket shopper collapsed.
 
 Calum Sinclair, of Elgin, was on duty in a 
supermarket when he heard a call on the tannoy asking 
for first aid assistance. Calum, who usually works as a 
door supervisor, was managing social distancing queues 
and security.
 Calum ran over, as the company he works for, 
Saltaire Security, provides all their security operatives 
with first aid training. He was first on the scene, and 
found a man who had collapsed. He was struggling to 
breathe and was turning blue. Calum took charge of 
the situation, put the man in the recovery position, and 
then called for an ambulance. He called the man’s family 
whilst waiting for the paramedics. The patient was taken 
to hospital immediately.
 The man’s family got in touch later to say thank 
you. His sister said that he had made a recovery and was 
convalescing in hospital.
 When we asked Calum about the incident, he 
said:
“Security operatives, as first responders, are taught first 
aid. It has come in handy a few times. In a situation like 
this you just have to do what you can. Your training and 
instinct take over. I think the role of security operatives 
is changing - the role we play now is not just providing 
security. We also offer support, give basic first aid, and 
help people feel safe.

Ian Todd, our Chief Executive, said:
“It’s important to remember that many people in the 
security industry are working as critical and key workers 
during this emergency. Calum’s story is testament to 
the fact that despite the challenges, many operatives 
and businesses are going the extra mile to serve their 
communities.”

We are promoting the industry’s dedication and 
commitment through the #SIAHeroes campaign. It is 
sharing inspiring stories of security operatives who’re 
keeping the public safe and secure at this critical time.

Read all of the “SIA Heroes stories” Here:  
 #SIAHeroes stories
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THE BIG NEW INDUSTRY “CHANGING PERCEPTIONS” INITIATIVE!

The British Security Industry Association (BSIA), has joined forces with the Security Institute and the Security 
Commonwealth to run an awareness campaign to highlight the essential role that Security Officers play in 
public life and to increase respect and recognition for their capabilities.

The private security industry has developed vastly in the last 10 years and this campaign is designed to reset the 
public perception of the security professional. The campaign will showcase security professionals as a respected, 
valued, professional service provider contributing to and creating a safe and secure environment: critical to protecting 
people, places, and property – a key worker that is acknowledged and embedded in our daily lives.

Within the last few months, due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, security officers have been working in critical 
settings playing key roles whilst remaining unheralded, such as; working at testing centres and the NHS Nightingale 
Hospitals, ensuring critical food deliveries from warehouses and managing queues and customers at supermarkets. 
They have also been involved in safeguarding the homeless in new sheltered accommodation, physical security at 
factories and premises, protecting industrial estates from illegal fly-tipping during lockdown; and supporting police 
patrols in London. These are just a few examples of roles the industry and their officers provide that the industry 
believes are rarely acknowledged by the public.

Mike Reddington, Chief Executive, BSIA, said: “The recognition of security officers as key workers is the start of a re-
appraisal of what service they provide to the community in keeping the public safe and secure.  As we exit lockdown 
and have to navigate public spaces again, they will have a crucial role in supporting public confidence.  We are 
working closely with the Police and all other public bodies to find the best way to achieve this.”

Rick Mounfield, Chief Executive, the Security Institute, said: “The security sector is vast with specialisms from Cyber 
and Engineering to protective services including both technical measures and security officers. The latter engages 
with society more than the rest but is often overlooked and unappreciated. Great effort has been invested in the 
professional standards and capabilities of frontline officers and they have proven their worth during the Coronavirus 
crisis in the UK. They, along with the wider security sector deserve to be recognised, respected and appreciated for 
the safety and security they provide across the UK.
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Guy Matthias, Chairman of the Security Commonwealth (SyCom), said: “SyCom is comprised of some 40 organisations 
from across the security landscape all of whom share common objectives.  These include building professionalism, 
raising standards and sharing best practice in order to help develop a more effective security response to keep people 
safe and secure.  I hope that this campaign can make more people recognise the changes we have all made and 
continue to make.”

During July the BSIA will be holding its annual British Security Awards (online for 2020), which is its annual 
showcase of celebrating security excellence, that highlights many great security officers who, on a daily basis across 
the United Kingdom, exceed expectations through customer service, teamwork, innovation and outstanding acts in 
the face of adversity.

These achievements are celebrated across the industry which the public do not know about and part of the campaign 
aims to bring these examples of professionalism to a wider audience.  The BSIA and its partners are keen to work with 
the SIA as the industry regulator and are also encouraging the industry to engage with the   #SIAHeroes campaign 
to recognise the great, and often unseen work that is being carried out by security officers. 

The BSIA have also opened up a consultation on what to call the service that security officers provide, as Manned 
Guarding fails to reflect increasing numbers of women in the workforce and the scope of services provided.  Today, 
the industry universally calls its staff ‘security officers’ to reflect a far wider safeguarding role than just guarding and 
reviewing other terminology is part of the overall campaign.

To respond to this please go to www.bsia.co.uk/hidden-workforce

The industry will be reaching out to all companies, professionals and organisations in the sector to participate in the 
campaign, and hope that over the coming challenging weeks as lockdown is eased, the industry can play its part in 
ensuring that the country emerges with confidence to start to recover and build for the future.

The Professional Security Officer Magazine and the Guild of Security Industry Professionals have been approached 
to help with this excellent and overdue initiative and we will certainly be very much involved going forward. Let us 
know your thoughts: Admin@PeerPublishing.ltd

Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....

AUDAX ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF THE CUTTING EDGE BIO-AX 2020 BODY 
WORN VIDEO SYSTEM!

THE UNIQUE, MULTI-BEARER, LIVE STREAM BODY WORN VIDEO CAMERA SYSTEM.

The “flagship” of the Audax camera range. The Award winning BIO-AX® is the next-generation wearable security 
solution. Bio-AX® is a robust, compact easy to use body camera for Locally Record and capture of evidence and/
or STREAM Live VIDEO .

Video Evidence is fully encrypted on the device and using End-to-end secure Encryption 
(AES 256-bit) in the live data stream ensures fully meeting and exceeding the UK Home 
Office Guidance, the British Standard 8593: 2017 and to aid in organisations compliance 
with the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Use your own Sim card or the built in Wi-Fi for your 
transmission to the Audax Cloud or your own server. 
Provided is a feature rich Camera Management System 
with live-view mapping, Integrated SOS (Lone-Worker 
protection) ,live GPS-tracking, and Geo-fencing, 
linked to active user specified alarms or telematics.

There is even Text to Speech & VOIP PTT capability 
thus this Licence free system easily out performs other 
products in its class.

For more info visit: audaxsecurity.co.uk

mailto:www.bsia.co.uk/hidden-workforce?subject=
mailto:Admin%40PeerPublishing.ltd%20?subject=
http://audaxsecurity.co.uk
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“JUST IN TIME” CELEBRATION
FOR THE LATEST CHARTERED 
SECURITY PROFESSIONALS (CsyP)

The Register of Chartered Security Professionals was 
very fortunate to be able to hold its Annual Celebratory 
Dinner for its registrants on 12th March, just a few days 
before the lockdown started. Hosted at the magnificent 
Stationers Hall in the City of London, attendees were 
able to celebrate another successful year for the Register 
and witness certificate presentations to fourteen new 
Chartered Security Professionals.

The level of “Chartered Security Professional” is very 
much the gold standard that can be achieved by any 
International Security Industry Professional. We are 
immensely pleased to see former security officer and 
great friend to TPSO magazine, Rob Kennedy, attaining 
this huge achievement!

We are also extremely pleased to see so many magazine 
contributors at this event, sponsored by a fantastic TPSO 
Corporate Partner, Wagestream!  

The host was Baroness Henig of Lancaster CBE DL, 
Chairman of the Registration Authority and guests 
included the Master of the Worshipful Company of 
Security Professionals Mike Barley, After-Dinner 
Speaker Commissioner Ian Dyson QPM of the City of 
London Police, compere Bob Martin JP CSyP, CSyPs and 
guests, and members of the Register management board. 

Two key supporting organisations (SIA and CPNI) were 
also represented, alongside leading universities which 
provide academic qualifications in security. Unable 
to attend in person was Lord Alex Carlile, who had 
previously accepted a position as Patron of the Register 
of Chartered Security Professionals during 2019.

In welcoming guests, Baroness Henig made reference to 
the rising levels of interest in the Register, as seen by the 
number of attendees at the CSyP Application Workshops. 
These continue to be held online for potential applicants 
with free sessions held  weekly in order to meet demand 
for participants across the globe. Recruitment success in 
2019 could also be measured in the additional number of 
volunteers trained who are now participating in assessing 
applicants.

The Baroness also thanked the generosity of event 
sponsors Dallmeier electronic UK, The Security Event, 
Wagestream and Bidvest Noonan, all of whom were 
represented.

Plans for the remainder of 2020 will focus on delivery 
of the agreed Business Plan which was developed 
and published in 2019, and all CSyPs will have the 
opportunity to contribute to this. The 2021 Annual 
Celebratory Dinner will be held on 11th March 2021, 
and it is intended to return to Stationers Hall.

High Calibre of Chartered Security Professionals
It was an extra special evening for those Chartered 
Security Professionals receiving certificates from 
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Baroness Henig, whilst the Registrar David Gill CSyP 
read citations which demonstrated their diversity, 
impressive backgrounds and achievements.

New Chartered Security Professionals included Simon 
Harris (Sony Picture Entertainment), Richard Spence 
(FCO), Adam Reed (Sky), Amanda Seevaratam (DE & 
S Abbeywood), Paul Barnard (Ward Security), Spencer 
Bowdler (Strategic Security Consultant), Matthew 
Hatchard (Scutum), Pete Jones (Third Millenium), Rob 
Kennedy (Securigroup) and Professor Alison Wakefield 
(University of West London and Chairman, Security 
Institute).

Citations of new Chartered Security 
Professionals:

Professor Alison Wakefield - Alison is a leading light 
across the whole sector not only for her academic prowess 
and ability to richly advise and feed into Government 
and other organisations but by her Chairmanship of the 
Security Institute. A renowned academic in security and 
criminology she is an exemplar of thought leadership 
and professionalism.  Alison holds a PhD in Criminology 
from the University of Cambridge and is the third 
Professor to be admitted to the Register of Chartered 
Security Professionals along with Professor Martin Gill 
and Professor Phil Wood.

Allan Parry  - Allan is the Lead National Inter-agency 
Liaison Officer for the Scottish Ambulance Service, 
responsible for co-ordinating liaison and support to all 
domestic and international partner agencies on Serious 
and Organised Crime and Counter Terrorism issues.  
With a distinguished military background, he continues 
to practice in public protection, where his extensive 
academic pedigree in security disciplines, as a graduate 
of Universities in Bristol and St. Andrews will underpin 
his doctoral research into the psychology of Counter 
Terrorism Operations with Liverpool University.

Amanda Seevaratnam - Amanda is an extremely 
experienced senior Security professional with a 
background in the Defence Industry,  more recently in 
the MOD.  Amanda’s abilities and management expertise 
has led to her being the strategic lead on many high-
level security and defence projects. Amanda is an ASIS 
Certified Protection Professional and holds an MSc in 
Security Management.

James Eaton - James is a cyber risk specialist advising a 
major financial institution.  James is a former Intelligence 
Officer in the armed forces with commendations from the 
National Crime Agency and Metropolitan Police. James 

is a Fellow of the Security Institute; and a Liveryman in 
the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals.  He 
holds a Master’s degree in Business Continuity, Security & 
Emergency Management and a Diploma in Management 
& Leadership.

Matthew Hatchard – Matthew is a technical specialist 
and expert in Information Communication Technology 
with a leading European Security and Risk management 
group.  Matthew is a Chartered IT Professional, a Prince 
2 practitioner and holds a BSc in computing Network 
Security & Communications, he also holds an MSc in 
Project Management (Distinction) and too many other 
qualifications and accreditations to mention at this time.

Nick Davies – Nick is the strategic lead for security for 
commercial entities within the Kings Cross area of London.  
Prior to his current role he served with Metropolitan 
Police Service as a Borough Commander.  Nick was the 
national lead on some major technology-based crime 
prevention and research initiatives.  In addition to 
completing numerous police senior command courses.  
Nick also holds a number of advanced qualifications in: 
Counter Terrorism, International Security Management, 
Occupational Health & Safety and in Management via 
the Institute of Chartered Management.

Paul Barnard – Paul served with the City of London 
Police attaining the rank of Det Chief Superintendent, 
Paul led on numerous multi-agency projects including 
serious and organised crime and cyber-crime.  Paul is 
currently a director of a national security company 
and is also on the board of the Security Institute with 
a keen interest in mentoring young people from across 
the sector. Paul holds a Master’s degree in Applied 
Criminology from Cambridge University.

Peter Jones - Peter is a subject matter expert in Access 
Control, he designs and delivers advanced high-tech 
integrated security solutions to some of the UK’s 
largest commercial businesses.  Pete holds an MBA, his 
dissertation related to the introduction of new security 
technologies.  He is currently undertaking a Master’s 
degree in Cyber Security at Cardiff University. Pete is 
a member of the Security Institute and would happy to 
answer any questions about biometrics!  

Rob Kennedy – Rob Is a senior member of a major 
security company.  He specialises in Physical security 
protection and Training.  Rob studied at Leicester 
University and holds a BA and Master’s degree in 
Security and Risk Management. Rob is a full member of 
the Security Institute and chairs the Security Education 
Accreditation Training and Standards SIG as well as an 
active member in the Business Continuity, Emergency 
Planning, Crisis Management and Resilience SIG.
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Simon Harris - Simon’s successful admission is thoroughly deserved given his outstanding career and academic 
achievements. Simon’s career started as a police constable, his talents were quickly recognised and led to him being 
selected to join the Serious Organised Crime Agency.  Simon chose to change his career path from law enforcement 
and went into commercial security and has since worked in corporate security for some high-profile organisations; 
he is currently the EMEA Director of Security and Health &Safety for one of the largest film and entertainment 
businesses in the world. Simon’s academic achievements include a BA in Criminology and Politics and an MSc in 
Criminology

Spencer Bowdler - Spencer is a highly experienced Security professional and a lead consultant for a national security 
company.  Spencer has advised on a range of security and risk measures on some of the UK’s major construction 
projects including the nuclear industry.

TPSO magazine would like to congratulate one and all on this terrific achievement!

TPSO Corporate Partner & Workforce Management System Experts SMARTTASK, 
Lands Fist-Full Of Major New Contracts!

In quick succession, SmartTask, the people 
behind the hugely popular workforce 
management system, signed contracts with 
Consortio Security, Kingfisher Security, OM 
Security and Namib Property Patrols Ltd.

Earl Knight, CEO of Consortio said “The 
software is already rapidly proving its worth 
and we expect to gain even greater efficiency 
savings and performance improvements as 
we embed it into our business further.”

Tom Dilley, National Control Room Manager at Consortio Security: “The added visibility and control provided 
by SmartTask is helping us proactively manage our security operation in the most efficient and effective way. By 
streamlining our internal processes and reducing incoming calls from security officers by as much as half, we are 
saving a considerable amount of time, so the operations team can focus on other priorities and ensure the highest 
levels of customer satisfaction are maintained.”

Nabib Property Patrol’s Operations Director, Joel Shikongo said:“SmartTask is an ideal fit for our brand and values, 
underpinning our commitment to operational excellence and client satisfaction. The software is not only helping us 
to streamline our processes and operate more effectively in an ever-evolving world, but also retain and win business 
by always putting the customer first. SmartTask’s team is always on hand to provide first-rate support and is constantly 
looking at new ways to improve our service delivery, so they are a highly-valued technology partner.

Paul Ridden, CEO of SmartTask commented: “We have created an employee scheduling and mobile workforce 
management solution that is highly configurable and feature rich, so is a perfect fit for SME, mid-sized and top 30 
security companies alike. Our software is already delivering proven results for a wide range of businesses by helping 
them to better plan, manage, deliver and report on their security services.”

www.smarttask.co.uk

http://www.smarttask.co.uk
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Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....

TPSO Magazine’s new Corporate Partners, HireHand, have a fantastic idea that can save a huge amount of mon-
ey for companies that have to cover shifts at short notice. We suggested that maybe they offer some form of “small” 
introductory discount.......
They may have got carried away!

BUILD YOUR PERFECT BENCH FOR FREE!
Up to £30k of consulting, set up and software available FREE for 3 Security companies.

HireHand Ltd, experts in building the perfect bank of staff for people based businesses, are offering 3 Security 
companies the opportunity to “Build Your Perfect Bench” in 3 months. With up to £15k of free consultancy, set up 
and training (up to £5k value per month) alongside free use of their FlexForce software and app (worth £1k or £5k 
value per month based on size of your organisation).

Already trusted by Oxfam, Deliveroo, NHS, YMCA and other organisations to intelligently match workforce to 
dropped shifts, HireHand now want to share their expertise with Security companies, and are willing to ‘carry the 
cost’ to demonstrate the ROI possible.

Established for 5 years, HireHand has significant experience and expertise in helping organisations to build a bench 
of bank staff from their own internal workforce. Aiming to always achieve 80% of shifts filled by internal staff, on 
some occasions a level of 98% has been reached.

In order to demonstrate the ROI possible for Security companies in ‘real terms’, HireHand have put together a 3 
month offer for 3 Security companies. In return they are simply asking for case studies when ROI has been achieved. 

“A typical roll-out of FlexForce takes no more than 6 weeks, and making a switch from using agency staff to an 
internal bench of bank staff in that time and the weeks that follow will easily demonstrate the ROI of the software 
cost, not to mention solve a lot of admin headaches” commented Scott Erwin, founder and CEO of HireHand.  He 
added “While we have established credibility in hospitality and voluntary sectors, we’re keen to show what’s possible 
in terms of cost and time saving for Security companies where we know agency spend on dropped shifts can be a 
real problem”.

Expressions of interest must be made by 30th September to be considered as one of the 3 Security companies (on 
a first come first served basis).

To find out more and to apply for this offer, email Scott Erwin scott.erwin@hirehand.co.uk

continued>>

mailto:scott.erwin@hirehand.co.uk
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SUMMARY OF OFFER:
 This offer is available to 3 Security companies only, on a first come first served basis (subject to approval)
 Expressions of interest must be made by 30th September 2020 (latest).
 The offer comprises:

Up to £15k of consultancy, set up and training (up to a value of £5k per month x 3 months) from  the HireHand 
team.

• Up to £15k of FlexForce software subscription (either £1k or £5k per month x 3 months).
• Participation in a Case Study for marketing and reference purposes at the end of the 3 months, subject to 

ROI being achieved.
• If no ROI is achieved, there is no charge for any software or services received nor any obligation to participate 

in a case study.
• If ROI is achieved, the option is available to carry on the software subscription.

ABOUT HIREHAND
Hirehand helps people-powered businesses build the perfect bench of bank staff by using intelligent matching to fill 
dropped shifts from an internal workforce. Reducing reliance on agency staff, costs go down and service levels go up.
Developed by HireHand, FlexForce is software for managers, and an app for the workforce, that makes building the 
perfect bench straightforward.

It helps to:
• Increase margin and reduce costs per shift covered by bank staff
• Save managerial and admin time when allocating staff to dropped shifts
• Know you always have trained staff on shift, not inexperienced subs
• Reduce staff turnover by meeting flexible shift demands of bank staff
• Use intelligent matching to not just ‘fill shifts’ but create effective teams

Flexible work success is the result of highly personalised, preference-rich matching which is why the Flexforce app 
uses matching algorithms more akin to a dating app but for a business workforce.

Trusted by: Oxfam, Deliveroo, NHS, Second Home, YMCA and more. 

Designed and built by McKinsey workforce-planning specialists and Microsoft engineers.
Perfect for Manned Security, Care Providers, Volunteer led organisations, Professional services teams and more.

Press contact:     Lucy Whittington     lucy.whittington@hirehand.co.uk

mailto:%20lucy.whittington%40hirehand.co.uk%20?subject=
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Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....

BOLD COMMUNICATIONS RELEASES NEW CONTROL ROOM SYSTEMS

Bold’s Gemini new CCTV monitoring platform release includes new integrations and features to enhance the 
monitoring control room user experience and in response to the latest technology. These include the addition of 
three new CCTV system interfaces and a number of feature enhancements. March Networks, which operates in 
government, retail, education and banking sectors, amongst others, joins Mirasys VMS and Hanwha Techwin, 
formerly Samsung, along with many existing CCTV integrations.

Gemini can be deployed in the cloud or on local servers according to the users’ requirements. New features include - 
direct camera import to save having to add cameras manually and rekey descriptions, camera views and alarm zones 
integration, Hikvision DeepinMind object identifier, site polling, batch contacts editing, SMS dynamic messaging 
and broadcasts, and intelligent alarm signal processing to dramatically reduce duplicate and false alarms.

For a full list of new Bold CCTV monitoring features and supported systems, please visit 
www.boldcommunications.co.uk

http://www.boldcommunications.co.uk
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Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....Press Release....

International Foundation for Protection Officers UK (IFPO UK)

IFPO UK WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME TWO NEW MEMBERS TO ITS 
ADVISORY BOARD, DARREN CHALMERS-STEVENS AND CHRIS 

MIDDLETON.

The AB is a group of highly experienced security professionals drawn from across the sector and it plays a vital role 
in determining the direction IFPO UK will be taking over the coming months and years, in its governance and in its 
mission to support the education and career development of frontline security officers, supervisors and managers.

Darren Chalmers-Stevens is a senior executive with proven success in business 
development, partner management and building world-class teams to accelerate 
growth for technology companies.
You may also recognise Darren as a former contributor to TPSO magazine!

As Managing Director, Darren is responsible for the end to end delivery of sales, 
operations, support and strategic partnerships in Europe, Middle East, Africa, and 
Asia Pacific. Attracted by the company’s dynamic founders and innovative software 
which he believed would upend the industry and transform the lives of millions 
worldwide, Darren joined CriticalArc in 2013 to lead their international expansion.

Before joining CriticalArc, Darren served as Vice President, EMEA for VidSys, Inc 
where he led year-on-year triple digit growth for three years. Prior to that he was 
the Technology Development Lead for ADT Fire & Security, and he also held senior 
leadership positions at IBM and CNL Software during his 20+ years in the security 
industry.

Darren’s expertise is advising large organizations how to respond to the increasingly complex threat and risk 
landscape by using best-practice technology to deliver value to both security operations and corporate bottom lines. 
Darren regularly participates in speaking engagements at high profile security events across the globe. When he’s not 
meeting with clients and attending industry events, Darren enjoys spending time with his family and putting down 
some miles on his road bike during the weekends.
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Chris Middleton Dip ML
“Experienced, passionate and results driven senior leader with 17 years of proven and 
demonstrable experience in the FM sector, having held senior security & facilities 
management posts running UK wide contracts. The vast majority of my career has 
been spent working for large professional services firms and leading property agents 
within corporate real estate or retail sectors.

Having had great success working in recruitment for Michael Page, I wanted something 
with more career options and stability, following the birth of my first son when I 22.

So I started my career as a young security officer at Freshfields international law firm 
and went on to hold senior manager positions at Ernst & Young, Price Waterhouse 
Coopers, Deloitte, and Marsh & McLennan Companies. I am now a security director 
back with ABM providing strategic direction of our ever-growing 74+ security 
contracts across the UK.”

Darren and Chris join the existing Advisory Board members:

• Mike Hurst, UK IFPO Chair & International Security Influencer.
• Yolanda Hamblen, Account Director at DS Security Operations
• Nicholas Reed ASMS, MSc, MSyI, Head of Protective Services for a large NHS Trust and a Director of The 

National Association for Healthcare Security
• Dr Peter Stiernstedt CPP CISM, a lecturer in Criminology at the University of West London
• Jackie Walker MCIA, Dip(AML), PSP, CPP, MSyI, CSMP, F.ISMI, an experienced CSO with global experi-

ence.
• Brian Sims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI Editor Security Matters magazine
• Jayne King FSyI, ASMS, PgDip Head of Security and Site Services at Guy’s & St Thomas’ NHS Foundation 

Trust and Chair of the National Association of Healthcare Security
• Rollo Davies F.ISRM, MSyI, Managing Editor of The Professional Security Officer Magazine & Co-Founder 

of the Guild of Security Industry Professionals. (Erm? Shouldn’t he be busy working in the office? Just Sayin...... Ed.)

TPSO CORPORATE PARTNERS, WAGESTREAM, MAKING HUGE 
INROADS IN THE UK SECURITY INDUSTRY...

A year ago, TPSO’s Managing Editor heard about the fantastic work that Wagestream was 
doing and enthusiastically agreed to act as a brand ambassador for the charity backed, income 
streaming system, in the hope of getting it rolled out widely across the UK security industry, 
to the men and women at the front line that would benefit from it most.

Since then COVID19 hit us and we could not believe how much time and work Wagestream put in to helping 
companies that needed advice, guidance and indeed practical help during these awful times. It is clear that 
Wagestream is not just about helping the financial wellbeing of employees and reducing the stress of debt, they are a 
massive help to employers and companies that may need the ever changing financial and legal landscape simplified. 
So many NHS trusts and local authorities have adopted Wagestream, but we have been over the moon to see so 
many top notch Security Companies coming around and enjoying the huge benefits that Wagestream brings...

We’d like to say a huge congratulations to just a few recent security industry wagestream partners  and their lucky 
staff:

Carlisle Support Services, The Exclusec Group, Key Security Group, FGH Security Ltd, TC Facilities Management 
& Rentokil Initial

With so many companies waking up to the Wagestream advantage,
find out why you need to sign up for Wagestream: https://wagestream.com/

https://wagestream.com
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SmartTask for Security Operations
SmartTask eff ortlessly connects guard scheduling, incident reporting, with mobile patrol offi  cers, 
time and attendance confi rmation, electronic DOB, electronic forms and offi  cer management — 
keeping you in control through real-time overview and notifi cations, evident contract compliance, 
improved client satisfaction and data driven decision making.

• A Single platform for monitoring security activities 

• Transparent accountability for security tasks 

• Digitised security offi  cer management and reporting 

• Gather insights in to 24x7 security operations for KPI reporting

• Create customised patrols to ensure offi  cers deliver the required services 

• Improve compliance and security offi  cer engagement

• Remove paper-based processes and increase accountability

• Save time, increase effi  ciency

• Complete control of your security operation Designed, built and supported in 
the UK SmartTask off ers Flexibility, 
Easy adoption and Rapid return on 
investment. Our European Award 
Winning Software is trusted in the 
most demanding mobile applications, 
supporting over 16,000 sites using 
SmartTask daily, with around 5.5 million 
check-points scanned in 250,000 
patrols last year.

Developed in collaboration with the UK 
security industry SmartTask combines 
the key functions required to manage 
a manned security operation across a 
wide range of client types. Our Patrol 
Monitoring App can use a range 
of checkpoint types and with our 
smartforms integrated in to our eDOB 
you can create custom solutions for 
unique business needs.

Operational Monitoring Helping 
Highlight The Critical

By providing the security offi  cers and management 
team with easy to use electronic tools they can 
capture day-to-day KPI data without impacting their 
performance. These tools help them to highlight 
critical incidents and bring them to the attention of 
clients and management whilst helping ensure the 
offi  cer is looked after and has everything they need to 
complete their tasks.



Corps Security undertook a 
detailed review of the patrol 
monitoring marketplace, 
selecting SmartTask based 

on the fl exibility of the system and the company’s partnership 
approach. This will begin with a patrol monitoring solution 
initially implemented at 100 sites and a light version, based on 
SmartTask’s DOL solution, which will provide an alternative to 
paper-based Daily Occurrence Books (DOBs) at a further 600 
locations nationwide. Using SmartTask’s DOL, security offi  cers 
will be able to quickly make entries electronically, including 
capturing any supporting images, with incidents escalated with 
an automated alert to the control room and if appropriate the 
contract manager. As well as delivering a simple communication 
tool, it will also remove the cost of providing, distributing and 
archiving paper-based logs.

Client Focus - Corps Security

With greater levels of transparency and accountability across our team 
of 3,000 security offi  cers, we can quickly respond to issues, enforce 
compliance and demonstrate the value we are providing to our customers.

Key Benefi ts
• CSR - No more paper-based DOB’s or site visit reports and the opportunity to replace  
 many more types of paper forms within client contracts.

• eDOB - paperless, easily accessible, real-time, on the web page, with search    
 parameters making it easier to fi nd certain entries or view a group of relevant entries.   
 Incident highlighting, with automated email being generated if an incident is logged in the  
 eDOB.  The eDOB can be accessed remotely and if required monitored and added to from  
 a central control room.

• eSVR - proof of visits by the management team, ensuring perception is correct, and   
 evidencing visits with our customers and colleagues. Meaningful audit information and  
 valuable visit details with a summary emailed to customer at the end of the visit, also   
 viewable on the web, all in real-time.

• Patrol System - Proof of patrol and points visited, exception reporting, with real-time   
 visibility on the web. Patrols can be confi gured to meet customer needs from providing  
 straight forward patrol points visited to structured and randomised patrols controlling the  
 times specifi c points are visited.

“ “

For further informa� on please visit our website www.smar� ask.co.uk/security
or contact 01494 444044 or send an email to smar� ask@skillweb.co.uk

CORPS
SECURIT Y

Tony Frost, IT Director at Corps Security

Selected by 20% 
of the top 30 UK 
security fi rms

Saves 48 hrs 
a month on 

management time

Over 200 clients 
across the UK 

and beyond

Saves 30% on 
admin time

smarttask
security workforce management

http://www.smar%ED%AF%80%ED%B6%A9
mailto:ask@skillweb.co.uk
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Meet the TPSO Team

Michael O’Sullivan.
After 5 years distinguished service in the French Foreign Legion, Mike returned to the UK and 
commenced a career in the physical security industry in the City of London.

Looking to diversify and better utilize his skills, Mike ran a very successful training organisation 
for many years and gained valuable qualifications and experience in counselling, and 
psychology.

Mike was eventually drawn back to his vocation, as a protector, returning to the security industry, but 
his drive to make a difference, increase standards and improve the working life of front line security professionals, lead him 
to come up with the idea for  “The Professional Security Officer Magazine”.

Not stopping there, Mike is also the Co-Founder of the new Guild of Security Industry Professionals (GoSIP).

A man on a mission......

Mike is taking the helm at the Guild and is also currently hard at work developing advanced training packages for Front Line 
security workers, to help create a new “advanced standard” for GoSIP members  within the industry. He is also responsible 
for the outstanding TPSO website and a number of genuinely Industry Changing research initiatives.

Rollo Davies F.ISRM MSyI. 
In 2019 Rollo was named on the prestigious IFSEC Global Influencers list, as World #2 for 
Security Industry “Thought Leadership” and was the Winner of the George Van Schalkwyk 
Award for outstanding contribution to the UK security industry, presented by the Security 
Institute.

Including service in the Metropolitan Police, Rollo has spent 30 years in the physical security 
industry, mainly in operational management roles.

He became increasingly disillusioned by the lack of appreciation, respect and recognition afforded those in the 
front line of the industry, so he tried to do something about it. Firstly in 2011, he founded, a now sadly dissolved, 
trade union: The National Security Workers Union, (NSWU.)

In 2018 he had a phone call from an old friend about starting a magazine. The rest is history.

He is unsurprisingly, the other Co-Founder of the Guild of Security Industry Professionals, an enthusiastic member 
of The Security Institute, an established social media commentator  and together with Mike, an increasingly 
influential campaigner for improved standards, industry wide.
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SeMS+: Integrating Security With Corporate Management.

Introduction
Why do security breaches happen?
With the benefit of hindsight, the US Government Commission reporting on the 9/11 attacks said:

“We believe the 9/11 attacks revealed four kinds of failures: in imagination, policy, capabilities, and 
management” .1

The aim of a Security Management System (SeMS) is to create foresight, to eliminate such failures from the 
organisation but the security team cannot do this in isolation. For security to be truly effective it must be 
embedded in the corporate management regime of the organisation.

A critical vulnerability
Every organisation is vulnerable to many threats, some with a high or catastrophic potential impact on the 
company. New threats continue to emerge, and existing measures often lack the agility and strategic control to 
respond to these in a timely manner.
If security management is not seen as a high priority at board level, this constitutes a critical vulnerability. If risk 
processes are weak there is little assurance that the risks on the register are in fact the most significant risks, nor 
that the mitigations are effective. Likewise, if the arrangements to handle a crisis are not fully formed, when the 
crisis comes it will be an order of magnitude more catastrophic.

Which SeMS works best?
SeMS is supremely effective if implemented properly but which version of SeMS is best? “SeMS” is just a name:  
people use and interpret the word differently, sometimes for valid reasons and sometimes in an unashamed sales 
pitch. That has led to a lot of confusion on what a SeMS actually is but the original design by the UK CAA remains 
the best model, and is as effective for managing all security risks in all industries as it is in aviation security.

SeMS and the organisational context
We have found that exploiting and co-operating with the existing corporate processes is the most effective solution 
to this critical security management vulnerability. This article describes a SeMS integrated into the corporate 
context, creating the ability to respond strategically, tactically and operationally as needed.

Making Security A Strategic Capability
The CAA’s SeMS Framework2  is an excellent model for security management but necessarily excludes other 
corporate systems with which a SeMS should dovetail. The 3DAssurance team has designed a means of building 
SeMS into a strategic capability3  to manage security risks, incidents and crises. It makes security a company-wide 
priority, addressing existing vulnerabilities and weaknesses and equipping the organisation with the wherewithal to 
respond to future risks, incidents and crises robustly and quickly, at the right level in the organisation. We call this 
SeMS+.

 SeMS+ is made up of five themes, based on the UK CAA SeMS Framework; on the FEMA Report Crisis Response 
and Disaster Resilience 20304 ; and on Doughnut Economics5  by the economist Kate Raworth. It also draws 
heavily on corporate governance good practices.

1 9/11 Commission  (2004)  The 9/11 Commission Report Chapter 11 https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/911Report
2 CAA (2018) SeMS Framework https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201223%20SeMS%20Framework_Feb18_corrections.pdf
3 Deloitte (2015) Strategic capabilities https://www2.deloitte.com/ie/en/pages/consulting/articles/strategic-capabilities.html
4 FEMA (2012) Crisis Response and Disaster Resilience 2030: Forging Strategic Action in an Age of Uncertainty https://www.
fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/24174
5 Kate Raworth (2017) Doughnut Economics Penguin Random House, London

https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/911Report
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201223%20SeMS%20Framework_Feb18_corrections.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/ie/en/pages/consulting/articles/strategic-capabilities.html 
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/24174
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/24174
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The themes are: 

• Strategic Alignment to business goals to address Failures in Policy
• Leadership and Direction to address Failures in Management
• Corporate Assurance to address Failures in Imagination and Capabilities
• Enablers to address Failures in Capabilities and Management
• Resilience Handshake to address Failures in Imagination and Capabilities in security’s support of Resilience 

and Crisis Management

Benefits
There are four quantifiable benefits.

1. SeMS+ prevents surprises, whether from known risks inadequately mitigated or failure to identify risks. 
Unplanned responses are inevitably more costly than planned activity, error-prone from urgency, and carry 
the risk of unpredicted consequences.

2. The improved capability reduces the cost of risk, by reductions in probability and impact of risks, and in the 
duration of incidents and crises.

3. Security costs are more flexible and can be reduced by using a better understanding of the risks to avoid 
‘Abundance of Caution’ in preventive and reactive measures. Additionally, the ability to get risk responses 
right first time reduces wasted effort and re-work as well as accelerating the resolution.

4. Greater risk assurance enables the Board to make future investment and strategy decisions with more cer-
tainty and business opportunities are less likely to be rejected through lack of confidence.

In addition, SeMS equips directors to fulfil their duty of care: it protects people from harm, the organisation from 
risks, and the shareholders’ physical, reputational and goodwill assets.

Finally, the SeMS culture, in which risks are regarded as everybody’s responsibility, helps to engage the workforce 
in collaborative working and encourages security-mindedness.

Costs
The cost of development is relatively small, using mainly in-house resource plus a small amount of external 
resource for guidance and quality assurance. The opportunity cost of seconding in-house managers and staff onto 
this project is the most significant element of cost, and is managed like other strategic projects by including it in 
the corporate business plan, allocating resource according to the company’s goals and risk appetite.
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1. Strategic Alignment To Business Goals

Security Policy should be a strategic corporate policy, not a 
policy just for the specialists. Like other core activities, the 
SeMS should be aligned explicitly to the company’s strategy 
and corporate plan. Corporate Strategy sets the organisation’s 
direction and should include a security goal to deliver and 
improve security risk and management in a way that best 
supports the company’s business goals.

Building security in as a core activity in the Corporate Planning process ensures it is fit for the corporate purpose 
and supports the company’s business goals with appropriate and proportionate risk responses. It also binds 
together the security silos – cyber, physical, people and perhaps more. Each security discipline has its own 
procedures, skills and tools, but working in isolation creates gaps through which issues may fall. Silo working is 
not a specialist’s instinctive behaviour, it is driven by the hierarchical separation of departments into technical 
divisions, ICT, HR, Property and others. Strategic alignment of the SeMS through the Corporate Plan provides the 
organisation-wide perspective with overarching shared strategic security goals for all security disciplines. Key to 
this is the SeMS+ Doughnut.

The SeMS+ Doughnut enables the corporate governance regime to manage the proportionality of the security 
investment with a cost-benefit analysis based on the concept of Doughnut Economics3, a model of a self-sustaining 
balanced economy, in which resources are applied where they are needed, waste is prevented and constant inflation 
of cost is unnecessary.

The correct risk investment is a balance of financial and opportunity costs against benefits, with margins to allow 
for error in the risk assessments and the control of performance. Under-investing in security is clearly dangerous, 
leaving risks unmitigated. However overspending on security, “Abundance of Caution” as it is often called, has 
equally undesirable downsides, not only in unnecessary expense, but in opportunity costs such as shying away 
from new business opportunities, or increased customer inconvenience and dissatisfaction.

The doughnut model enables business planners to assess the consequences of both over- and underspend and 
thereby identify the optimal spend, the investment that is both necessary and sufficient to optimise security.
These measures automatically bind security into Corporate Governance which directs and oversees the 
management of all other business processes including corporate risk.
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2. Leadership and Direction

The SeMS is not a mechanistic system. It provides the controls and processes, but they cannot operate without 
people. Direction ensures people are clear about the corporate security goals, and Leadership ensures they are 
committed to delivering them – essential for maximising effectiveness and minimising wasted effort and time, and 
for staff morale, the “winning team” mentality.

Failures in management are evidenced by uncommitted staff who do not understand their roles and have no faith 
in their chain of command – they are being administered but not led or directed.

Management Commitment to the SeMS regime is demonstrated by all levels of manager leading by example, 
leaving people in no doubt about the importance of security and resilience, in particular the identification and 
management of risks, and reporting issues.

If Management Commitment establishes the security ethic through leading by example, Accountability and 
Responsibilities explains to people what is expected of them, their roles and their accountability for risk, including 
roles that are not part of the direct security operations. It gives them direction.

People also need the knowledge and skills to know How to fulfil their responsibilities. SeMS Education provides 
the requisite skills and explain the principles behind SeMS.

All this is backed up with Communication to keep risk awareness high and reinforce Management Commitment 
with updates and refreshers.

Finally, the Just Culture policy holds staff and contractors accountable for their actions, treating genuine mistakes 
with understanding whilst protecting the company from deliberate malicious acts with proportionate sanctions.

3. Corporate Assurance 

The primary goal of the SeMS is to manage risks, maintain 
effective crisis and incident response measures, and assure 
the board that security is under control.

Threat and Risk Management is the core of the SeMS. 
Robust and effective risk monitoring ensures that 
proportionate controls are allocated to risks, neither 
exposing the company beyond the board’s risk appetite, nor 
unnecessarily cautious, restrictive or expensive. A cross-
company Risk Review Group of senior staff and managers ensures risks are properly identified, understood and 
assessed, and allocates responsibilities right across the business. The mission of this group is the foresight to avoid 
any failure of imagination in anticipating risks, recognising the potential impact of anticipated risks, or in identifying 
effective mitigations.

Incident Response ensures any risk that materialises is dealt with effectively and lessons are learnt to prevent 
recurrence or improve the response. It provides an escalation path for operational to tactical incident management, 
and when the incident escalates beyond routine management, to Crisis Management (Theme 4).

The Confidential Reporting scheme enables staff to report concerns and receive feedback on how those concerns 
have been addressed. Some concerns may alert the organisation to previously undetected vulnerabilities, threats or 
risks, including insider threats.

Underpinning all these, Performance Monitoring measures security performance and SeMS effectiveness to 
provide continuing assurance that risks are under control. This includes quality assurance of all SeMS capabilities.
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4. Enablers 

Three processes support the operation of the SeMS, protecting it from failures in the key capabilities.
Inadequate resource is one of the main threats to effective security.  Resource Provision ensures that the right 
amount, type and quality of resource (including contracted services and products) is allocated to each activity, to 
ensure the balance between resourcing and exposure that Threat and Risk Management intended is achieved, and 
is delivering the intended protection.

A stable security regime is at risk from changes external to the SeMS. Management of Change ensures that 
operational, organisational, physical, system or functional changes do not have an unplanned impact on the 
company’s security or SeMS.

Continuous Improvement empowers people to identify and try out opportunities to improve the SeMS.  This is not 
about saving money, it’s about doing security better.
 
It also provides protection against evolutionary decay. The organisation and the business environment are not 
static, and even small changes may compromise the effectiveness of security capabilities. A change to the business 
operation or its context may create opportunities to improve those capabilities and restore their effectiveness. 

5. Resilience Handshake

Resilience is not a SeMS+ capability. It is a corporate 
provision not restricted to security crises, but for the 
management of all emergencies that exceed the control 
afforded by defined processes. A security incident may 
escalate to a crisis and SeMS+ provides for a smooth 
handover into the Crisis Management ‘process’ via the 
Resilience Handshake theme. Whilst Incident Response 
is the primary interface with Crisis Management, there ere proactive SeMS+ components that support other aspects 
of Resilience too.

Incident Response
A crisis is an event for which there is no pre-determined routine solution. It will often start as an incident, and 
when it escalates beyond routine management, it is escalated to Crisis Management. In the case of security 
incidents, Incident Response provides the escalation path to Crisis Management when needed.

Leadership
Top management is responsible for the organisation’s Crisis Response, directing the Crisis Management Centre 
(CMC). The CMC’s role is to be the control centre, reacting quickly, managing available information and outgoing 
messaging, triaging and making decisions at the right level in the organisation, implementing crisis measures 
promptly in collaboration with external partners and authorities. This relies on Management Commitment, 
Communication and Accountability and Responsibilities to empower people’s response, equipping them to use 
their intuition and experience to make and change decisions despite incomplete and conflicting information; and 
to provide Education with models, scenarios, and simulations to tease out stress points and gaps and address them. 

The Resilience Handshake also draws on the Leadership theme to develop a culture of foresight by building a 
shared vision of the future and a culture that embraces forward thinking, not only for managing crises, but also to 
enhance all aspects of Resilience planning.
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Threat and Risk Management

Threat and Risk Management supports Resilience by:
a. Anticipating emerging challenges and developing appropriate plans and contingencies
b. Modelling alternative scenarios to meet the interdependent challenges of PESTLE6  factors
c. Determining and remediating supply chain vulnerabilities particularly for infrastructure services in 

anticipation of both global and local supply challenges.
d. Identifying crises at the earliest opportunity, whether by escalation of major incidents, monitoring leading 

indicators and other warning signals for impending crises, using open and closed information sources, 
social media or other means.

e. This includes understanding and remediating potential points of catastrophic failure. Crises can escalate into 
catastrophes when consequences are not addressed and compound each other – the ‘snowball effect’.

f. Managing changes in customer and partner capabilities.

Summary and Elevator Pitch

SeMS+ is a framework to manage security corporately, to bring an organisation’s security management into the 
core of the business as a strategic capability, supporting the business’s sales, marketing, operations and resilience 
goals. It is based on proven, simple concepts and methods that ensure the best possible response to risks, incidents 
and crises, minimising the chaos, damage and harm that might otherwise be caused.

6   CIPD (2020) PESTLE analysis https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/organisational-development/pestle-analysis-factsheet
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Alcoholics Anonymous

www.alcoholics-anonymous.org
0800 9177 650

Gambling Aware

www.begambleaware.org
0808 8020 133

Health and Safety Executive

www.hse.gov.uk
03453009923   /   01519229235

National Business Crime Centre

www.nbcc.police.uk
0207 161 6664

Environmental Health Department
via local councils

www.gov.uk/find-local-council

Citizens Advice Bureau

www.citizensadvice.org.uk
03454 040506

Frank (Drug Advice)

www.talktofrank.com
0300 123 6600

GMB (Trade Union)

www.gmb.org.uk
020 7391 6700

Minimum Wage Reporting

www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
via ACAS 0300 123 1100

NASDU

www.nasdu.co.uk   
01483 224320

Useful Contact Information!
In alphabetical order, not necessarily in order of greatest need! 

http://www.alcoholics-anonymous.org
http://www.begambleaware.org
http://www.hse.gov.uk
http://www.nbcc.police.uk
http://www.gov.uk/find-local-council
http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk
http://www.talktofrank.com
http://www.gmb.org.uk
http://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
http://www.nasdu.co.uk
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NHS Direct

www.nhs.uk
Call 111

Police Non-Emergency

www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reporting-
crime

Call 101

Relate (Relationship Help)

www.relate.org.uk
0300 100 1234

Samaritans

www.samaritans.org
Call: 116 123

Security Industry Authority

www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
0300 123 9298

Security Institute

www.security-institute.org
02476 346 464

Speaking Clock

www.speaking-clock.com
Call: 123

Step Change (Debt Help)

www.stepchange.org
0800 138 1111

Trading Standards (via CAB)

www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-more-
help/report-to-trading-standards/

03454 040506

Unite (Trade Union)

www.unitetheunion.org
020 7611 2500

Think we need to add anything to this list? 
Let us know:  admin@peerpublishing.ltd

mailto:admin@peerpublishing.ltd
http://www.nhs.uk
http://www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reporting-crimeCall
http://www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reporting-crimeCall
http://www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reporting-crimeCall
http://www.relate.org.uk
http://www.samaritans.org
http://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
http://www.security-institute.org
http://www.speaking-clock.com
http://www.stepchange.org
http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-more-help/report-to-trading-standards/
http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-more-help/report-to-trading-standards/
http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-more-help/report-to-trading-standards/
http://www.unitetheunion.org
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Learning To Learn
How To Not Lose Out On An Opportunity To Upskill.

Earlier this week, on the 24th of July, it was the International Security Officer’s day. The day, appropriately 
occurring on 24/7 marked the 4th year of official recognition. Over time it has accumulatively drawn 
increasing attention and this year marked an all-time high. The campaign is now truly an international 
phenomenon with endorsement from major global organisations such as ASIS International and ISACA, 

as well as prominent local actors including the Security Institute and the Security Commonwealth. The mounting 
appreciation may not come as a surprise with the growth in size of the private security sector paralleled only by the 
concurrent expansion in role and responsibility. The clear-cut separation of public enforcement being reserved only 
for the state by the police is dissolving and private providers is progressively delivering similar services, sometimes 
of higher standard.  

This development, if properly regulated, ultimately provides public good by aligning private interests with promoting 
societal security. In these days, with society ravaged by the Covid-19 pandemic, maintaining civil security and public 
order is pressing and the private security industry and its officers certainly has a role to play. Moreover, as the old 
adage goes there are opportunities in every crisis, and in a time where unemployment is high and job security is low 
what recourse is there for security officers?

The suggestion here is that this may be the opportune moment to either enter into a new career as a security officer. 
Alternatively, you may already have a number of years of experience and looking for a way to upskill and advance your 
career in the field. The good news is that there are organisations such as the International Foundation for Protection 
Officers [IFPO] (And the Guild of Security Industry Professionals “GoSIP”............ Ed.) that offer a solution. 

The even better news is that if you are in the UK the IFPO now has a local branch there representing those interests 
more specifically. A representation that, given the interconnectivity of today, obviously has both European and global 
reach. Arguably another positive aspect of the Covid-19 pandemic is the increased proficiency in effectively utilising 
online solutions to communicate. These solutions also extend to education and the concept of an effective virtual 
learning environment is now the benchmark. 

So, with an ambition to upskill, a newfound command of online learning technologies, access to the expertise of 
seasoned educators and practitioners, and an abundance of information and knowledge at your fingertips there is 
still hesitation. Stemming not from a lack of neither motivation nor intellectual capacity there is something else that 
causes many to think twice before investing time and money in formal upskilling.

Formal upskilling is different from informal in that it comes with expectations, not only subjective as in feeling of 
accomplishment after reading a non-fiction book, but also objectively assessed requirements. Staying with the IFPO 
example the aspiration could be to either obtain the Basic Private Security Officer certification if new to the industry 
or to, with pre-existing experience, become a Certified Protection Officer. 

These industry certifications, and others like it, comes with a test. One that you can fail. To avoid that, there are a 
number of other, often affiliated or at minimum approved, providers of training aimed at enhancing the chance of 
success in getting certified. In the UK, comprehensive virtual instructor led solutions are offered through SORGEX 
(an acronym derived from Strategy and Organisational Excellence). On one hand this seems accessible – delivered 
online, adaptable – done in our own pace, and affordable – discounted for IFPO members. On the other, the hesitation 
lingers. For many, the classroom experience, virtual or not, seems far away and if considering postgraduate studies, 
often non-existent. Therefore, on a more esoteric yet nevertheless fundamental level, the proper skills, knowledge 
and behaviours to effectively learn from a training course may be lacking.  Learning, however, can be learnt.

Learning to learn is a solid long-term investment to facilitate both professional and personal development. Although, 
despite making immediate intuitive sense, it is not uncommon to feel novice to the notion. There is much science 
behind it but without getting too technical it mainly revolves around something called metacognition. In this context, 
metacognition can be considered as the, awareness of, analysis of, and ability to regulate the learning processes. To 
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simplify, and operationalise, this further it can be translated into the following three different stages – plan, do and 
reflect. Consider the oft odious task of reading a textbook. Note, that I am not saying that all textbooks are odious 
but rather that many are written in a way that does not make for an easy read. Now back to the first stage, plan. 
Before starting to read develop a strategy of how to read including the associated activities such as note taking and a 
systematic way to follow up on relevant questions, connections or issues. 

Then move on to the second stage, do. This is not limited to just reading but also includes the previously mentioned 
activities, summarising the main ideas of a concept, section or chapter in your own words (as few as possible) is a 
good way to verify understanding. In the third stage, reflect, both output and outcome of the previous stages are 
considered. This may be the hardest stage, and may require some practice and getting used to, but it is also the most 
rewarding in terms of deep learning. To reiterate, before starting devise a strategy, make notes along the process and 
finally reflect on it.

Now, how can adding yet another layer of learning that includes strategizing, note-taking and reflecting enhance the 
ultimate goal of learning what is needed to pass an exam? Perhaps, a somewhat malicious question because the end-
game should naturally extend far beyond passing an exam and for most it does (but unfortunately not all). To state 
the obvious, becoming a more efficient learner has positive implications for continuous and sustained development 
of skills, knowledge and behaviours. Thus, if you are considering getting certified by IFPO or any other organisation 
of your choice, do it. If such endeavour also involves a process of learning to learn all the better. As Hemingway once 
said, 

“There is nothing noble in being superior to your fellow man; true nobility is being superior to 
your former self ”.

Disclosure:
While the author is a member of the IFPO UK Advisory board, any and all views and opinions presented are proprietary 
and do not officially represent any organisation or affiliation.

Dr Peter Stiernstedt.

Dr Stiernstedt is a lecturer in Criminology at the University of West London. He 
holds a PhD in Criminology on the Perception of Corruption awarded by the 
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from the University of Gothenburg in Sweden, followed by an MSc in Security 
Management from the University of Portsmouth.
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ASIS International.
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THE ROLE OF HEALTHCARE SECURITY
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

 

There is little or no chance of escaping the fact that COVID-19 has created unparalleled challenges and 
demands on the whole world but rather than talk of the global impact or the socio economic issues we 
are all facing, this article discusses some of the experiences, challenges and situations Healthcare Security 

Officers have had to deal with.

In the early part of January, the news reports of this new and unknown ‘killer virus’ were becoming the only 
headlines on our news channels and before long we saw our first COVID positive patient in the UK.  Discussions 
on how this could impact on the UK were being ramped up as were the Business Continuity and Emergency 
Planning activities in preparation for what we knew was coming.  Hospital supply chains and staff recall plans 
were mobilised and it was not long before the Military stepped in to assist and RAF Brize Norton became the 
destination for a flight returning UK citizens from China.  We all know only too well how this developed and how 
the situation snowballed and before long we went into Lockdown.  The right to go where you like and when you 
like was put on hold and Security professionals across the country mobilised and activated their security protocols 
and locked down their own locations.  It could be argued that Healthcare Security may have had an easier task in 
implementing Lockdown as this is a well-practiced process and protocol 
and ensuring we can lockdown and secure a department, Emergency 
Department or Hospital is nothing strange to us.  Our plans and protocols 
are fully developed and in the vast majority of Hospitals, these have been 
well tested and exercised with some NHS Trusts being able to say they have 
tested their plans in real time.  As the UK Lockdown took effect and the 
NHS suspended all visiting in Hospitals, some of the following questions 
were being asked:
How do we refuse access to relatives who only want to see their loved one?
How do we deal with relatives who only want to say goodbye to their loved 
one as we are being told we cannot let anyone in?  

In the vast majority of instances, Security Officers had to refuse all visitor access which is really difficult and hard 
for people to understand and so conveying this very difficult message takes skill but more importantly, it relies on 
empathy, a clear and unambiguous stance and exceptionally good communication.  However, there were occasions 
and exceptions with some relatives being allowed in to see their relative or partner but when this was authorised, 
the visitor had to wear full PPE – gloves, apron, eye protection, facemask and even visors.  Touching and even 
holding their relatives’ hand was extremely limited due to the risks associated with transference of this new disease, 
however, this aspect of the interaction was dealt with by the amazing Doctors, Nurses and Health Care Assistants 
who worked tirelessly to ensure their patients received the best possible care going.

Another question and topic that caused us all grave concerns was the one below:
We are experiencing an increase in violence towards Healthcare staff – Incidents of spitting in the face of Security 
Officers by people stating they are COVID positive.  What are you doing to keep us safe and what can we do to 
address this?

Spitting is abhorrent in my view and after having a face full of spit whilst at an East London Health Centre a few 
years ago, I fully appreciate and understand how disgusting this is.  We must remember that this is a criminal 
assault and where a Security Officer is working for an NHS Trust, they are covered by the Assaults on Emergency 
Worker (Offences) Act and as such, this offence should be prosecuted as such.  No one should ever have to accept 
or tolerate being abused, assaulted or threatened, however, I have received reports of some Security Officers around 

“How do we deal with 
relatives who only want 
to say goodbye to their 
loved one as we are 
being told we cannot 
let anyone in?”
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the Country refusing to prosecute physical assaults and even more shockingly, refusing to prosecute spitting assault 
accompanied by the most racist abuse going.  
What were we doing to protect our Security Officers? – The importance of Healthcare Security and the need for 
Security Officers to support COVID-19 was very quickly recognised and their involvement and interaction with 
patients was clear.  The use of PPE including face shields became the norm very quickly but as the virus was a 
complete unknown, there was a degree of confusion amongst the public on what they should do and whether or 
not a face mask was necessary.  We will all remember the Wash your Hands message; I even tweeted this message 
out to my followers and @NAHS_UK followers, but is still extremely good advice and forms the basis of the 
standard Security and Safety briefing given to staff.

We (Security Officers) have to restrain patients who are COVID positive or suspected to be COVID positive.  How 
can we do this safely?  
I think we will all agree, restraining a person is not a pleasant event and is something that all Security Officers try 
their best to avoid but it is something that we have to do on occasion.  Add dementia to this scenario and things 
become even more complicated and challenging for the Security team so adding the risk of COVID-19 to the 
event and this is something that no one wants to do.  In short, the protocol was to, where possible, avoid physical 
contact but where Security were deployed to a COVID-19 positive treatment areas there were in full PPE and 
any patient contact was only ever undertaken with the correct protection.  Nevertheless, this did not remove the 
fear of contracting COVID-19 and so colleagues around the country were ensuring their Security teams were 
fully briefed, trained in the correct use of PPE; none of this wearing the face mask below the nose and especially, 
reminding staff not to touch the mask as this increases the risk of introducing the virus onto the fabric of the mask. 

As you can see from this very limited selection of some of the key issues we faced during the Pandemic, our 
Healthcare Security officers and Managers had to be PPE experts, advisers, counsellors and mediators.  They had 
to be able to de-escalate conflict along with managing the frustration and grief of relatives, employing empathy and 
compassion as well as being able to restrain safely to ensure the removal of difficult, abusive and violent individuals 
from NHS premises.  Add to this a requirement to maintain crime reduction patrols, general security of NHS 
services and locations, staff safety and managing the dreaded issue of car parking and you are some of the way to 
skills required of our Healthcare Security professionals.
 
One aspect of the job that saw a significant increase was the theft of NHS property.  We have seen an increase in 
theft but rather than the ‘usual’ items, we have seen thieves targeting PPE.  Thieves were stealing face masks, hand 
gel and even plastic gowns and goggles which they sell on at greatly inflated prices.  A quick check on that well 
know auction site and other similar marketplaces will bring up a myriad of items for sale that should have been in 
a Hospital.

What this pandemic has shown me and many of my colleagues from around the country is 
that we have exceptional Healthcare Security Officers, Managers, Reception and support staff 
who have stepped up in time of national crisis.  They have worked closely with our medical and 
clinical staff to ensure they are able to deliver the best and most appropriate healthcare to our 
patients 24/7.  Our Healthcare Security staff have unfalteringly delivered a well-rounded, caring 
yet robust and professional service whilst maintaining our ultimate aim of keeping our patients 
and staff safe and secure.

Thank you to each and every one of you out there.  
You have done, and are continuing to do,

an absolutely fantastic job!

John Currie : NAHS Executive Director for Publicity, Social Media, IT and Membership & Head of Security and 
NHS Accredited Local Security Management Specialist (ASMS) for Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust
John is a former Royal Air Force Police Special Investigator (CID and Drug Squad). He ran the Drugs and Criminal 
Intelligence cell and left the military in 2006. He gained his NHS Security Management ASMS accreditation in 2007 
and has worked across all sectors of the NHS. He has a particular interest in the integration of SBD, BREEAM, Security 
Master Planning and incorporating proven target hardening measures into new build and redevelopment projects. 
Experienced in Mental Health Acute and Forensic services, he now works closely with two Mental Health Trusts who 
are hosted on his acute hospital sites. In addition to the ‘normal’ day job John delivers Lone Worker Training, Personal 
Safety skills and PREVENT and Counter Terrorism awareness training.

www.NAHS.org.uk

http://www.NAHS.org.uk
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Security Must Handle An Active Biological Threat
By Using Security Protocols

By the ISIO | International Security Industry Organization www.intsi.org 

Security success will depend on the level of situational awareness of the people on the ground (decision-mak-
ers) and their reaction speed. Considering the nature of the beast, situational awareness for this pandemic 
dictates that there are issues of concern that must be addressed and arrested to limit the level of collateral 

damage.

Security Managers that are using ONLY the standard health related protocols are naive to believe that they are 
secure. This is an active biological threat whereas the International Security Industry Organization [ISIO] suggests 
that security protocols must also be considered.

The collateral damage of CV-19 will furthermore produce other threats  whereas the SM will be dealing with multi-
ple threats such as new crime related to economic meltdown that will erode the company profits.

Consequently, this is not a one size fits all kind-of-thing. Security Protocols must be stringently followed when 
purchasing or using technology, equipment, and the layering of manpower by their skillsets.  The reasons for such 
consider the mood and character traits of the population which will be, abnormal to the extreme of an increase in 
mentally unwell people besides, erratic behaviour of the masses. This is not purely related to customers that would 
visit a site but also internally amongst the staff. Desperate people will do desperate things.

The major issue is that the Security Managers could be undermined by the Human Resource manager that could 
use the full budget solely on health-related protocols. The Financial managers must know that the security man-
agers must secure profit protection besides loss prevention. When the doors of the business shut – there are no 
profits.

Subsequently, the Security Manager must be confident in their presentation to the Human Resource Manager and 
Financial officer to earn the trust and respect to seriously allocate to the security department the necessary tools 
to limit collateral damage. The Security Manager would not feel intimidated to present their position because of 
lack of knowledge, whereas, there are bodies that can provide the easiest and most effective method to comprehend 
their own loopholes and suggest cost effective methods. Not knowing the protocols in the purchasing and utiliza-
tion of the technology, equipment or manpower will cost the company dearly.

https://www.intsi.org/
https://www.intsi.org/
https://www.intsi.org/
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“You can talk, so you can breathe!”
The myth and misconception.

There is a myth that if you can talk you must be able to breathe, and in light of recent events in America it is really 
important that we look at this.

The first important fact to grasp - the lungs have “Volumes” and “Capacities”. For our purposes, you need 
to understand two phrases: Functional Reserve Capacity (the amount of air left in the lungs after a normal 
exhalation) and Expiratory Reserve Volume (the amount of air you can still force out of your lungs after a normal 
exhalation).

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3xq6fr/revision/2 is a good guide to how the lungs work. Average capacity 
(premium) is 6 litres. When you take a breath under resting conditions, you are breathing in about 500ml of air 
(varies obviously on age, size, weight, medical conditions, etc). Under exertion, this can increase six-fold. After 
breathing out, you are left with ~2400ml of air, this is Functional Reserve Capacity. If you try to force out as much 
air as possible, you can still force out ~1200ml more air. This is the Expiratory Reserve Volume. Important Note: 
Notice that the Expiratory Reserve Volume is more than twice the size of a normal breath. That is a lot of air you 
are able to force out, and a lot of speaking you can do, even if you can’t breathe.

The lungs work on negative pressure. Your lungs, when you breathe in, are at a lower pressure than the outside air. 
This draws air into them. Your lungs are elastic and will move back to their normal size during exhalation. This 
is where the problem begins. If you are restricting that inflation, there is a strong possibility that you can cut off 
the ability to breathe. Once the lungs begin to exhale, they collapse, but if they are being restricted, they may not 
be able to re-expand. They then continue to collapse, forcing out the Functional Reserve Capacity of air, but not 
drawing in a new breath. They are now in deficit. So, although someone is telling you they can’t breathe, they may 
not be capable of re-inflating their lungs. During physical activity, this likelihood is increased - and incidents of 
control and restraint will quite happily sit under a description of increased physical activity.

Demonstrations:
First Demonstration: Take a normal breath in and then a normal breath out. Then, after exhaling, force out as 
much air as you possibly can. Even after doing this, you will find you are able to speak. I am able to speak for about 
5 - 10 seconds afterwards, in short, wheezing words (and my lungs are medically shot!), but I can speak. If you 
don’t inhale at this point, you will begin to suffocate, but you will still be capable of speech even as you are dying. 
This is where the Functional Reserve is being used. There is no air coming in, just going out.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3xq6fr/revision/2
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Second Demonstration: It is much easier to force air out than it is to draw air in. To demonstrate, take a normal 
breath (not deep) in and out. After you exhale, pinch your nose shut with one hand and hold your other hand very 
tightly over your mouth. When you breathe in you will either be unable to breathe in or you will only breathe in a 
sliver of air. But if you force the air out, you will note that it is able to come out past your hand, it will cause your 
hand and fingers to vibrate, and there is still a good chunk of air in your lungs despite you having exhaled. Now, 
imagine your fingers and hand are your Larynx (voice box). That’s how speech is still possible in a situation where 
someone is being suffocated.

Final Thoughts
So why are you suffocating if so much air is still in your lungs? Part of the problem is that the air left over in the 
lungs after exhalation is not oxygenated, so your lungs are full of CO2 gas. This air is useless to your blood, so even 
though your bronchioles are full of air, you are still suffocating.

Positional/Arrest Asphyxiation is taught on all courses where there is a need to actively restrain, control or detain 
someone. A detained person does not need to be laying down for this to come into effect.

This is not to judge or pass comment on any cases or incidents - it’s a guide that should prod your memory at the 
right time. Only you can justify why you took a course of action - but you may have to explain why you took that 
course of action, based on the knowledge you have and the training you have undertaken.

If someone is saying they can’t breathe, you need to explain why you chose one force option over another and 
justify that decision in line with the law and your training.  It’s not an easy subject, and in the heat of the moment 
it may not be at the front of your mind, but at some point you need to consider the issues that face you - or a 
colleague.

Remember – A person saying they can’t breathe doesn’t mean they can breathe because they are talking. It 
could be the last words they are able to say.

 Adam Gale

Adam has had a long and varied career, working within physical and communication 
intervention fields, ranging from military to education, mental health and secure 
units and is now the Personal Safety Training Manager for Hampshire Constabulary.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adamgale1/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adamgale1/
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Fire Safety. What You Need to Know!

Prevent Spreading Through Your Premises.
Anyone who uses or occupies a building expects that the 
building will be fitted with protective systems that will assist 
with protecting the building should a fire occur. Unfortunately 
this is not always the case, the Grenfell tower disaster is now, an 
all too recent example of inadequate fire safety systems and poor 
maintenance, despite many of the residence raised concerns.

The inquiry into the Grenfell tower disaster reported amongst 
other things that “A number of key fire protection measures 
inside the tower failed. Although some fire doors held back the 
smoke, others did not. Some were left open and failed to close 
because they lacked effective self-closing devices”.
https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/

Security Personnel, Fire And Fire Prevention
Security personnel are likely to be the first responders at the scene of any fire alarm 
activation at their workplace. If they are not the first responders they will probably be 
the first to be alert to or notified of a fire alarm activation, monitoring of fire systems 
normally falls under the remit of onsite security personnel or offsite monitoring 
facilities.

The role of security during emergencies such as fires is determined on the training 
provided and expectations of the service by their employer. Expectations should be 
thoroughly documented and explained and the appropriate level of training provided 
before the security personnel attend any incident.
What additional assistance could security personnel provide to prevent fires from 
initially starting to measure they could instigate to prevent a fire from spreading?

After all, fire training provided to most security personnel often only involves the basic 
information such as the type of fire extinguisher that are available to use and the fire 
triangle. Image ML 2020

At Work
Under Section 19 of the Health and Safety Welfare at Work Act 2005 “every employer shall identify hazards, assess 
risks, including any unusual or other risks such as fire”. To comply with Section 19, employers are required to carry 
out risk assessments and to record these. A fire safety risk assessment should be conducted. As part of this assessment 
fire doors should be included.

Furthermore any business is also required to comply with fire safety law. The main law is Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005, also known as Fire Safety Order.

Fire doors are a huge part of a building’s fire protection systems, a vital requirement for all buildings where people 
congregate, and are just as vital a part of the overall fire prevention system as would be sprinklers and the actual fire 
alarm system.

https://www.grenfelltowerinquiry.org.uk/
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Fire doors, as with any other door, must perform its base task on a daily basis, however unlike a regular door must be 
regularly inspected to ensure that during a fire, it performs correctly e.g. closing to its correct position, not wedged 
open or catching on the floor to ensure a flush fit so that it can create an effective barrier. This will ensure that the 
specialised nature of the door is utilised to its full potential allowing when an actual fire occurs that the fire is slowed 
and potential escape routes are accessible and lives could ultimately be saved.

So what could security personnel do to prevent fires spreading through your premises?  
The role of a security officer involves the patrolling of premises, internal and external inspection of buildings and 
equipment.

1. Whilst patrolling, and as part of equipment checks - add fire door checks.  When checking doors 
consider:
 » Do they close and fit snug in to the frame of the door?
 » Is signage present?
 » Has the door dropped?
 » Are hinges and door closures in good working order?
 » Are there any visual signs of damage?
 » Door hardware, (Locks, handles) does it operate correctly?
 » Are smoke seals fitted and in good order?
 » Are there excessive gaps between the door and frame? (no more than 3mm)
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2. Report any build-up of waste. Organisations often have waste, paper, plastics etc. Waste should not be 
allowed to build up, especially inside or near to buildings.

3. Ensure Fire exits are kept clear at all times.
4. If discovered, report these findings to the appropriate departments with the organisation  and record these 

in the Safety Statement and fire safety risk assessment.

You may be wondering why this Security officer is recommending checking fire doors as part of my buildings 
patrols? Ultimately, the responsibility of maintenance and inspection of all fire doors would fall under the remit 
of that company’s Facilities Management team. However the very nature of the role of security is that they are 
more likely to use and monitor most doors across a site and are able to spot and report faults to ensure that doors 
are working correctly. The facts are that fire doors save lives by holding back and preventing fires from spreading 
quickly. Ensuring they are at their most effective could be the difference between a minor fire and a major disaster.

If we as security professionals were checking fire doors on a regular basis it is quite possible recent events such 
as the fire at the Sir Robert Peel Community Hospital and Holiday Inn hotel in Walsall, may have resulted in the 
majority of the buildings being saved by preventing the spread of the fire into other areas.

<< HOSPITAL FIRE
Sir Robert Peel Community Hospital. George Bryan Centre 

Tamworth.  
Fire cause:  Arson.

Whist the majority of the hospital building was saved a 
significant amount of damage was caused.  Part of the building 
was sacrificed to prevent it from spreading to the rest of the 
hospital.

HOTEL FIRE >>
Holiday Inn, Walsall.

Fire cause:  Accidental.
Two storey building completely destroyed.

Furthermore during a recent survey carried out by The Fire Door Inspection Scheme (FDIS) on 677 fire doors in 
total, inspected at 31 different sites, a disturbing 2506 faults were identified!

1. Over 61% of internal fire doors had fire or smoke seals either missing, installed incorrectly or not 
filling perimeter gaps correctly

2. Over 1/3 had incorrect signage
3. More than 230 (34%) of the internal fire doors inspected has excessive gaps between the door and its 

frame (i.e. over 3mm)
4. Over 15% had noticeable damage to the door leaf/frame
5. Almost 1 in 5 internal fire doors had unsuitable hinges
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Added Value

Regrettably fire, no matter its size, will cause some form of disruption or damage to any organisation’s 
operation for some amount of time.
In 2008 UK insurers paid out £3.6m every day due to fire related damage. It was estimated that fires cost the 
UK economy £8.3 billion in that same year.

Source: fire-magazine.com

Since austerity started (budget cutting) in the UK in 2010, it is anticipated that these figures will have risen as 
organisations have reduced their budgets and may be relying on minimal prevention, which in turn could be a false 
economy.

In any workplace this would be an opportunity for security department’s to increase their value within the 
organisation and assist in a greater role in fire prevention.
As security personnel we could benefit the organisation by helping to limit the damage caused by preventing 
fire spreading, possibly saving lives and potentially saving the organisation significant amount in damage and 
litigation.

Mark Lee. CSMP® M-ISMI® MInstLM

Mark is currently employed as a Security officer within the National Health 
Service (NHS), based at a large acute hospital located in inner city Birmingham. 

He is a Certified Security Management Professional (Dip-CSMP®), and holds a 
number of qualifications in the security and management field. He calls himself 
“far from academic, but lives to learn.”

LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com/in/mark-lee-csmp®

You could advertise here! 
Will you reach the right audience? 

Well, you're reading this. 
So are your customers... 

 

 

Want a cost effective way to sell your 
company to areas and audiences that 

no other publication can reach? 
 

Talk to Mike today: 
Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd   

http://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-lee-csmp
mailto:Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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TPSO Announces Its Latest Corporate Partners!
TPSO would like to give a very warm welcome to HireHand & MD K9 Security Services.
The HireHand system is a fantastic solution to the age old industry problem of finding suitable cover for shifts at 
short notice. MD K9 Security is an exceptional and genuinely quality focused physical security provider based 
in S.E. England.

If you have a company that operates in the UK security industry and would benefit from the substantial exposure 
and support that TPSO magazine can provide, both in our publications, and across our social media outlets, then 
why not get in touch and find out about the substantial advantages that Corporate Partnership brings.

Drop Mike O’Sullivan a line at: admin@peerpublishing.ltd

https://mdk9-security.co.uk https://www.hirehand.co.uk https://audaxsecurity.co.uk

https://eclipse.uk.net https://wagestream.com https://www.atalianservest.co.uk

https://www.aspersstratford.co.uk https://smarttask.co.uk

?
IS THIS YOU?

mailto:admin%40peerpublishing.ltd%20?subject=
https://mdk9-security.co.uk
https://www.hirehand.co.uk
https://audaxsecurity.co.uk
https://eclipse.uk.net
https://wagestream.com
https://www.atalianservest.co.uk
https://www.aspersstratford.co.uk
https://smarttask.co.uk
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TPSO Interview with: Paul Painter. CEO of Vaylia Integrated Security.

TPSO magazine caught up with Vaylia CEO Paul Painter who admits 
that he is a serial entrepreneur,  he loves this industry of ours and wants 
to bring back a new golden era of innovation.  We spoke to him about 
his new company, where it is heading and what the future security risks 
might be that we all have to embrace…. Oh, and his unusual hobby.

TPSO. Hi Paul. What is your background and how did you get into 
the security market?  
I studied Engineering at University and upon graduation I trained as a 
Chartered Accountant.  Apart from a stint in the Officers Training Corps 
at University (Students with guns!) and a dad who was in the Police, I 
had had no security background.  Then in 1996 I fulfilled my long-term 
goal to set up my own company and did this with a friend, importing a 
fencing system from Germany.

TPSO. What was different about this company?  
We were both engineers getting into a ‘metal bashing’ industry.  We 
had both been sponsored by a major aerospace company and I was a 
Chartered Accountant, so our outlook was quite different to our peers.  
Robust systems and things such as CAD and management accounts 
were there from day 1 and when we opened our factory it was state of 
the art, clean, efficient, and very automated.

TPSO. Did this lead to benefits in the market?  
It did and my belief in product development also paid off.  We started to win some impressive contracts, and this 
culminated in the winning of the main perimeter contract for London 2012.  That lead to us developing a range of 
high specification fences and hostile vehicle mitigating systems.  These products were then deployed at events such 
as the G8 Conference in Northern Ireland.

TPSO. What happened next?
Like all good things they came to an end.  In 2017 I sold my 50% share and thought I had hung up my security 
boots for good.  Then last year I was approached by an ex-colleague who encouraged me to get involved again.  
I visited a few shows in the UK and US and I was surprised that not much had changed – I received a warm 
welcome and the overwhelming wish by many people to come back into this wonderful industry of ours.

TPSO. So, you are back?  
Definitely.  Vaylia was born in the middle of the COVID lockdown.  The name originates from ‘veil’ to screen, to 
conceal, to protect, to enfold, to surround.

TPSO. What has changed in the market in the last few years?  
Extraordinarily little I have found.  Perhaps more focus is now on electronic security rather than physical and in 
the HVM world perceived risks appear to be from low speed repeated impacts rather than one big bang.  A few 
companies have been bought and consolidated, but I have been surprised by a general absence of new product 
development.  On the positive side I have been encouraged by the growth of the Security Institute and now the 
creation of the Guild of Security Professionals.  I received my MSyl a few weeks ago – I am incredibly happy with 
that – the empowerment of professional bodies is a real positive thing for the industry, it will definitely help raise 
standards.

TPSO. What is Vaylia about?  
It is whatever we want it to be and we continue to invent ourselves.  When you start with a clean piece of paper, 
with no constraints, no factories to keep busy, no machines to feed and no overheads, there is no longer an 
envelope limiting you.  So, we are now looking at segments of the market in which we previously had little interest.  
We are also looking at ‘bolt-ons’ that we can provide through partners that supplement our offer.  Sometimes these 
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have no security element.
In summary though, can offer advice, contracting 
services, a range of niche products where we are 
no longer manufacturers and, of course, we will be 
developing our own products where we see a gap in the 
market.

TPSO. What have you done so far?  
An incredible amount in just a few months.  I am 
starting to put back together my old team from the 
past.  Chris Plimley has joined as Chief Commercial 
Officer and anyone who even has an inkling of what 
this guy can do will see what an important appointment this is.  I can also now announce that Mark Lord has also 
joined the team.  Mark was the MD of a company I partnered with for many years – we won many projects in the 
temporary security world.  Mark and I worked very closely together, and I imagine some of your readers will be 
able to guess in what direction this takes our ambitions.

TPSO. How will you grow Vaylia now?  
Unlike before where our growth depended upon extending a factory or buying a new machine – our future growth 
depends upon building successful long-lasting partnerships with other dynamic movers in the market both in the 
UK and abroad.  We will take their successful products and processes and bring them together to offer our clients 
a package consisting of the best the industry has to offer.  Our added value is seeking out the best projects, meeting 
the requirements of the projects and then delivering them perfectly.

TPSO. How has the market accepted Vaylia so far?  
With open arms.  We have been pleased with the reception we have received.  Already we have formed some 
extremely strong partnerships with some real heavyweights.  They see what we have achieved in the past and 
see our honesty, our commitment, and our determination to achieve a lot quickly.  I think with all the negativity 
surrounding COVID we have been told we are a good news story.

TPSO. What next?  
You will see us getting into more and more disparate sectors – some will surprise others less so.  We see a gap in the 
market for a company like ours.  We will go for any quality contract with the right partner and over time we will 
increase our own capabilities – remember we have no envelope preventing us now.

TPSO. Tell me about the innovation you are promising.  
My name is on a number of patents from the near past.  Hopefully more will now come.  I have ideas swirling in 
my head – we need new stuff and a fresh perspective.  I think being away for a bit has helped me to look at things 
differently.  Vaylia will be innovating – don’t worry about that.

TPSO. What do you think is the secret of your success?  
Endless energy and drive and I think I am good at joining the dots.  Finding an opportunity and firstly putting 
all my capabilities into winning it and then hopefully delivering it.  However, there is something I really cannot 
explain – like Peter Pan’s Tinkerbell – a kind of secret voice that comes from nowhere and sets you on a path of 
certainty.  I have felt this come back again recently.  I wish I could bottle it.  It would sell!

TPSO. And for the security risks facing the world – where do you see these heading?  
Data is becoming a critically important asset and more and more valuable.  Its protection will become crucial 
and leaks potentially more difficult to detect and prevent.  This is not just personal data but the data that will run 
everyday objects from driverless cars to the next generation of items such as TV’s and refrigerators.  The protection 
of the 5G network that will hold much of this data is critical and it is important that world governments prioritise 
this.  On the physical side drones concern me and Japan is only 3 years away from having flying cars – both bring 
new risks.  It may sound too futuristic, but robot technology will also become a threat as the tech becomes better 
and less expensive.  Driverless cars….and trucks – they really need to be failsafe and only used for their intended 
use.  Meanwhile advances in cutting tools no doubt will mean that delay standards must continue to rise and 
physical barriers must adapt.
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TPSO. What do you like to do in your spare time?  
I DJ.  Since 2015 I have been a club DJ playing progressive house and industrial 
techno under the name MaxiFeelya. I have played in quite a few famous clubs 
including Ministry of Sound and Ibiza Rocks.  I love to entertain an audience 
and surprise during my sets.  I compare DJ’ing to public speaking which I also 
enjoy – with both you need to prepare well, get it right on the night and keep 
your crowd interested.  I love the adrenalin rush with both.  Like in my work I 
plan my sets meticulously and always seeks ‘perfection’.  The CEO of Goldman 
Sachs is also a DJ and producer – there clearly is a thing here!

TPSO. You mentioned earlier your ambitions.  What are these?  
For Vaylia these have no real limits.  With a small, but extremely strong 
management team, thinking very alike, we will over the next months and years 
build a strong player in the security market.  We will encompass many sectors 
of the market from physical to electronics, visual, sensual and the other new 
emerging technologies that we are currently seeking.  I feel confident for the 
future and we would love to talk to anyone who wants to get involved and 
partner with us. 

TPSO. Thank you for your time.  I wish you the best of luck with your ambitious plans!

PAUL PAINTER, Chief Executive Officer
Vaylia Limited

+44 (0) 20 3059 4560
paul.painter@vaylia.com

www.vaylia.com

www.greyharemedia.com/TPSO

mailto:paul.painter%40vaylia.com%20?subject=
http://www.vaylia.com 
http://www.greyharemedia.com/TPSO
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2004 -08 

2009 -15 

2016-19 

2020 

HOW WE’VE EVOLVED

THE GLOBAL BWV PIONEER.
-  First Audax head cam system launched 
-  Cylon Systems using Archos DVR’s AV500 / 604
-  First used by Police in July 2005 
-  UK Home Office publish guidance and standards  

following use of our devices. July 2007

Audax Global Solutions Ltd.  •  +44 (0)1752 264950  •  info@audaxuk.com www.audaxuk.com

eWITNESS HEAD CAMS. 
- Using Lawmate DVR’s

LAUNCH OUR 1ST CHEST CAMERA. 
- Using our own unique firmware
 -  High Quality Chest camera with Basic DEMS
-  Excellent day and night evidence gathering
-  Lightweight, tamper proof and evidence admissible

LAUNCH OF BIO-AX® SYSTEM.
-  In 2016 Audax® were the First UK Security SME ever 

funded by the European Union H2020 Instrument
-  Bio-AX -a Robust Encrypted Chest Camera with  

4G/ Wi-Fi Live stream video/audio

IMPROVED CAMERA.
-  Enhanced Chest Camera with integrated GPS,  

Front record Button and AES Encryption

IMPROVED CHEST CAMERA SYSTEM.
- Enhanced Camera Technology
- Wifi, H265, SOS Panic alarm
-  Automated officer / camera assignment
-  Full suite of DEMS and CMS Software

IMPROVED BIO-AX.
-  Enhanced Camera Technology H265, 10 hr battery
-  Automated officer / camera assignment
-  Full suite of enhanced DEMS and CMS Software

mailto:info@audaxuk.com
http://www.audaxuk.com
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Introducing: 
The Guild of Security Industry Professionals.

(Everything You Want To Know About GoSIP!)

You may have heard mention of a new initiative set up recently to benefit UK front line security 
industry workers, but what is the Guild of Security Industry Professionals, who is behind it, and 
what is it trying to achieve?
 
We asked the GoSIP founders, and yes they are the same guys behind TPSO magazine, for the full 
story.............

At the start of 2018, two front line Security Officers with nearly 60 years in 
the industry between them, Michael O’Sullivan and Rollo Davies, decided 
that enough was enough and all the complaining about the state of Security 
wasn’t going to change anything. The protection sector is vitally important, 
and both Mike and Rollo took pride in their work, and wanted to do 
something positive to counter the disgusting perception of the “minimum 
wage slob”. Something desperately needed to be done, and waiting around 
for somebody else to do it seemed futile.

Rollo was already quite a widely followed social media commentator on all 
things security, and in 2011 had even set up a Trade Union in an attempt 
to help fellow Security Officers and promote and strengthen employee rights. To his great disappointment the 
“National Security Worker’s Union UK” never achieved the membership numbers needed to make it a success 
and had to be dissolved after just a few years. Still determined to make a difference, he was only too pleased to get 
involved when an old friend that he worked with in the early 1990s, called him up out of the blue................ with 
an idea!

The guy with the big idea, was one Michael O’Sullivan.
 
Mike left the French Foreign Legion after 5 years’ service, and returned to London getting a job as a security 
supervisor for the now long departed, Thorn Guarding. Rollo left the Metropolitan Police just after and ended 
up working as a supervisor on an opposite shift to Mike at the same site. Mike was already a published writer 
with several magazine articles under his belt. He was also clearly passionate about the security industry, rapidly 
developing an encyclopaedic knowledge of relevant legislation, best practice and the psychology displayed by 
effective professionals. Mike and Rollo quickly recognised like minded individuals.

Circumstances change and people drift apart, however Mike left it a good 25 years before picking up the phone to 
put a suggestion to his old friend.

Mike’s initial idea was to start a magazine for front line security industry professionals. There were publications 
out there already, but none were aimed at the rank and file, so The Professional Security Officer magazine (TPSO), 
was born.

• It had to be free.
• It had to be relevant.
• It had to be informative.
• It had to be high quality.
• But most importantly, it had to be of genuine interest to the target reader, You.

      
 So, the first part of a much bigger plan was set in to motion.
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Bigger plan?

Publishing TPSO magazine started to get the guys noticed and they rapidly made a lot of influential contacts. 
Contacts whose help and support was very welcome, freely given, and which would be essential down the line.

TPSO magazine grew in popularity internationally and generated a great deal of good will, but was not the final 
answer that would lead to genuine change or industry improvement. It was doing a good job, but our front-line 
security colleagues needed a unified voice, and the industry needed a powerful new entity to ensure that they 
would not continue to be ignored.

 So, 2 years after the launch of the magazine, on the 1st of August 2020, that unifying organisation was launched 
and the next step towards security industry improvement was taken.

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals or GoSIP, is a peer support network. A network of like-minded 
operatives, proud of the work that they do, and In line with recent industry initiatives, wanting to change 
perceptions of the industry and secure the appreciation and reward, rightly deserved for their vital roles.

What’s in the name? The term “Guild” was selected to reflect the well-recognised classic meaning; a group of 
practitioners from a particular trade, working together to set standards and agree on the future evolution and 
direction of their profession. A perfect fit. We very deliberately used the term “Professionals” as we cannot expect 
the general public to view us as such if that’s not how we refer to ourselves! Change starts here, and the term 
“security guard” needs to be dead and buried. We view ourselves as professional “Security Officers” and if that’s 
how you feel, you need to join us!

     
The Guild was established to perform several important jobs:

• To assist with the personal career development of its members, with advice, FREE training and CPD, and 
hugely discounted, relevant courses from some of the most respected companies in the UK.

• To establish a professional “Code”, to highlight our members as engaged and committed security 
professionals to their peers, to the general public and to perspective employers.

• To campaign on important issues that affect front line workers on a daily basis: Violence against security 
officers, Key worker status, Single manned doors, Training standards and malpractice, Lack of body worn 
video and many more….

• To challenge negative misconceptions about security officers and their roles that appear in the press and 
media, and to provide an alternative positive narrative.

• To increase professionalisation of our industry by lobbying the SIA and OFQUAL for vital improvements 
in training, testing and marking. We want this to help to prevent incompetent individuals from achieving 
an SIA licence in the first place. This will help to reduce situations that create such a negative impression 
of Security in general, and prevent it from achieving the respect that is due.

• To finally give a voice to hundreds of thousands of men and women about the future of their industry.

The Guild is working to create a future where front-line security professionals are highly paid, valued by 
employers and end users, regarded as “professionals” by the general public, and in receipt of the respect that the 
responsibility they carry demands. We also want the role of Security Officer to become a highly desirable career 
choice for motivated and intelligent individuals.

Yes, there is a very long journey ahead, but forming the Guild was a very big first step and the bigger the 
membership, the faster it can reach its goals.

Those influential contacts that I mentioned earlier have turned in to powerful support from organisations such as 
the Security Institute, the NAHS, the IFPO, the ISRM to name but a few. This support means that we are listened 
to by the people that matter, and we absolutely, positively, cannot be ignored or marginalised.
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So it all sounds great right, but what’s the catch? Is this really all about making money for someone? What’s the 
hidden agenda?

Well as money making schemes go, the Guild needs some work. Security Officers are not well paid generally so 
recognising this, all members get their first 12 months completely FREE! After that the subscription fee shoots up 
to £12.75p!........ To clarify.... That’s PER YEAR, not per month, and will be fixed for a minimum of 5 years!

It simply helps us cover our operating costs, just, and we think that most of our members will be able to find 
£1.06p per month. For those that are having financial problems, talk to us. We can reduce or even waive subs if 
required.

The Guild is about making a difference.
Not making money.

     
So, if the GoSIP is not a money-making plot, who are really pulling the strings?
Big business maybe?

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals has not received a penny, at time of writing, from any external 
source. The founders, Mike and Rollo, still work full time in front line security roles and somehow manage to run 
the Guild and indeed TPSO magazine in their spare time. Which isn’t much! Rollo is a paid brand ambassador 
for a company called Wagestream, because they do great work and help a lot of front line security colleagues with 
their charity backed income streaming system, but they have no view about the direction of the industry and 
other than cheering us on, have no input in the GoSIP.

So that’s about it.

A couple of UK Security Officers with a lot of support and a great idea are trying to make the industry better and 
create a more rewarding and desirable career for all SIA licenced and in-house security industry professionals.

Many will not join the Guild because they simply can’t be bothered. Many will be too suspicious and cynical to 
get involved……. I wish these colleagues all the best because regardless of any heart felt misconceptions they may 
have, the hard work that Mike & Rollo are putting in to improve the industry, and the real change that our unified 
membership can help instigate, will benefit us all.
Be Safe....

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals.

“Working Together for a Better Future.”

Website: GSIP.co.uk

Email Mike at: Admin@GSIP.co.uk

#HelpUsHelpYou   #NothingToLose   #EverythingToGain   #GoSIP

mailto:Admin@GSIP.co.uk
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Culture, although an ultimately intangible force can prove to be one of the single greatest obstacles or enablers 
of security. To quote the philosopher Charles Handy, culture can be viewed as “the way we do things around 
here”, a simplistic description perhaps concealing the behemoth beneath. As organisational psychologists 

have deliberated over for decades, the way we do things is the amalgamation of our collective values, behaviours, 
and beliefs as initially role-modelled by the organisation’s leadership. This role-modelling unquestionably impacts 
on every facet of the business from strategy development to the allocation of resources and much more. So how does 
this affect us as security practitioners?

We have all heard the statement “culture eats strategy for breakfast”, however, the very real implications of it are often 
felt in daily security operations, from management right the way down to supervision and front-line operations. A 
culture that appreciates the role of security will enable security to be more effective while admittedly, often we may 
be met with a culture that tolerates rather than embraces what it is we do. While this is not meant as a criticism, 
understanding the intricacies and implications of organisational culture can better allow us not only to engage more 
effectively with our organisations but to understand the “why” behind our organisations’ behaviour and how we are 
expected to integrate with it.

Previously, in issue 6 of TPSO, I wrote an article about developing the organisational influence of the security 
function, in this issue, we will explore the environment in which we’re building that influence and how our approach 
may be helped or hindered by the culture in which we find ourselves entrenched.

What Is Your Organisation’s Culture?
Organisational culture is often defined as the “accepted standard of behaviour” within an organisation. While this is 
an almost universally accepted definition, to a degree it disregards the underlying beliefs that act as the guiding hand 
of what is deemed acceptable behaviour. You see, organisational culture is altogether more dynamic than a company 
motto plastered above reception or a set of words printed on a company lanyard, true culture is the organisation’s 
values embodied in each and every employee in their words and actions. How many times have you read company 
values that include words such as “integrity, accountability, and diversity”? Noble words indeed, but without actions 
that embody, reinforce, and celebrate them, they remain corporate jargon.

Organisational Culture: 
The Root of Security Enablement.
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This is not to say that all organisations that claim to have similar core values are being in-genuine, many have good 
intentions, however, their execution of those intentions may fail them and thus the actual culture of the organisation 
is heavily distorted from the original vision or in some cases the polar opposite. Likewise, there are organisations that 
deliver on their core values and develop a strong culture that not only embodies their initial values but also related 
values which serve as a testament to their vision and leadership and ultimately benefit the business as a whole.

So, ask yourself what does acceptable behaviour look like in your organisation? Be honest with yourself, you may 
not even be aware of your organisation’s core values but you will likely be familiar with how people behave in the 
organisation and how their behaviour is received by others. Are you satisfied with your organisation’s standard of 
acceptable behaviour? Do you feel that as a professional, you can develop and flourish in that environment?

Culture: A Security Obstacle
So, you’ve developed a well-rounded skill set, learned the vernacular of influencing figures, extended the olive branch 
to other departments in an attempt to grow the influence of security in your organisation and you’ve gotten to the 
point where CPD is your new religion. You are the consummate professional and you’re positively bursting with 
fantastic ideas that will reduce risk across the board, save the company a small fortune and make everyone look good 
in the process…but no one wants to listen.

Do not take it personally, perhaps the organisation’s culture is not receptive to, or may even fear change, after all, 
most people are not particularly fond of change, especially radical change. Security for the uninitiated can be difficult 
to understand and even more difficult to appreciate regardless of how well it’s presented, however, an organisation 
that continuously fails to acknowledge the value or even potential of the security function is doing itself a disservice. 
Perhaps, security in this hypothetical organisation is regarded as somewhat of a nuisance and hence the security 
function is fundamentally undermined because it lacks support from leadership and finds itself isolated from the 
organisation’s otherwise unitive culture. The security function, in this case, is subject to intense scrutiny, even 
suspicion, likely the result of poor prior experiences on the half of the organisation, a heavily hierarchical and/or 
rigid organisational structure, or simply herd mentality has formed because of poor role modelling.

Regardless of the reasoning for the continuous denial of ideas or outright hostility toward the security function, 
environments that undervalue security or any other function of the business for that matter risk creating a culture of 
blame and denial. A culture that normalises this behaviour puts itself at greater risk as it evidently lacks the appetite 
for change and thus faces a future in which “the way we do things” becomes an excuse for poor foresight.

Culture: A Security Enabler
Just as culture can prove to be an insurmountable hurdle over which any attempt to jump seems to fall short, it can 
also prove to be a driving force behind our ideas and innovations. This is not to say that a culture of enablement 
automatically accepts everything at face value, far from it. If anything it scrutinises our thinking even further, 
however, unlike a culture of inertia this is to re-fine our thinking and ultimately benefit the organisation in the long-
term. Essentially the old adage of steel sharpens steel applies, we have to be willing to accept that to take a little we 
have to con-cede from time to time too.

Cultures that enable innovation, breed collaboration, and embody their core values are by default environments 
of mutual respect. This mutual respect is the open door that allows our in-fluence to shine and begin to impact 
positively on the organisation if handled responsibly. Of course, mutual respect is not merely achieved by being 
astute professionals as we’ve seen. It’s the result of various factors including but not limited to facets such as the role 
of security in the organisation, the behaviours of the organisation’s security leadership and, of course, leadership 
as a whole, long-held beliefs and perceptions, etc. If any of these facets are overwhelmingly negative, resistance is 
inevitably going to develop regardless of our best intentions.
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An organisation whose culture enables security is one that understands its role in the organisation, perceives it to 
add value and is willing to have its processes questioned for its betterment. This is not to be mistaken for the idea that 
everyone has free reign and can do as they please but that the organisation allows for flexibility and shortens power 
distance when necessary. If this sounds like your organisation, you may find that this type of culture not only allows 
your department to excel but instils a desire for you to see others excel, enablement further breeding enablement.

Contributing To Culture: Be The Change You Want To See
Admittedly, much of this article has focused on negative aspects of organisational culture, that is not to say that 
cultural awareness is a path to inevitable disappointment. If anything, being realistic about where our organisation 
currently stands better enables us as security practitioners to contribute to the strengthening or outright overhaul 
of the organisation’s current culture. While it remains true that much of organisational culture comes from the top 
down, it is not impossible to influence culture from the bottom up and this may be where you stand as the catalyst 
for change.

Change will not happen overnight and you must keep in mind that it is likely your col-leagues may have been 
adhering to the same way of operating for quite some time, hence the reason for change must be clear, communicated 
consistently, and led by example. It is only through achieving the accountability and buy-in of your peers that change 
will not only become viable but attractive. A positive mindset and willingness to explore the middle ground is 
an absolute necessity in the quest for cultural transformation, as villainising individuals or entire departments is 
counter-productive and serves only to burn bridges and contribute further to the culture you may find yourself 
dissatisfied with.

While this article has merely touched on the complex topic that is organisational culture, the takeaway point is that 
only through understanding our current culture and contribution to it can we begin to enable ourselves and our 
peers to nurture a culture of security enablement.

Cúchulainn Morrissey.

Cúchulainn is a security supervisor for a prominent cultural property in the south of 
Ireland.
Cú has operated extensively on behalf of blue-chip multinational organisations and 
cultural  properties along with providing training to new security industry practitioners.
An advocate for professional development and member of a host of professional bodies, 
Cú  founded Cork Security Society, a social forum for Irish security industry professionals 
in 2019 with the aim of providing regular, free CPD opportunities to front-line security 
operatives.

Connect with Cú - https://www.linkedin.com/in/cumorrissey/
Join Cork Security Society - http://corksecuritysociety.ie

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cumorrissey/ 
 http://corksecuritysociety.ie
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For every problem and challenge that the COVID19 crises throws up, there are always smart thinking people 
coming up with clever solutions. TPSO magazine asked CORPS Security, National Account Manager and Security 
Consultant, Neil Shanks, to tell us a bit about a great idea, gaining traction with all front line roles.....

A Frontline Security Professionals New ‘Must Have’!
Speech to Text/Translate App

The Covid-19 crisis has brought more than a few new challenges to business and 
individuals, with the full extent yet to be realised. There are a number of financial 
and logistical issues that take most of the headlines and therefore have the most 
widely disseminated solutions. There are also a number of ingenious solutions 
being found for problems big and small across all sectors. We must ensure that we 
take a multi-sector view, to not only identify and use these, but more importantly, 
record the lessons learned and evolve the solutions further.

One fantastic solution I saw recently came from NHS England and a paramedic 
named Danny from the South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS Foundation 
Trust. Danny gave a video demonstration of speaking with a face mask on and 
highlighted the additional issues this causes for individuals with a hearing 
impairment. The original video can be found here:

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nhsengland_communicating-while-wearing-a-face-mask-can-activity-6692351948378648577-jIUL

Not only is this a fantastic idea during the current climate, with face coverings becoming mandatory in many 
settings, but let’s also look at the wider application of this solution.

Text to Speech apps have been available for some time now, as have digital translation services. I am sure we have 
all either experienced or heard about the issues with people inputting lengthy documents into Google Translate 
and producing documents that are almost illegible due to incorrect syntax, grammar or the horrors of homonyms 
in the English language. The majority of people have experienced Google Translate via the web browser and far 
fewer via the Google Translate App (other Text to Speech and Translation services are available).

Security Professionals, now more than ever, have their customer facing/customer service skills in the spotlight. 
There are a number of sites that cater for multi-nationals, from Shopping Centres to Distribution Centres and 
everything in between. Many of these sites use flash cards with predetermined text to assist when there is an 
identified language barrier. Whilst this tried and tested technique offers clear advantages when the staff are not bi/
multilingual, they are limited to the number of pre-prepared statements. This is why it is important to embrace the 
progress of technology and adopt intuitive tools to improve the service provided.

The Google Translate App is significantly less unwieldy than its browser counterpart and is, possibly most 
importantly when looking at possible wide-scale application, free to the user. The App offers three features that I 
believe should make it, or a comparable system, a “must have” for every Front Line Security Professional from now 
onwards. The features I believe could prove invaluable are:

Transcribe – The Security Professional is able to speak within hearing range of their phone and see their words 
represented as text. The text size can also be controlled to accommodate visual impairments or maintaining social 
distancing.
USE – Can visually represent one half of a conversation to assist someone that is struggling to understand the 
speaker.
FOR WHO – Individuals that are unable to hear the Security Professional due to PPE OR with hearing 
impairments that normally rely on lip reading OR in the absence of a hearing loop in the area OR where the 
Security Professional is unable to communicate to the person using sign language (either sign language is not 
known or the person uses a different form of sign language).

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nhsengland_communicating-while-wearing-a-face-mask-can-activity-66923
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Conversation – The Security Professional is able to select two separate languages and conduct a conversation 
with participants each speaking their own language via selecting the language being spoken at any point. The 
system will then give a live transcription of the comment in both languages allowing the person speaking to check 
it is accurate. The really valuable extra function here is that the App will also “speak” the translated version which 
will allow the Security Professional to interact with people that may not be able to read.
USE – Can also be used to conduct a two-way conversation to between two or more people that are speaking a 
different language (maximum of two languages). The service offers both a visual and audible representation of the 
conversation.
FOR WHO – Is also useful for people that are not fluent in multiple languages AND people that are not able to 
read written text on a phone e.g. visually impaired individuals, children etc.

Free Text & Camera – Allows the phone to be used to translate written text, be it holding the camera over 
a whole document for live translate, “scanning” for a greater level of detail or an input of free text statement e.g. 
Spanish “Perd a mi hija” to English “I lost my daughter”
USE – Can further be used to translate written text after the Security Professional identifies what language it is. It 
is not advised that this be used for anything particularly intricate, lengthy or would rely on subtle nuances as errors 
do occur.
FOR WHO – Is helpful when a Security Professional is required to understand something written in another 
language OR to help someone understand something written in a language they are not fluent in by translating it to 
a language they are fluent in.  

Google Translate is able to operate “off line” with the languages that have 
already been downloaded to the phone. This means that the service is still 
available in areas with bad or no reception and the user can download all 
the languages they believe will be necessary (limited by the storage available 
on their device). In the event that an individual speaks a language that is 
not on the device the Security Professional would either need to move the 
conversation to an area with signal or the Security Professional could leave 
to download the language and return to the initial area.

Corps Security have supported with this initiative and are currently 
conducting a pilot into the real world application of Speech to Text/
Translation Apps. The sector selected for the trial was Retail due to their 
unique demands, however other areas identified with the potential to benefit 

from this immediately included Distribution Centres and Leisure Facilities that see a large influx of international 
clients. These may be included as the trial progresses to the next phase.

Corps Security, working with Cushman & Wakefield, will be trialling this feature across some of their retail facilities 
in the UK. The sites running the trial may vary in the demographic of their regular clientele but all share a drive for 
constant improvement and innovation. There is a geographical spread for the sites in the trail and examples include:
 » Birmingham – The Square Shopping Centre catering to a hugely diverse local Client Group in one of the busiest 

and most diverse cities in the UK
 » Cheltenham - Regent Arcade Shopping Centre catering to an area that attracts huge crowds from all over the 

world to the iconic race course and visits to the Centre to see the famous Wishing Fish Clock
 » Exeter – The Guildhall Shopping and Dining Centre providing a mixed shopping and dining experience to local 

customers and tourists alike in the iconic city – 2019 winners of the UK Heart Safe Award for Retail due to their 
responses, not only within the Centre, but also to the surrounding areas

Shopping Centres emphasise the importance and epitomise the complexity of providing high levels of customer 
service to a hugely diverse, transient client group. The greater the diversity of the local area, or the more transient the 
population (e.g. tourism in the area), the more important the ability to adapt and respond to unique customer needs 
is. As the Customer requirements and questions vary so much, as do their nationalities, it would not be possible to 
produce an all-encompassing reference folder meaning a more adaptive solution is required.
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The biggest barrier to a Translation App is when one of the languages is unknown. For the purposes of this example 
the language spoken by the Security Professional is will be English. Therefore, there is always one known language 
(English) but the Security Professional must identify the second language before this tool can be used. This could be 
achieved in a number of ways, including but not limited to:

Asking the individual where they are from in English “Where are you from?” “What language do you Speak? – 

• They may have sufficient English to state their nationality
• Checking any identifying factors e.g. Passport, Other ID, Number plate if in a vehicle
• Showing them a pre-prepared list of “Do you speak [insert language here]” written in a selection of languages, 

to allow them to select the one that they speak, with the English name of that language written next in English 
to allow the Security Professional to find it on the Translation App.

Showing them a pre-prepared list of flags, with the nation and relevant languages written underneath in English, to 
allow them to select the one for their native country. If possible also include the question “Please show me which is 
your national flag” in the native language(s) of that country

Unfortunately, there is no perfect solution and by no means is this a fool proof system as there will inevitably be 
issues experienced from time to time. In 2018 the Google Translate data set was identified as working well for simple 
questions and instructions but meeting difficulties with more complex language or accents. The more information 
the system is taking in at any time, the higher the likelihood of a mistranslation. This is because the system is 
vulnerable to mistranslation of words were subtle nuances are required making it good for conversational translation 
but less reliable with complex documentation or contract translation. The system will require people to speak clearly 
and at a steady pace which may not always be possible, especially if they are experiencing heightened stress related 
to being involved in a recent incident. In this situation the Security Professional should use their interpersonal skills, 
either de-escalate and/or reassure them whilst reiterating the necessity to speak clearly/slower if this is an issue.

There are also further questions regarding the security of using an application like this and how that data will be 
secured/used. Before installing any new app which has the potential to gather data onto a company phone it should 
always be agreed with the businesses IT Security Team. The FAQ’s state that Google Translate does not use the data 
for any purposes other than to provide the service, however it would be 
unwise to rely on this service for anything that was classified in nature.

Where will this go in the future? There are already a number of 
wireless headphones, or ear buds, that offer a live translate function. 
Whilst they allow the wearer to understand the person they are 
speaking to, they still require the use of a phone or tablet to 
allow the other person to understand them. It is unlikely 
that there will be mass availability of these devices in the 
near future, especially to those on lower incomes, so it 
will be a long time before Security Professionals will 
realistically be able to conduct such conversations 
without providing equipment for both sides of the 
conversation. To this end, it makes sense that 
both use the same device (a phone or tablet) 
rather than one using the phone and the 
other ear buds.
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In conclusion, there is no perfect solution to the barriers language can create other than hiring exclusively multilingual 
Security Professionals and this is, of course, not possible. It is worth identifying that the Security Profession does 
have a large representation of bi/multilingual individuals, and this is fantastic to see/experience, but there will always 
be interactions with people Security Professionals are not able to converse with in their native language. For the 
instances where there is a language gap and/or for instances of communicating with hearing impaired people in the 
form that this article began, these Speech to Text/Text to Speech/Translation Apps are a vital tool that all Security 
Professionals (and everyone in customer facing roles) should have at their disposal.

Neil Shanks ASMS BA MSc MSyI

Neil is a law graduate and passionate proponent for the recognition of 
professionalism within the Security Industry. Having started as a frontline 
officer, he progressed and spent a considerable amount of his career in strategic 
security roles within custodial environments and secure healthcare. During 
that time he completed further study and gained an Accredited Security 
Management Specialist qualification from the University of Portsmouth and 
a MSc in Security Management from Loughborough University. He currently 
works as a National Account Manager and Security Consultant for Corps 
Security.

Neil has previously supported the National Association for Healthcare Security 
as a Non-Executive Director, assisted in establishing the Security Institutes 
Young Members Group and provided support and guidance to the Royal College 
of Psychiatrists Quality Network for Medium and Low Secure Hospitals.
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The Covid19 Knock On Effects by Theo Nicolaou

The knock-on effect on city centre-based businesses from the prolonged period of home-working could 
last for generations. Bars, restaurants, coffee shops, beauty salons, and sandwich bars which have relied 
on city centre worker spend have an uncertain future. As footfall and consumer spending in London 
suburbs increases, central London remains quiet.

We speak from first-hand experience. As a specialist front of house security provider with a strong focus on 
London, the level of footfall coming through our corporate buildings is frighteningly low with many of our larger 
buildings operating at approximately 10-15% of maximum occupancy. Employers are reluctant to allow their 
already hesitant staff to travel to work on public transport, despite government calls to ‘get back to the office’. The 
past six months has changed the role of the security officer for good.

During lockdown, we assisted 6 Bevis Marks, a Grade-A office and retail space in the heart of the City, with many 
COVID-19 procedure changes. The management of the building now relies on digital copies only. No external 
couriers, delivery drivers, or postmen are allowed in the building. They must use one of the limited external 
access points. We have been working with our clients to develop risk assessments around the safe return to work 
and assisting with the redesign of reception areas. Many of these provide one-way directional control systems, 
installing footprint stickers on floors and mats, Perspex screens at reception desks, tape and barriers to direct 
people, and foot pump hand sanitisers. 

Instead of being focused on access control and protecting buildings, our officers are taking leading roles in 
managing and supporting people to adapt to the new normal. They are on the front-line welcoming people back 
into the workplace and reinforcing the social distancing measures. They’re walking people through the rules and 
new layout, explaining what they need to do and not do. They’re taking people’s temperatures with hand-held 
thermal imaging equipment – and then having difficult conversations with people who appear outside of the 
allowed range. A great deal of empathy is required.
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Strong IT skills are now also a crucial element of the security role. Plenty of our officers undertake the daily and 
weekly checks for facilities management (FM) teams. This involves using the FM’s online management system 
and updating the weekly building information. In fact, many of our officers often move into FM roles or become 
building managers and these skills enhance those opportunities.

In scenarios where teams are returning to work in split shifts or staggered hours, our officers are making sure 
that the right employees are allowed in the building at the right time, but politely turning away those who aren’t 
expected in. Many are using counters to ensure the right occupancy levels and reporting if these are exceeded. 
They’re directing the one or two-people-per-lift policy, which can be a challenge in high-rises. Often, this involves 
going back to pressing lift buttons to avoid multiple people touching the same surface and spreading the virus.

This impacts our security officers. It takes more time for all occupiers to understand new limitations in the 
building and sometimes people don’t necessarily want to obey new rules. Security officers themselves need to get 
used to the new measures of keeping the required distance from people and regularly washing their hands. We are 
having to be patient and empathetic as some clients understandably do react with some frustration to the new laws, 
which are often implemented without much warning.

One of the challenges in this period is to support customers in multi-tenanted buildings. Buildings with a single 
occupier can decide on policies regarding social distancing, access control and temperature checks. But for multi-
tenanted buildings there needs to be consensus on policy between tenants and the landlord. There can’t be a 
situation where one occupier refuses to use temperature screening. That’s only going to result in more conflict 
management for the security officer.

Security officers are responsible people and their role throughout this pandemic has shifted perceptions. People 
recognise the sacrifices they have made to keep others safe and acknowledge that security officers were prepared 
to go out when others stayed in, to protect people and properties. As workplaces reopen, the public will soon 
appreciate security officers’ efforts to make the process as safe and seamless as possible. Like other front-line roles, 
their contribution in helping things return to some form of normal will be crucial. And it should not be forgotten.

Theo Nicolaou

Theo is a highly-motivated and responsible business leader with more than 
20 years’ experience in the security industry. After several years working for 
Reliance Security, he co-founded SmartSec Solutions to deliver a new kind 
of security service to customers. With a family feel, they genuinely care 
about everyone within SmartSec, pay their security officers well, invest in 
training them to be multi-skilled and treat them with the respect and dignity 
they deserve. Theo enjoys working with his people and customers to find 
innovative solutions to some of the complex problems that arise.

https://www.smartsecsolutions.com

https://www.smartsecsolutions.com
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TPSO magazine asked internationally respected security expert and friend to the magazine, 
Florian Horn, about his views from a German perspective, about the post COVID19 security 
landscape.....
 
 PRIVATE SECURITY, COVID19 AND NEW RISKS.

by Florian Horn

I recently read a British study by “Perpetuity Research and Consultancy International” on corona death rates from 
private security services. With 47.5 deaths in 100,000 people and one of the highest death rates, the numbers were 
terrifying to me. However, it motivated me to get closer to the numbers, data and facts. Although I could not find any 
clear statistics for Germany, the published figures in Germany mainly mention medical professions as a risk group.

However, this is understandable, if one takes a closer look into the fact that the lockdown measures in the Federal 
Republic were relatively extensive and were implemented quickly: the retail (with the exception of supermarkets), 
event facilities, kindergartens and schools were quickly closed, entering public places was only permitted with good 
reason and distances of at least 1.5 m had to be observed.

Despite the strict requirements, there haven’t been hardly any sanction options so far, and the implementation of 
penalties has been the subject of heated debate. Private security services in particular were repeatedly in legal grey 
areas and faced with considerable pitfalls. To understand this, you have to take a brief digression into German law:

In the classic sense, a corona regulation represents an administrative regulation. Administrative law in Germany can 
only be directed at an authority (e.g. the police) or a person directly affected (e.g. supermarket operator). However, 
a legal regulation does not have a right of access to a third party via a previously named person or institution. This is 
comparable to traffic law; the state makes demands on the individual and cannot empower the individual driver to 
enforce it against other road users.

This considerably complicates the enforcement, even during the corona crisis, as the explanatory example shows: 
The Corona Regulation, for example, obliges the supermarket operator to introduce a mask requirement for its 
customers. In order to oblige its customers to carry and to refuse access if refused, the obligation must be integrated 
into the house rules. He cannot rely on the regulation itself, since it is aimed exclusively at himself.

Legal risks
This problem also led to extensive discussions in the security industry. It must be additionally explained that there 
is no central authority in Germany like the SIA in the UK. The responsibility for the legal interpretation is broken 
down to the municipal level due to the federal system. This can lead to a different interpretation of trade law in 
Bavaria (I already reported on this in the last article) than in Berlin. The discussions within the branch were held 
regarding the qualifications: The enforcement of the house right and the guarding of foreign property is an activity 
according to § 34a GewO and requires a guard law qualification. On the part of the employers’ association (BDSW), 
a leaked internal assessment to its members became known, which undermined this legal assessment. The BDSW 
was referring to a legal gray area that the German law gives: The classic crowd management, which was used in this 
assessment, and the measures to be found here, such as queuing distances and limiting the number of people in 
the shop, are not subject to any qualification requirements. This was intended to open up the market because even 
before the corona crisis, around 12,000 security guards were already missing to provide existing services in contracts. 
But it was not only the opening of the market for unqualified personnel that played a role here, they also wanted to 
accommodate the security forces that were released due to the significantly reduced travel at airports.

In recent years, a separation of classic fields like property protection and airport security had been pushed on. 
The latter typically do not fall under the activity of § 34a GewO and therefore they do not have this minimum 
qualification and a reliability check. Having said this did not allow them to take over previously described activities 
in supermarkets. This factor is an aspect that should not be neglected, which was also driven by economic horror 
scenarios and slumps in sales into the state and federal politics. The goal was to override the right of guard (personal 
note: fortunately, this requirement did not come into force).
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But back to the discussion about the BDSW paper. The criticism was based on two main pillars: On the one hand, the 
fact that an employers’ association should represent the essential interests of its entire security industry and opening 
the door for companies outside the industry, should not be an interest. Likewise, it should not be forgotten that the 
industry has been trying to be an accepted and reliable partner of the state authorities and police for decades and 
failed in the first real challenges.

Economic risks
On the other hand, this train of thought was completely unrealistic. In Germany, the presence of security forces 
in supermarkets is not a standard and has therefore not yet been budgeted. This initially creates additional costs. 
The legal (theoretical) assessment relied 
exclusively on the friendly reference 
to certain regulations. The practical 
necessity of preventing access as well 
as solving problems in the market (e.g. 
theft) could not have been done by the 
additional personnel, but only by market 
personnel due to the legal provisions 
from § 34a GewO. High costs would 
therefore not add any general added 
value for the supermarket.

I was able to experience a similar 
discussion from a distance in Great 
Britain, but with a completely different 
approach by the SIA: While the security 
service provider in Germany was 
encouraged to fully exploit the legal 
gray areas, the customer was educated 
by the SIA to not allow the legal gray 
areas according to the graphic (right).

In addition to this weakness, the German security industry also showed another one: it relied solely on its personnel 
service, even if the additional costs in the millions for the retail sector indicated that the search for technical substitutes 
would be relatively quick. Electronics retailers in particular launched electronic people counting systems after two 
months and reduced security staff considerably - a shortness of breath. Cooperation with tech companies may have 
established the private security service provider in retail.

Despite all the economic horror scenarios, the security industry was the one of the winner of the corona crisis: 
Despite all the difficult external conditions, the year-on-year increase in sales increased by 1.6% compared to the 
same quarter in 2019. Likewise, only 3.5% of the security companies had to use government aid to support them 
during the corona crisis.

Future risks
Despite the easing of measures in June and July, the mask was insisted on in local public transport. After a high 
response from the population, a laissez-fair attitude crept in quickly and the number of people wearing masks on 
trains and buses decreased drastically in some cases.

The state governments were once again faced with the problem of how the Corona Regulation works as an 
administrative regulation, which this time only affected passengers and authorities. Only the police could have a 
control and sanctioning function here. Now you have to know that we also have different responsibilities in Germany: 
the federal police are responsible for the federal railways (mainly Deutsche Bahn AG), the state police for regional, 
urban transport companies - both police offices can only work on the basis of official assistance.

The resources - primarily the human resources - of the authorities are of course also finite and the transport companies, 
in addition to the non-corona measures and the core tasks, represent only a small fraction of the duties of the local 
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police. The federal police have already withdrawn from the implementation, since the containment regulations only 
apply refer to state law, the implementation of which cannot be carried out by the federal authority. This means that 
the transport companies are in a media-legal area of tension: Without a legal implementation option, the press is 
increasingly reporting on the failure of the companies. In the future, Berlin will go its own way and legally enshrine 
that Berlin Traffic Operations (BVG) can control and sanction compliance in the future on its own responsibility. For 
this purpose, 200 security guards are charged with the possibility of imposing a fine of € 50 for violations. The refusal 
of the mask was included in the conditions of carriage (house right) as a contractual penalty, above all to relieve the 
local police.

This becomes interesting in two respects: On the one hand, of course, the question of whether this measure increases 
acceptance among the population with regard to the obligation to wear, but on the other hand, there is also the 
question of the number of attacks against security staff.

The area of public transport is already in the annual evaluation of accident statistics (which also includes criminal 
assaults) with most cases in third place in all areas of activity of the security industry - already a conflict-prone 
area. The extensive and sometimes violent demonstrations against the corona measures from the past few months 
have shown that a mask that is not worn is not due to forgetting (oversight), but a mix of refusers, right-wings and 
conspiracy theorists. I also see this mix as critical and dangerous regarding to an increase in physical attacks on 
security forces after the transfer of the sanction option to the BVG.

Leaving the grey area creates new risks from the implementation of the corona measures. Only the future can show 
which are more critical.

Florian Horn.

Florian is security consultant (Berlin/Germany), respected author, blogger 
and regular podcaster, making him one of the most well known security 
industry names in Germany and with rapidly increasing international 
recognition.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/florian-horn-4088b2ba/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/florian-horn-4088b2ba/ 
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Who to Follow On Social Media?

Social media can be a fantastic source of news, knowledge and even networking opportunities. Just recognise 
and avoid the current torrent of, and I hate to use the term, “Fake News”...
Twitter tends to be the ‘go to’ source for up to date news and views. LinkedIn has a huge stockpile of articles 

giving advice and guidance across the whole spectrum of Security. Facebook has a large number of interactive 
pages on many security fields, giving you a chance to voice your opinion and hear the thoughts of others. 
Instagram has a huge stockpile of people photographing their dinner or showing everybody how great they look 
in a mirror!   (Very bitter. Did you get banned again?......... Ed.)
For our purposes, Twitter and LinkedIn are the formats to get involved in, with the highest amount of industry 
professionals out there, giving their valuable views and advice. 

If I were you, I’d find and follow these people:-

Paul Drury FSyI
@ChatbackSy

Security Pro and Fellow of @syinstitut
https://twitter.com/ChatbackSy

Philip Ingram MBE
@PhilipIngMBE

Freelance Norn Iron security, cyber, intelligence, terrorism and geopolitics 
journalist. CBRN expert. Former senior intelligence and security officer. Usual 

Caveats
https://twitter.com/PhilipIngMBE

Dan Kaszeta
@DanKaszeta

Life-long security and CBRN specialist. Veteran. Writer. Londoner. US-UK 
Dual National.

https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta

Mike Hurst, CPP
@_MikeHurst

Disrupting paradigms. CPP® Top 10 security influencer. MD - HJA Recruitment 
https://twitter.com/_MikeHurst

Michael O’Sullivan
@ProSecurityMag

Co-Founder TPSO Magazine, worked UK security industry since 1989, many 
different roles. Military experience French Foreign Legion Rapid Intervention 

Force
https://twitter.com/ProSecurityMag

https://twitter.com/ProSecurityMag
https://twitter.com/ChatbackSy
https://twitter.com/PhilipIngMBE
https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta
https://twitter.com/_MikeHurst
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Andy Blackwell
@bsc_secure

Threat and Risk Consulting. Director @BSC, @3DAssurance. Advisor @ISAR-
RUK. Partners: @NCCGroupPlc @Redline_AvSec. fmr. Head of Security @
virginatlantic. SeMS

https://twitter.com/bsc_secure

Mike Gillespie
@Advent_IM_MD

Managing Director of Advent IM Ltd, Member of Select Committee on Cyber 
Intelligence CSCSS

https://twitter.com/Advent_IM_MD

BrianSims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI
@RiskXtra

Brian Sims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI, Editor, Risk Xtra (Pro-Activ Publications)
https://twitter.com/RiskXtra

NBCC
@BusinessCrimeUK

The National Business Crime Centre is working with businesses and police to 
reduce crime.

https://twitter.com/BusinessCrimeUK

Will Geddes
@willgeddes

Intl Security Specialist | Analyst for Press and Media | Cat Dad | Best-Selling 
Author of: Parent Alert: How to Keep Your Kids Safe Online

https://twitter.com/willgeddes

ASIS UK CHAPTER
@ASIS_UK

With 35,000 members we are the global leader in security education, certifica-
tion network and standards,. Educate, Engage, Empower Xchange.

https://twitter.com/ASIS_UK

Professor Alison Wakefield
@SyIChair

Prof. Alison Wakefield FSyI, Chairman of the @SyInstitute, the UK’s largest 
association for security professionals. See also @SyInstituteCE.

https://twitter.com/SyIChair

mailto:@ISAR-RUK.Partners:
mailto:@ISAR-RUK.Partners:
mailto:@ISAR-RUK.Partners:
https://twitter.com/bsc_secure
https://twitter.com/Advent_IM_MD
https://twitter.com/RiskXtra
https://twitter.com/BusinessCrimeUK
https://twitter.com/willgeddes
https://twitter.com/ASIS_UK
https://twitter.com/SyIChair
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Mahbubul Islam CSyP
@MahbubulCSyP

Director - The Security Institute. Chartered Security Professional who likes 
to highlight that Cyber Security is a property of something else. Amputee and 

proud.
https://twitter.com/mahbubulCsYP

Mark Tucknutt
@MarkTucknutt

Founder of Toren Consulting. Co-Chair of the SyI Built Environment Security 
SIG. SQSS, SABRE CP and CA. Tweets do not reflect SyI positions.

https://twitter.com/marktucknutt

Nicola Whiting M.B.E
@CyberGoGiver

CSO, Titania Ltd | Infosec Geek | ESTJ-A| Amazon Bestselling Author and 
Speaker | Believes in Go-Giving | Is ActuallyAutistic

https://twitter.com/cybergogiver

Richard Bell
@securityspeak

Director @cybersimplified • 
@hyufc_official • @FootBellR 

https://twitter.com/securityspeak

Security Analyst
@Selyst

Managing Consultant at SRSRM, Member of the Security Institute. Can help 
with that sticky security problem. 

https://twitter.com/selyst

Stephen Mackenzie
@StephenFireRisk

Independent fire, security and resilience advisor. International innovator, 
researcher and campaigner. Public speaker, media commentator and technical 

author.
https://twitter.com/stephenfirerisk

Tony O Brien 
Training and Development Specialist 

Specialist in the field of security, safety and the management of conflict and 
risk in organisations. Helping organisations develop solutions to their risk 

management and conflict management processes.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyobriensecurity

https://twitter.com/mahbubulCsYP
https://twitter.com/marktucknutt
https://twitter.com/cybergogiver
https://twitter.com/securityspeak
https://twitter.com/selyst
https://twitter.com/stephenfirerisk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyobriensecurity
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Bonnie Butlin
Co-Founder and Executive Director, Security Partners’ Forum and Expert 

Network Member (Cybersecurity) @ World Economic Forum
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bonnie-butlin-560b2439/

Ellie Hurst ASyI   
Cyber Security Consulting * Reducing the risk of cyber security incidents 

through friendly, bespoke services and training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliehurst/

Nicholas Reed (ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH) 
  Head of Protective Services - passionate strategic risk, security, safety and 

governance professional
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/

Rollo Davies MSyI
The Professional Security Officer Magazine

Editor of this new publication for FRONT LINE Security Professionals, always 
passionate about security, in all its forms.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rollodavies

Ian Todd
@SIAChiefExec

CEO at the Security Industry Authority

https://twitter.com/SIAChiefExec

Michael Allen
@MichaelAllenCSO

Security Advocate. Author

https://twitter.com/MichaelAllenCSO

James Morris
@JamesMorris82

https://twitter.com/JamesMorris82

https://twitter.com/SIAChiefExec
https://twitter.com/MichaelAllenCSO
https://twitter.com/JamesMorris82
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bonnie-butlin-560b2439/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliehurst/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rollodavies
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Peter Jones
Chief Executive | Nineteen Group | International Organiser of Major-Scale 

Trade Exhibitions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-jones-0b501010/

Dr Rachel Anne Carter, MSyI
Cyber Innovation; Manager and Co-Founder Journal of Terrorism and Cyber 

Insurance; Insurance Director
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachelannecarter/

Dr Richard Diston DSyRM MSc CISSP CISA CRISC  CGEIT  
Cyber Security Instructor at Firebrand Training

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit-
32a8021b/

Peter Houlis BA(Hons) CSyP, FSyl, CTSP
Chartered Security Professional Security Consultant

https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-houlis-ba-hons-csyp-fsyl-ctsp-4548262/

Grant Lecky MSc. CSyP, CBCP, CMCP, CORP 
Training and Development Specialist 

Editorial Board Member, Canadian Who’s Who and Expert Network Member 
(Risk and Resilience) at the World Economic Forum.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/grantlecky

John Sephton FSyI
Account Director

Account Director and business continuity and risk professional. 18 years ex-
perience in improving, managing and innovating security contracts. Leading, 

mentoring and motivating large teams.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsephton

Peer Publishing Ltd
The Professional Security Officer Magazine 

The magazine for FRONT LINE Security Professionals. Written by front line 
Security Officers, it will have all the news, views, helpful info, product reviews, 

good ideas and articles that YOU want to read.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpso

https://www.linkedin.com/in/grantlecky
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsephton
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpso
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-houlis-ba-hons-csyp-fsyl-ctsp-4548262/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-jones-0b501010/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachelannecarter/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit-32a8021b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit-32a8021b/
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The Security Institute 
The Security Institute is the largest membership organisation based in the UK 

with members worldwide. Currently over 3,500 members across all types of 
businesses, and at all stages of their security career.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-security-institute/

John Currie
Head of Security, Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust and Executive Director 

at National Association for Healthcare Security

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-currie-348423a/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-security-institute/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-currie-348423a/
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My Career in Security.... Where do I start???
 by Nicholas Reed ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH

A question relevant to both me writing this article and also my journey through the myriad of professional security 
associations and groups in the UK and beyond.

So how did all this come about?

Having followed a fairly well established and expected route through school and university, I graduated and found 
myself for the first time at something of a loss as to what I actually wanted to do. A brief dabble in the IT world 
ruled this out for me, so I returned to university to further my education and contemplate life. During this time, 
I started working a variety of ad-hoc security roles to fund my mature(ish) student life. This was before the days 
of licensing, so sector jumping and picking up ad-hoc assignments and experience was a breeze… it was all about 
networking.
And the outcome of this return to university? I had awakened an unrealised passion for the world of security work.

So as alluded to previously, I worked through a range of frontline roles gaining both experience and opinions about 
how the industry was run. I progressively advance my career and started realising that there were professional 
bodies and associations for our profession.

But which to join?
What was the point anyway?

If I’m honest, my first experiences were both negative and elitist. I was literally snubbed by one of the bodies for 
presumably not being in the right executive circles. I joined another, but found they were very inward facing and 
I didn’t really get much of value from them. Besides, all their events were London based and being on a typical 
miserly security manager’s wage, I struggled with both the time-off and the cost of trips to the capital.
The outcome of this… it steeled my commitment to bring about a change of approach.

Thankfully many of the security bodies also had the same self-realisation and followed a pathway to maturity and 
inclusivity; opening their doors and becoming the supportive and welcome institutions that they are today.
And with a personal move into the niche of healthcare security management, so my journey with NAHS began.
I initially joined NAHS to benefit from the peer network within the specialised field of healthcare security. This 
was warm and forthcoming, but if I am honest, I found the rest of the operational aspects of the association to be 
a little inconsistent and based entirely on good will. Having attend a few of the NAHS events (all in London!!) I 
decided that rather than be a side-line critic I would put my money where my mouth was and get involved. Better 
to be in it to win it, or in this case to change it.

So, at the 2016 AGM I put myself forward for the board of NAHS and joined a small but fantastic team of 
genuinely well intended and dedicated Board members. These board members though were working on a 
voluntary basis, outside their day jobs and security management in the health sector is a manic profession 
supporting 24/7 hospital, ambulance and mental health operations with workloads frequently exceeding 60-70 
hours per week by voluntary effort. So the fact the existing board were achieving anything for NAHS was nothing 
short of a miracle.
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Have previously undertaken organisation change and restructuring, the Chair, Jayne King, asked me to look at 
the NAHS structure and suggest improvements that would facilitate some of the changes I wanted to see from the 
professional association I was a member of, and now also a Board member of.

I scoped the other professional associations and sought independent expert advice from consultants in the field of 
professional bodies and presented a proposal to the NAHS board that identified several potential future structures 
and operating models. My recommendation was to pursue charitable status as NAHS purposes closely aligned to 
those of a charity and public benefit and becoming a registered charity would bring notable benefits for NAHS and 
its constituent members.

This was provisionally approved by the board for further development, so after more research and scoping I 
recommended becoming a Charitable Incorporated Organisation, in the form of a registered association. This 
seemed the most appropriate model to achieve charitable status and to continue the good work of the past 
20+years.

This was proposed to the membership at the 2017 AGM and received a resounding vote to proceed. Thereafter 
followed 18months of preparation and reconfiguration. With several new board members coming on board, NAHS 
direction of travel picked up pace.

Our intention was to introduce new governance frameworks and methods of operation, to align us to the 
requirements of a register charity with day to day operations that were complaint and embedded, and then apply 
for the registration approval with the Charity Commission. Along the way it became apparent that several other 
areas needed addressing, not least aligning our constitution to the requirements of the Charity Commission, 
taking control of our aged IT infrastructure and making it fit for purpose and redeveloping our existing website to 
modernise it and provide a platform for collaboration and exchange across our peer network.

The inclusion of NAHS within the Security Commonwealth and establishment of working relationships with both 
Security Institute and ASIS were significant steps forward, together with advancing relationships and co-operative 
work streams with the RCN, Unison and Royal College of Psychologists allowed inclusion of healthcare security 
interests in, and collaborative development of initiatives effecting healthcare staff generally and mental health 
related patient care practices.

2017 saw the beginning of the demise and wind down the of the NHS’s national security standards and regulation 
body – NHS Protect, as they took on a solely counter fraud stance. NAHS stepped up to the plate and took 
a representative seat on the body looking at the future national training requirements and qualifications for 
healthcare security managers. NAHS also engaged as a consultative partner in Department of Health and NHS 
England initiatives to review and update the national standards for healthcare security providers.

During the same period, NAHS engaged with the SIA in reviewing the national licensing framework and the 

NAHS – History

The National Association for Healthcare Security (NAHS) was formed in 1994, as a UK non profit 
making professional organisation. The NAHS operates in a single national network headed by the 
Association’s Chairman supported by a board of directors who form the NAHS Executive Committee. 
The Association’s aim is to support and enable healthcare provision through the delivery of 
professional security management; promoting and ensuring members are best placed and equipped 
to provide a safe and secure environment for their organisations staff, patients and all visitors. This 
process ultimately enhances and improves staff well-being and the healthcare environment, along 
with improving the quality of a patient’s treatment ‘journey’.
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training needs for healthcare security officers, which established a strong working relationship with the SIA. With 
the review of the ‘Secured By Design’ guidance for Hospitals (last published in 2005), NAHS became a natural 
stakeholder and partner in the revision of the guidance to produce a new standard, encompassing all Healthcare 
Premises (which is due for publishing soon).

In order to broaden our inclusivity, NAHS moved our annual conference and AGM to a more central and 
accessible UK location in Birmingham. The conferences took an increasingly professional feel with internationally 
acclaimed guest speakers of direct relevance to the field of healthcare security, carefully balanced with speakers 
on broad topics, to ensure our members stayed current in the wider industry and avoided becoming a silo. 
We also introduced frequent surveys and discussions with members for their wants and desired direction for 
their association and began the process of establishing regional representation. The NAHS’s members only co-
operation platform and discussion boards have shown ever increasing levels of traffic and mutually supportive 
exchange between our members and 2019 saw NAHS official inclusion in, and adoption, of the Security Institute 
CPD program to allow our members to record and be recognised for their continuous professional development. 
Education and development being key fundamental purposes to NAHS existence. NAHS training programs.

And that brings us to the present time. With blessing of the 2019 AGM, the NAHS Executive Board completed the 
finishing touches to aligning NAHS to the governance compliance for charitable operation and took a mandate 
from our members to increase proactivity in meaningful representation of the interests of Healthcare Security on 
the national agenda and the further development of national security management standards for operations and 
training in healthcare security.

After a short operation abeyance due to the pressures of COVID19, during which the NAHS Directors focused 
on supporting our over stretched operational members through the challenges that coronavirus brought to the 
healthcare system, the formal application was made to the Charity Commission for the granting of charitable 
status. At the time of writing this application is in process with positive indications.

We have had to make some difficult decisions too, and workload pressures have resulted in changes to executive 
personnel and the decision to modify our annual conference for 2020 from a physical conference to a virtual one 
due to COVID19 and resultant pressures on the healthcare system. We hope to still provide a physical conference 
too, with this being scheduled for Feb 2021.

So what of the future?
NAHS has established its board of charity Trustees and recently realigned its executive posts to best utilise the 
skills and resource strengths of the team, which currently consists of

~ President = Jayne King (Trustee)
~ Past President = Peter Finch
~ Chair = Roger Ringham (Trustee)
~ Vice Chair = Ron Gregory (Trustee)
~ Treasure = Diane Lee (Trustee)
~ Secretary = Charlotte Parks
~ Executive Director = John Curry  (PR, IT, Membership and Data Controller)
~ Executive Director = Martin Lomas  (Membership and Operation Support)
~ Executive Director = Nicholas Reed  (Charity Chief Operating Officer and Governance) (Trustee)

Other honourable mentions must go to other key figures who have held Executive Board positions and 
significantly contributed to the development of NAHS to its current position, over the past 3years

~ Mike Lees
~ Richard Smith
~ Neil Shanks
~ Martin Nicholas
~ Sean Keown
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And of course our members, without whom there would be no association and whose continuous professional 
efforts in the face of adversity, maintain safe and secure environments and continuity of services for the provision 
of healthcare across the UK, in both the public and private sectors.

In light of the success of webinars and virtually hosted conferences and seminars, it is the NAHS’s intention to 
develop further training and education inputs in the form of online CPD events for our members. The intention 
being to increase the availability of CPD throughout the year and also the accessibility of this online.

In terms of NAHS fit with the other professional security associations and bodies, I have already mentioned 
the working relationships with SyI and ASIS. NAHS also sits on the Security Commonwealth, the body unify 
the plethora of security bodies in the UK. NAHS has establish professional relationships with the IAHSS 
internationally and with ISRM.

With the recent launch of the UK Chapter of the IFPO, NAHS has established a MoU with the IFPO and I sit on 
the IFPO UK Advisory Board. We envisage future close working relationships and synergies, as the IFPO as an 
educational foundation seeks to develop security and protection operatives at all levels, so directly aligning with 
the development of operational frontline security professionals under the management of many of our healthcare 
security managers.
 
Similar, with the recent launch of the Guild of Security Industry Professionals (GoSIP), I have been included in 
newly formed steering group of professional stakeholders to represent the interests of healthcare security. The 
Guild is directly relevant as a peer support organisation and lobbying body, representing the converged interests 
of the hundreds of thousands of security professionals across all sectors of the security industry, so holds many 
mutual interests to NAHS. With strength in numbers we intend to work closely together over the coming months 
and years.

And the purpose of this article..?
To outline my personal journey in professional security associations in general and within NAHS in particular. To 
highlight the recent development and future strategy of NAHS. And most importantly, to demonstrate what can be 
achieved within professional associations with enthusiast commitment and a little perseverance.

My hope is my journey might inspire others, whatever their rank or status, to reach out and connect with relevant 
professional associations in the security field and put their ideas forward. I hope my story serves as proof that it 
can be done.

The first step is the most daunting, from there on, the momentum just keeps building!

That only leave the question of which of the professional associations and bodies are relevant to each reader, and 
how they interconnect. This will be covered in a future article…
To find out more about NAHS, please visit our website at www.nahs.org.uk or look me up on LinkedIn

Nicholas Reed ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH

Nic is a great friend to TPSO magazine and indeed, the Guild of Security Industry 
Professionals.
He’s been in the security industry for 20+ years now, and has worked on the frontline 
in most sectors (now licensable domains). During his career he has been a trainer, a 
consultant and now holds the professional position as the head of security for an NHS 
trust.
Beyond this Nic is a director for the National Association of Healthcare Security (NAHS) 
and is involved within both the Security Institute and IFPO in the representation of 
member interests. He is also known to frequent social media and to have been involved 
in several consultation pieces at national level, effecting the rights and representation of 
security professionals and in shaping legislation and standards of direct application to our 
profession.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/
https://nahs.org.uk/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/ 
https://nahs.org.uk/
http://www.nahs.org.uk
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The Big Interview!
TPSO Talks to: 

Mike O’Sullivan.
Mike is Co-Founder of both the new Guild of Security Industry Professionals and T.P.S.O. magazine. He is also the 
chap responsible for the Physical Security Skills website and is a respected writer and commentator on all thing’s 
security.
What some people don’t realise, or believe, is that he is also a full time, front line security officer at a large corporate 
headquarters office in the West End of London. Nobody can say he doesn’t understand the issues that UK security 
officers face.
We caught up with Mike whilst he was vetting new applicants to the Guild of Security Industry Professionals....

TPSO: Hi Mike. Thanks for giving us a few minutes. I’ve read that you have been in the UK security industry 
for nearly 3 decades, but you started with military service in France. How did that happen?

A combination of poor personal circumstances and a major depression in the UK in 
1984. I was 20 and was working as an apprentice printer when the job went south. Like 
a lot of men before me I went to the French Foreign Legion recruitment centre in Paris 
and was signed up on a provisional contract pending passing ‘selection’. That sounded 
ominous but I was game for anything at the time. 5 weeks of tests, interviews, demanding 
living conditions and realising that my school French wasn’t worth a damn I landed at the 
training camp to begin 4 months basic. To get there I had to compete against hundreds 
who didn’t make it. I was told at the time that for every hundred that applied in our draft 
only about 10% got through. I’d always been athletic and that’s what made the difference. 
I was able to hold my own with the physical stuff, they expected you to be very fit on 
joining. It was a wakeup call at training all the same, fit as I was, I struggled to keep up for 

the first few weeks but never once gave up. A lot 
of people dropped out at the end of training and several tried to desert 
from the camp. When returned, usually by the police, they were given 
a stint in prison and a second chance to try again or a longer stint in 
admin HQ prison and then released back to civilian life.
After 6 months I was in a regiment doing things I thought were 
impossible. I was forced to reconsider what being physically fit meant. 
There’s nothing quite like running a double marathon back to back 
in the same day, followed by a 10k next morning, to make you realise 
that you aren’t in Kansas anymore.

TPSO: Arriving back in London, where did your security career start?

I took a job with a security company for 6 months while I worked out what I wanted to do and started writing 
again. The rest is history, I’ve been in the industry in many different roles ever since. I’ve done everything 
except cash in transit and retail.

TPSO: I know you’ve also done other things outside of the industry. What else have you been involved in over 
the years?

One of the first things I wrote was a book on stress management. Based on feedback from an author friend of 
mine, that was converted into a training course instead and offered via a distance learning College. We also 
offered courses on how to make and sell your own soap, anger management, hypnotherapy and other related 
subjects. That project ran for over 25 years and was wound up a few years back.
I also published ‘The Stress Monitor’ ezine for 2 years before transferring the database of resources to a 
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charity. It was aimed at raising awareness of help and resources available for people suffering stress, depression 
and PTSD.
Founded the ‘Guild of Craft Soap & Toiletry Makers’ 10 years ago. An unusual interest but I do make my 
own soap and used to train craft soap makers. Today it has over 600 members, all crafters running their own 
handmade cosmetics businesses.
I’ve also worked with other people on a silent partner basis with 2 or 3 others to help them develop a business 
idea and get it off the ground. After 18 months to 2 years I sold my part of the business to my partners and 
moved on. These projects were:

• Garden clearance service
• Website design & hosting
• Business selling specialist reports
• Drop shipping business
• Video-graphics business
• High end mystery shopping business where average sale about £5k
• Graphic design business

And that brings us to today, the keeper, the TPSO project...

TPSO: You keep returning to the protection industry. What keeps pulling you 
back?

I never really left; however, I’ve nearly always worked shift patterns that gave 
me a lot of time off, either 3 on 3 off or 4 on 4 off. Its not often that OT is 
compulsory unless there’s an urgent business requirement, in which case I’d get 
stuck-in any way!
I’m suited to security work, the way my mind works, background, experience and temperament. Besides, I 
like a challenge. Most of it is routine and the ability to respond to an unexpected incident professionally isn’t a 
given. I also enjoy training people and innovating. In most places I’ve worked, I’ve been part of the team that 
makes things better for both the business and colleagues.

TPSO: This magazine was your idea. Why get involved in publishing?

I’ve been a writer since I was 12 years old when I had some poetry published. I won a short story competition 
when I was 14 and was always scribbling something. When I started writing commercially after leaving 
the military, I was lucky enough to be included in what would now be referred to as a mastermind group. 
It was a network of writers who wrote professionally and people like myself, who showed promise, who’d 
been introduced to the group. I worked with a mentor; she was amazing and showed me the ropes where 
publishing was concerned! None of them were people anyone had heard of, but they were all very successful 
in their chosen fields. One wrote product information leaflets for example and had a waiting list. Not the kind 
of people you generally think of when you think ‘writer’.
From there I learned that most authors earn surprisingly little from their published books, and that no 
one cares as much about your work as you do. I fell into the camp that prefers to keep control of the work 
I produce by self-publishing – its hard work but the only place that work comes before success is in a 
dictionary. That’s a phrase I picked up from my former mentor.
It was eye opening to see the effort involved in being a ‘proper’ writer, a challenge I enjoy. There’s nothing 
quite like a deadline for sharpening the wits. (You’re telling me!.........Ed!) I also learned to work well with 
other people and chose them wisely. The stereotypical writer is a myth, the best writers work with support 
teams or partners.
For me a publishing platform is a go to option when I really want to make a go of something. I enjoy the 
planning, execution and ongoing maintenance involved. It takes patience and perseverance.
Now, whenever I mention perseverance, I like to qualify what I mean. For too many people perseverance 
leads to failure. This is because they keep on doing something that’s already been proven not to work. If it 
didn’t work last week, repeating it isn’t going to magically produce a different result this week.
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Perseverance that works means carry on with your project and be prepared to change the way you do things 
in response to what you see happening in real life. Flexibility is inbuilt in everything I do. Anything else is 
frustration.
The majority of people who fail are not untalented, usually quite the opposite, 
they just don’t appreciate how to run a project, whether that’s a business or a 
hobby site.
The flip side of perseverance is worse, starts and fits, no consistency and a 
damaged reputation.

TPSO: You joined forces with Rollo Davies. How did you guys meet?

I’ve known Rollo for over 25 years from when we worked together on the same 
site and latterly for the same company when I moved to working in the control 
room. We lost touch for a long time but when I felt that the time was right for 
a magazine for front line workers like us, Rollo was on a shortlist of 2 people 
I wanted to get involved. Luckily Rollo was very interested. He had spent a 
lot of time working on trying to get a trade union off the ground and had a lot of industry knowledge and 
experience. We have opposite skill sets and complement each other when it comes to working together.
The other person on the shortlist declined after long discussions, and we all know the rest.

TPSO: You have also been producing a monthly newsletter called “Your Career in Security”, is that going to 
continue and what changes lay ahead for TPSO?

That was intended as a 12-month spread, so 1 edition per month. The aim was to produce a set of resources 
for people in the industry interested in improving their career prospects or enhancing their existing skill set. 
Everyone knows that things didn’t go to plan for many people in 2020 so the remaining 2 editions to complete 
the set have been delayed, although they are currently in draft format and close to completion. Apparently, 
some people printed off edition one and presented it to their funding managers as part of their application to 
train as security managers via the University route.

TPSO: I know you work for a large security service provider at your day job, how do they feel about your 
growing prominence in the industry?

They are very supportive. Due to the nature of my work I prefer not to discuss details. Safe to say a very good 
employer and I’ve been with them for over 10 years now after being made redundant from an in-house role 
where I’d worked as the access control manager for a blue-chip company.

TPSO: The magazine has received wide international praise, but rather than rest on your laurels you have 
launched yet another huge initiative recently. What are you up to now?

The launch of the Guild of Security Industry Professionals (GSIP) on August 1st this year. GSIP & TPSO 
Magazine combined should give front line a major boost. Our aim has always been to have a positive impact 
on the industry. In my view a peer support network and a magazine are a great combination. Working 
together with industry leaders and professional associations we have the potential to collectively achieve 
a great deal over the coming years. It’s going to be a slow process but solid foundations are important. The 
industry is hugely diverse but one thing that unites the vast majority, is a desire for a more professional and 
fairer industry, where the front-line workers who make it possible are not forgotten.

TPSO: With your previous experience running a peer support network, albeit in a very different industry, I 
understand that you will be at the helm of the GoSIP. What do you want to achieve and how do you see the 
Guild developing over the next few years?

When it comes to getting a head start and advancing your career, I can think of few things more effective than 
joining the right professional body or bodies! They have resources, connections and access to information 
that an individual rarely has. Provided you’ve done your research those membership fees pay for themselves 
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very quickly.
I’m at great pains to point out that GSIP is a peer support network. One of its aims is to support the 
professional associations by increasing awareness of them, their aims, how they work, and the benefits of 
joining, to a greater audience than they can perhaps reach themselves. There are many great organisations 
working within the industry, unfortunately they are not as well known among front-line officers as they 
should be. There’s also a perception among many that trade bodies are for managers and above only. Some are 
by their nature, but there are plenty of unrealised membership opportunities that are being missed out on, due 
to lack of information.
Plans at the moment are flexible in order to allow us to respond to things as they develop, rather than trying 
to buck a real-life trend. One milestone though is if/when we achieve 1500 members, we will start discussions 
with others in the industry about the possibility of making GSIP a separate entity operating as a social 
enterprise for the benefit of front-line security officers.
At the moment that’s for the future.

TPSO: You’ve made a lot of friends in high places over the last few years. What do your security industry 
contacts make of what you’re doing?

People have been hugely supportive, and obviously it’s a two-way street. Working together TPSO & GSIP are 
fantastic ways of giving back to the industry and the majority of people in the industry recognise this. Frankly 
I’ve been blown away by the support and am very grateful for it.

TPSO: If you were talking to one of your front-line colleagues right now, how would you recommend 
membership of the Guild to them?

Simple, it’s a win win – there’s no risk and nothing to lose. The first 12 months membership is free. Right out 
of the starting blocks members have access to Free and reduced-price training courses and will benefit from 
regular updates and newsletters. If after 12 months they don’t want to continue there’s no pressure. People can 
withdraw at any time with no questions asked.

TPSO: You are a major player in plans to improve the UK security sector. What do you envisage the industry 
will look like in 10 years?

In 10 years time hopefully plans to change perception of the industry, efforts to reduce violence against 
security officers and reduce opportunities for exploitation in the industry, will have made great strides.
The industry is never going to be perfect, but it will only be made better by continuous effort. Nothing 
changes overnight.

TPSO: What’s next for Mike O’Sullivan? Space tourism perhaps?

Unlike other projects I’ve been involved in I’m with TPSO & GSIP for the long haul. I think I’ll give space 
tourism a miss!

TPSO: Thank you for your time Mike. Keep up the good work..........
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Turret Medical
Training.

ASSESS!       SECURE!       ACT!       PROTECT!

WHO ARE WE?

We are simply the most highly experienced and qualified company, operating in this sector of UK

“civilian accessible” training today, providing exceptional, 'Military and Police Grade', practical,

advanced, life saving first aid skills to individuals, companies, law enforcement and other agencies. 

With over 79 years of shared operational experience, earned in very hostile environments, Turret

Training's peerless team bring a unique, dedicated approach to the delivery of this training. 

From 'Standard' First Aid through to 'Ultra Advanced' Police firearms (D13) critical trauma care, 

our programmes are delivered by specialist trainers and are fully endorsed by:

 The Faculty of Pre Hospital Care & the Royal College of Surgeons.

OUR SERVICES.

We provide Clinical Governance (CG) and are supported through our Advisory Board

from current members of The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh Pre

Hospital Emergency Medicine (PHEM). Such programmes are mapped across from

current training curriculums and are updated and reviewed on a monthly basis from

the above Faculty members including current UK Emergency services and UK Armed

Forces. Further specialist courses can be provided upon request.

ALL standard courses are available to GoSIP members on production of a

verified membership number, with a full 20% discount on our usual rate!

*First Aid at Work course    * Emergency First Aid at Work course     *Penthrox Analgesia course

*Critical Trauma Care course       *Citizens Aid course        *Critical Incident Management

*Refresher Emergency First Aid at Work course            *Refresher Std First Aid at Work course

*Refresher Critical Trauma Care course

For full details contact:

Turretmedtraining@gmail.com  07976904534  Turretmedtraining.com

mailto:Turretmedtraining@gmail.com
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We have many readers in the Fire and Security systems maintenance and installation fields. COVID19 
has caused a huge amount of pain for this sector. We asked recruitment expert, Stewart Pennykid, for his 
views on how to be ready to bounce back, as business starts to pick up.

How To Make Yourself More Employable As 
A Contractor For Post Corona Rush

The Covid-19 outbreak and following “Lockdown” started to affect everyone from the beginning of March, and 
the self-employed were hit particularly hard. While some Contractors in the Fire & Security Industry were able 
to continue as ‘Key Workers’ many found contracts cancelled or postponed with very few new opportunities 
available. Others, made the conscious decision not to work or had the decision made for them due to their own 
or family members health issues.

The problems relating to compensation offered to the self-employed and issues surrounding these as “Lockdown” 
took effect, are well documented. I therefore want to take a more positive approach in this article and offer some 
support when it comes to winning new work as the expected rush of contract opportunities begin to present 
themselves.

Whether you are relatively new to the contract market or you’re a seasoned professional and have seen it all, the 
COVID19 pandemic is going to be a game changer for a short period at the very least. Lots of ongoing projects will 
still need to be completed to original deadlines, new projects will need to start ASAP and service and maintenance 
levels will need to ramp back up to hit SLAs. All of this will need to be achieved while no doubt adhering to, new, 
more relaxed Social Distancing rules.

While the amount of work available may seem bountiful, much like corona virus itself it will be some time before 
it hits its peak. As we come out of Lockdown everyone will be keen to get back to business as usual but will also be 
very wary that the economy has shrunk by record levels and many businesses have reduced in size or unfortunately 
gone out of business. This will no doubt lead to only the most important and time critical jobs being released 
initially, with more following as confidence returns and the economy recovers.

Like never before contractors will be fighting for the same jobs and in lots of cases will be available immediately. 
So, what steps can contractors take to make sure they are best positioned to take on the new work available, benefit 
from new opportunities, and stand out from the rest?

Understand the Market
As contractors that can work across any industry it is going to be important to understand which sectors have been 
affected most by the pandemic and which will pick up first? It might be that past clients are a key indicator here.
 
We know that construction continued longer than other sectors and, in some cases, continues to operate at a 
reduced level. Logic would suggest that there will be a great deal of site-based work that will need to be completed 
quickly in order to catch up with the rest of the project.

Social housing on the other hand, appeared to be one of the first areas that saw projects cancelled or postponed. 
While it will also potentially be one of the last areas to get back to some form of normality, when it does there will 
be a huge amount of work that will need to be completed, from service and maintenance jobs, to new replacement 
installs. Can you adapt the type of work you offer? Do you have the right credentials?

Taking these 2 sectors as examples lockdown is an ideal opportunity to look at the certifications and qualifications 
you have as well as those you will require to complete the kind of jobs and projects you want to work on. This 
should include things like a CSCS card, FIA modules or equivalent, Asbestos awareness, working at heights as well 
as specific product certifications.
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Rates
With the fight for work and shrinking economy as mentioned previously, it might be beneficial to look at where 
you position yourself when quoting for work. Whether this is a day rate or pricing a project, will your rates still 
reflect the best value for money in the sector? Can you squeeze them and publicise them temporarily?

When working with a known customer this may well be a conversation that they initiate and is something that 
contractors have to be prepared for. When quoting for or being offered new work it will be worth remembering 
that with the economy taking the hit that it has, everyone will be looking to make cost savings where they can. 
While nobody wants to start a price war with their fellow contractors there may not be as much opportunity to 
negotiate initially due to the number of competitors for work. 

What is your Unique Selling Point (USP)?
Standing out from the competition is nothing new. Where many get confused however is what makes them unique. 
A lot of contractors will quite rightly have lots of confidence in their work and believe this is the reason they 
should be chosen for particular contracts. Recommendations and word of mouth count for a lot in most industries 
and from my experience that is no different within Fire and Security.

In order to stand out in these unprecedented times however, it will be of great benefit to show why you are unique 
or better than the competition. It could be the amount of specific product certifications or particular projects 
worked on and it could be different for each contract you are looking to win. Remember, for a prospective 
employer to understand your USP, they need to see it.

Multiple Agencies
If you’re not making use of a range of agencies offering contracting work already, now could be the ideal time to 
start. Employers do it, so why wouldn’t contractors? Agencies offer opportunities with a wide range of different 
customers and even different contracts within companies they shared clients.
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Getting set up with agencies is easy and can all be done on-line. Once set up, whether working through a Limited 
Company or through an ‘umbrella’, contractors are ready to be put forward for any work that suits their skills and 
experience. In most cases agencies will pay on a weekly basis making them an excellent way of making vital quick 
money following the relaxation of lockdown.

Key benefits to using our services I’ve been told are…
• Contractors can scale down the business development they don’t have time for, as agencies are doing it for 

them
• Payment terms are quick, easy and secure (i.e. weekly pay for day rate roles)
• Multiple contact points for any on-site or off-site issues
• IR35 protection

 
Social Media Game
In real life people often act very differently around a client than they would around a work colleague or friend, 
especially when creating a first impression. While LinkedIn and Facebook are important and productive tools 
for contractors, they can be potential new clients first and lasting impression.  Taking this into account on 
both platforms is important, although more so on LinkedIn I would suggest as this is still seen as a much more 
“professional” network.

There is a great deal to think about when posting anything on Social Media but some of the key things to 
remember are.

1. Keep your profile up to date. LinkedIn members with a profile picture are 14 times more likely to receive 
page views, while those who post skills are 13 times more likely to have profile views compared to those 
who don’t.

2. Be comprehensive about current skills and objectives. LinkedIn is like a digital CV, the more information 
you provide on your page, the less you will need to provide in the future.

3. Let people know you’re available. Give details of why, where and for how long. If you’re busy and rarely 
available this will have a much bigger impact.

4. Be active, be yourself and be respectful. Remember, your posts and replies to posts will be someone’s first 
impression of you. Remember also to like and respond to comments people make on your posts as this 
increases your digital reach.

5. Network after business hours. LinkedIn and Facebook work in your favour as the vast majority of people 
use these networks more outside of conventional working hours. You might get more interaction and 
exposure if you update your status, network, and connect with people and companies after business hours. 
Test this out at different times of the day to see what works best in getting responses and other interactions.

As much as I am sick of the word, these are unprecedented times. A lot of the challenges contractors are facing, 
much like the country as a whole, are still unknown at present. One thing that is certain however, the more 
prepared you are now, the more you will benefit as we return to the new normal.

Stewart Pennykid

A recruitment professional with over 12 years experience of providing con-
tract and temporary recruitment solutions to a wide range of clients includ-
ing national industry leaders, international hotel chains, universities and 
government funded operations.
Now leading the Cento Contract Recruitment Division
- the UK’s number 1 nationwide recruitment company dedicated to the Fire 
& Security, Lift & Escalators, Built Environment and Health & Safety indus-
tries

Contact Stew: Tel: 01509 615 290    Email: sp@Centogroup.com 
 https://www.centogroup.com/

mailto:sp%40Centogroup.com?subject=
https://www.centogroup.com/
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Life Safety Fire Risk Assessments
- essential good practice

(Written April 2020...... Ed.)

In the three years since 2017 and Grenfell, fire risk assessments 
have risen in consciousness within the commercial property 
sector, as well as amongst duty holders of residential buildings 
such as blocks of flats and other multiple residency premises. 
Amidst the crisis caused by the global pandemic of COVID-19 
(coronavirus), fire risk assessment remains essential and not to be 
overlooked – even more so since, in these challenging times, use 
of space and occupancy has changed as a consequence.

Providing a fire safety perspective, Staffordshire Fire & Rescue 
Service (along with other regional Services around the UK) 
issued guidance about reviewing fire risk assessments following 
COVID-19 related measures implemented by Government, 
and noted particular concerns for fire safety measures in these 
unprecedented times (see ‘Panel text’).

In recent years, serious fire incidents in premises as varied as an office block in London, a care home in Cheshire, 
a supermarket in Folkestone and a hotel in Scotland, all caused significant, if not catastrophic damage to 
infrastructure, and in some cases caused fatalities and other casualties. At the heart of fire safety – establishing 
sufficient fire prevention, protection and suppression measures, and the processes for safe evacuation in the event 
of an incident – lies life safety fire risk assessment.

What the law requires
Legislation requires a fire risk assessment to be carried out in almost all non-domestic premises, as well as a 
number of multiple occupancy residential buildings including those converted into individual flats and Houses in 
Multiple Occupation (HMOs).

Following the introduction of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 in England and Wales, the Fire 
Scotland Act 2005 and the Fire & Rescue Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006/ Fire Safety Regulations 
(Northern Ireland) 2010, responsibility for fire safety in a building was passed from the Fire and Rescue Service 
to the ‘Responsible Person’ or ‘Duty Holder’. Under current UK fire safety legislation, Fire & Rescue Services are 
responsible for enforcement of the legislation but they still have a right to inspect premises, and often carry out this 
function with others such as local authorities.

In the event of a fire, especially if death or serious injury has occurred, the relevant Fire and Rescue Service will 
investigate and, where offences may have been committed, prosecution can follow. 

Fire risk assessment guides currently published explain that fire risk assessments should be the foundation of all 
fire safety precautions in a variety of premises. These guides detail fire precautions to be taken with reference to 
British Standards, Fire Codes and Standards, and codes of practice provided by various bodies. 

Life Safety Fire Risk Assessments Are Key
Life safety fire risk assessment (LSFRA) lies at the heart of establishing sufficient fire prevention, protection and 
suppression measures, alongside safe evacuation procedures to be applied in the event of an incident. Put simply, 
LSFRA protects lives, and the ‘Responsible Person’/Duty Holder is tasked with ensuring it is conducted. In the 
commercial sector the “Responsible Person” or “Duty Holder” is usually the employer rather than an individual, 
but this is determined by the relevant legislation.

An LSFRA is best conducted once a building is occupied since actual building usage can vary, and is as important 
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a part of the assessment as the designed-in physical elements, such as escape routes and fire doors. Where five 
or more persons are “employed” the results of the LSFRA must be documented and legislation requires that all 
fire risk assessments are periodically reviewed to ensure they remain valid, for example when a change of use is 
effected.

Who is the ‘Responsible Person’ or ‘Duty Holder’?
At first sight this may appear straightforward. Yet when it comes to premises with complex contractual 
arrangements such as private finance initiatives (PFIs) or multi-tenanted buildings, it is not always clear. In 
England and Wales the Duty Holder is usually the employer, rather than an individual, and therefore not a person 
at all. In multiple occupancy premises each employer operating within the facility has Duty Holder responsibilities 
for their part of the whole.

The Duty Holder(s) can therefore be the owner, the landlord, the occupier(s) or anyone else with control and/or 
oversight of the premises, such as a facilities or estate manager. In most instances it is considered the responsibility 
of each employer to safeguard their employees, contractors and other visitors. Each Duty Holder has to work 
together with all other parties such as the facilities management provider or assigned contractor to ensure their 
requirements are met. The situation can be more complex in multi-tenanted buildings.  For example, where tenants 
share spaces such as kitchens or reception areas, additional responsibility is placed on the lines of responsibility 
and the Duty Holder of the building. 

Tenants are within their rights to seek copies of the LSFRA if they are not undertaking it themselves.  If the 
maintenance of the building (including regular fire alarm testing, portable fire extinguishers and other routine 
maintenance,) is undertaken by the facilities management provider, or another contractor, the Duty Holder must, 
in order to fulfil their duty, maintain a close working relationship with the provider(s), to satisfy themselves that 
the appropriate assessment is conducted and reviewed regularly.

Competent Risk Assessors
Mindful of the potential for overburdening organisations, some would argue UK legislation has not addressed 
adequately the “competence” of the fire risk assessor. In effect, there is nothing stopping anyone setting up 
in business and calling themselves a fire risk assessor – regardless of lacking any experience, knowledge or 
qualifications in this area.

Government guidance is however clear that where Duty Holders feel unable to complete a fire risk assessment 
they should seek the advice of a competent person.  In the case of more complex premises (e.g. residential care 
premises, hospitals and schools), the guidance also recommends assessments be conducted by a person with 
comprehensive training and experience in the type of fire risk assessment they are being asked to carry out.  

After all: would you accept a gas heating system in a building that has been designed, installed, commissioned and 
maintained by a non-GAS SAFE registered company? Would you accept an electrical installation in a building that 
has been designed, installed, commissioned and maintained by a non-approved electrical contractor? Hopefully, in 
both cases the answer is ‘No’. Nevertheless, when it comes to fire risk assessment this is not a formally recognised 
activity. 

In the absence of formal competency assessor requirements, the ‘Guide to Choosing a Competent Risk Assessor’ 
has been developed by the Fire Sector Federation (http://www.fia.uk.com/resourceLibrary/fire-risk-assessors-
competency-criteria.html).

Third Party Certification Of Providers – Reassurance For Fire Risk Assessment
Independent Third Party Certification (TPC) adds significant assurance and rigour for Duty Holders looking 
for a provider to help them meet fire safety obligations. TPC delivers an independent ongoing programme of 
verification to LSFRA companies. Businesses can hold TPC as evidence of their competence to undertake, and 
their integrity in, delivering assessments, as well as their ongoing work in line with appropriate standards and best 
practice.
Following the Grenfell fire, the Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety by Dame Judith 
Hackitt (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/independent-review-of-building-regulations-and-fire-safety-final-report) 
emphasised the responsibilities of the person appointed for fire safety within a building and the actions they can 

http://www.fia.uk.com/resourceLibrary/fire-risk-assessors-competency-criteria.html
http://www.fia.uk.com/resourceLibrary/fire-risk-assessors-competency-criteria.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/independent-review-of-building-regulations-and-fire-safety-final-report
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take to mitigate fire risk.

Organisations with responsibility for the vulnerable and/or large numbers of people may therefore consider the 
independently assessed competence of a contractor to provide fire risk assessment a much preferable alternative to 
the self-declared capability of an individual assessor.  This is all the more true in challenging environments such as 
hospitals, residential care premises, large shopping complexes and other environments where the occupancy profile 
or on-site processes may necessitate a complex or delayed fire evacuation strategy.

Third Party Certification Bodies such as NSI assess organisations against the BAFE (British Approvals for Fire 
Equipment) Life Safety Fire Risk Assessment Scheme SP205. NSI’s Gold Scheme goes a step further by combining 
SP205 with the rigour of an ISO 9001 Quality Management System, demonstrating further a contractor’s capability 
and providing reassurance in the quality and relevance of the service being delivered.

A Register of LSFRA companies approved to BAFE SP205 is available at www.bafe.org.uk and NSI Approved 
Companies specialising in LSFRA can be found at www.nsi.org.uk.  

UKAS-accredited NSI is the UK’s leading, independent third party certification (TPC) body within the guarding 
services, fire safety and security systems sectors, helping to protect businesses, public organisations, homeowners 
and the general public through rigorous audit of more than 1800 security and fire safety providers nationwide.
Appointed by BAFE, the independent register of quality fire safety service providers, NSI is the only TPC provider 
covering all BAFE fire safety schemes. These include Life Safety Fire Risk assessment providers and companies 
providing design, installation, commissioning and maintenance services for various fire protection schemes.  

Businesses Advised To Review Fire Risk Assessments
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue has advised businesses to review fire risk assessments following the Prime Minister’s 
announcement on 23rd March to restrict movement and close businesses.

“The fire safety measures within buildings are designed for their specific use and often do not include people 
sleeping. It may therefore not have the necessary fire safety measures installed to make this a safe practice,” said 
Fire Safety Lead Matt White.

The advice comes after recognition that any businesses still open, for example supermarkets and distribution 

http://www.nsi.org.uk
http://www.bafe.org.uk
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centres, may have additional stock and people working, which could adversely affect means of escape and staff 
understanding of safety measures.

For those businesses forced to close under the current guidance, the fire risk should be mitigated by completing 
full shut down procedures, including isolating any electrical items. The risk of arson should be reduced by ensuring 
premises are secure, with any rubbish, bins or skips moved away from buildings.

Matt White added: “Under the current Covid-19 guidance, we continue to respond to serious fire safety concerns, 
however we are calling on business owners to assist in ensuring fire safety standards are maintained while 
businesses are not operating as they normally would.

“Compliance with the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 is still of utmost importance to protect 
businesses and people from fire. For those businesses open, simple tests to check the escape route is clear and 
accessible at all times must be completed as well as measures to ensure there are adequately trained staff on site at 
all times.”
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue are also discouraging people who may need to self-isolate from doing so in a place of 
work that may not have been designed for sleeping.

Source: https://www.staffordshirefire.gov.uk/news/latest-news/businesses-advised-to-review-fire-risk-assessments/

Richard Jenkins

Richard Jenkins became CEO of the National Security Inspectorate (NSI) 
in 2014. With its roots stemming from the 1970s, NSI celebrated 20 years 
of independence from the Loss Prevention Council in 2018, and has offered 
the full suite of BAFE Fire Safety Schemes for 15 years.

Richard’s experience in the private sector, within the UK and EMEA, 
spans sales, retail and wholesale distribution, manufacturing, international 
logistics and quality systems, in blue chip organisations such as IKEA, 
Chubb, Steelcase and Caterpillar. Richard has brought to NSI a strong added 
value and service ethos, a determination to deliver transparency, and clarity 
in promoting and supporting the high standards delivered by approved 
companies in the sector.

https://www.nsi.org.uk/

https://www.staffordshirefire.gov.uk/news/latest-news/businesses-advised-to-review-fire-risk-assessm
https://www.nsi.org.uk/
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The TPSO Magazine

 “Key People In Security” List.

To have Genuine “influence” in the security industry, it isn’t about the size of your company 
or your bank balance.

TPSO magazine has looked for those that share their time and knowledge freely and 
generously, to the benefit of individuals, and the industry in general.

We have identified the people that really make a difference and play an active part in 
improving and shaping the future of the security sector.

They may or may not be the bosses of large companies.

Rank doesn’t automatically relate to influence here.

We have looked hard, and traced the rising stars and the ones to watch.

We found those going the extra mile, and they are all on our list!

(Well, more or less. But we’re still getting threats!.............. Ed.)

Just to be clear, this list is a fluid thing

and people may be added, or removed at any time,

but you can be certain that every man and woman named,

is extremely worthy of inclusion.

YOU can get involved and nominate someone to the list! 

Just provide a compelling reason. 

(All nominations will be assessed by our panel.)

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/
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NAME POSITION ORGANISATION LINK

Ackroyd, Stephen Senior Lecturer, Aviation Security Bucks New University, Bucks New University

Bassett, Graham Managing Director GBRUK Ltd GBRUK Ltd

Bell, Richard Director TenIntelligence TenIntelligence

Berkoff, Andrea  Editor City Security Magazine City Security Magazine.

Betts, Robert Director Elite Academy of Security 
Training

Elite Academy of Security 
Training

Blackwell, Andy Managing Director Blackwell Security 
Consulting

Blackwell Security 
Consulting

Burnett, Allan Operations Director SecuriGroup SecuriGroup

Burns, Alan Operations Director/Fellow of the 
Security Institute

Shield Security Services 
Ltd Shield Security Services Ltd

Butcher, Sam Business Director – Security Atalian Servest Atalian Servest

Chapple, Mark Managing Consultant SRSRM Ltd

Cooper, Roy Managing Director Professional Security 
Magazine

Professional Security 
Magazine

Cresswell , David ISMI Certified Security 
Management Professional

International Security 
Management Institute

International Security 
Management Institute

Currie, John
Head of Security and NHS 
Accredited, Local Security 
Management Specialist

National Association of 
Healthcare Security

National Association of 
Healthcare Security

Dakin, Carl Managing Director Dakin Consulting Ltd Dakin Consulting Ltd

Davies, Rollo Co-founder, Editor and feature 
writer

The Professional Security 
Officer Magazine (TPSO 
Mag)

TPSO Mag

Drury, Paul Head of Corporate Security Experian Experian

Dyson, Graeme Physical Security Consultant Morrigan Risk Morrigan Risk

Fell, Rowena Global Technology Risk 
Operations Leader

EY/Fellow of the Security 
Institute

The Security Institute

Fellows, Ray CEO Eclipse Strategic Security Eclipse Strategic Security

Folmer, Mark Vice President TrackTik TrackTik

https://bucks.ac.uk/home
http://www.gbruk.com/
https://www.tenintel.com/
https://citysecuritymagazine.com/
http://www.elite-securitytraining.co.uk/
http://www.elite-securitytraining.co.uk/
http://www.blackwell-security.co.uk/
http://www.blackwell-security.co.uk/
https://www.securigroup.co.uk/
https://www.shieldsecurity.co.uk/
https://www.atalianservest.co.uk/
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/
https://www.ismi.org.uk/
https://www.ismi.org.uk/
http://www.nahs.org.uk/
http://www.nahs.org.uk/
http://dakinconsulting.co.uk/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/
https://www.experian.co.uk/
https://www.morrigan-risk.com/
https://security-institute.org/
https://www.eclipse-strategic-security.com/
https://www.tracktik.com/
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Frankland, Jane Author and Champion for Women 
in Cyber Security Cyber Security Capital Cyber Security Capital

French MBE, Peter CEO/Fellow of the Security 
Institute SSR Personnel SSR Personnel

Gardner, Frank Security Correspondent BBC

Geddes, Will Managing Director International Corporate 
Protection Group

International Corporate 
Protection Group

Gillespie, Mike Managing Director Advent IM Ltd Advent IM Ltd

Greenaway, Nicola Managing Director International Security 
Expo (ISE)

International Security Expo 
(ISE)

Henig, Ruth 
(Baroness) President The Security Institute The Security Institute

Hill, Steve Director and Secretary. NASDU www.nasdu.co.uk

Hole, Dan Security Training Olive Tree Training Olive Tree Training

Hopla, Brian InfoSec and Compliance Officer IT Lab

Hurst, Ellie Media Manager Advent IM Ltd Advent IM Ltd

Hurst, Mike Vice Chairman UK Chapter of ASIS 
International ASIS UK

Ingram, Philip MBE Defence, security journalist and 
consultant Grey Hare Media Grey Hare Media

Janes, Jason Head of Security Aspers Casino, Westfield, 
Stratford. Aspers Casino

Jones, Peter CEO Nineteen Events Nineteen Events

Joy, Kate Business Development Manager DipHex DipHex

Kaszeta, Dan Managing Director Strongpoint Security Strongpoint Security

Kennedy, Rob 
BA(Hons)

Training and Development 
Manager SecuriGroup SecuriGroup

King, Jayne Head of Security and Site 
Services Guys and St Thomas Guys and St Thomas

Lavery, Peter Deputy Chairman The Security Institute The Security Institute

Liardet, Adam Managing Director Audax Global Solutions Audax Global

http://cybersecuritycapital.com/
http://www.ssr-personnel.com/
http://www.icpgroupcompanies.com/
http://www.icpgroupcompanies.com/
https://www.advent-im.co.uk/
http://www.internationalsecurityexpo.com/
http://www.internationalsecurityexpo.com/
https://security-institute.org/
http://www.nasdu.co.uk/
https://www.olivetreetraining.co.uk/
https://www.advent-im.co.uk/
http://asis.org.uk/
https://greyharemedia.com/
https://www.aspersstratford.co.uk/
https://www.internationalsecurityexpo.com/contact-us/organisers
http://www.diphex.com/
http://strongpointsecurity.co.uk/
https://www.securigroup.co.uk/
https://www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk/Home.aspx
https://security-institute.org/
https://audaxsecurity.co.uk/
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Mackenzie, Stephen Independent fire, security and 
resilience advisor Follow on Twitter

McNutt, Farrah Founder Catch a Thief CATUK

Moore, Lynda Managing Partner FM Contract Watch LLP FM Contract Watch Website

Mounfield, Rick CEO The Security Institute The Security Institute

O’Sullivan, Michael Co-founder, Editor and feature 
writer

The Professional Security 
Officer Magazine (TPSO 
Mag)

TPSO Mag

Tony O’Brien Security Commentator and 
Consultant. Security Operative ww.securityoperative.ie

Reddington, Mike CEO The British Security 
Industry Association BSIA

Reed, Nicholas Executive Director and Company 
Secretary.

National Association for 
Healthcare Security NAHS Site

Ridden, Paul CEO SmartTask Smarttask

Robbins, Darryn Recruitment Specialist Lima44 Lima44

Rogers, Simon Director of Training Turret Training Ltd. Turret Training

Rolington, Alfred
CEO and Co Founder - Author of 
Strategic Intelligence for the 21st 
Century - The Mosaic Method

Cyber Security 
Intelligence Cyber Security Intelligence

Rubens, David (Dr.) Executive Director The Institute of Strategic 
Risk Management ISRM

Sear, Doug Head of Sales Emergency Protection 
Limited

Emergency Protection 
Limited

Sephton, John Account Director. Axis Security Services 
Ltd Axis Security Services Ltd

Sims, Brian Editor Risk Xtra / Risk UK RiskXtra

Smith, Stephen C.O.O.  DSOC DS Security Group DSOC

Todd, Ian C.E.O. Security Industry 
Authority. www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk

Vanneck, Claire   Course convener
University of Leicester
Security Risk 
Management courses

University of Leicester

Vazquez, Nicole Lone Worker Safety Expo Lone Worker Safety Expo

Wakefield Alison 
(Dr) Chairman The Security Institute The Security Institute

https://twitter.com/StephenFireRisk
https://www.catchathief.co.uk/
https://www.fmcontractwatch.co.uk/
https://security-institute.org/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/
http://www.securityoperative.ie/
https://www.bsia.co.uk/
https://nahs.org.uk/
https://smarttask.co.uk/
https://www.lima44.co.uk/
https://www.turretmedtraining.com/
https://www.cybersecurityintelligence.com/
http://www.theisrm.org/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/
https://www.axis-security.co.uk/
https://www.risk-uk.com/
https://www.dssoc.co.uk/
http://sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/
https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/criminology/people/claire-vanneck
http://www.loneworkersafetyexpo.com/
https://security-institute.org/
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Watson, Aloma Chairwoman SRM Alumni SRM Website

White, Michael

Head of Risk, Compliance and
Assurance G4S and Director, 
Hampton Security and Training 
Consultancy Ltd

G4S/Hampton Security 
and Training Consultancy 
Limited

Hampton Security and 
Training Consultancy 
Limited

Whitehouse, Simon Managing Director SGW Safety and Security 
Ltd

SGW Safety and Security 
Ltd

Whiting MBE, 
Nicola Author and CSO Titania Ltd www.Titania.com

Willison, James Converged/ESRM Specialist  Unified Security
        Ltd.  www.unifiedsecurity.net/

www.3dassurance.com    Twitter: @3DAssurance
andy.blackwell@3dassurance.com

john.wood@3dassurance.com

Delivering	Security	Risk	Assurance

We answer the hard questions
• How do I get real insight into the strength of 

our security?

• What are the right priorities for security 
management?

• How do I make outsourced security contracts 
work for both sides?

• Why are we failing to really empower the 
front-line security team? 

• How do we empower the front-line security 
team and deploy their expertise?

• What is the best way to ensure breaches and 
incidents are properly handled?

• Where can I get guidance on the best security 
management practice?

• What is wrong with the arithmetic of Risk 
Assessment?

• How do I simplify security without making it 
simplistic?

Systems, Training & Mentoring, Implementation
You could advertise here! 

Will you reach the right audience? 
Well, you're reading this. 
So are your customers... 

 

 

Want a cost effective way to sell your 
company to areas and audiences that 

no other publication can reach? 
 

Talk to Mike today: 
Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd   

https://www.srmalumni.org/
https://www.hamptonsecurityconsultancy.com/
https://www.hamptonsecurityconsultancy.com/
https://www.hamptonsecurityconsultancy.com/
https://sgw-consulting.co.uk/
https://sgw-consulting.co.uk/
http://www.titania.com/
http://www.unifiedsecurity.net/
http://www.3dassurance.com
mailto:andy.blackwell@3dassurance.com
mailto:john.wood@3dassurance.com
mailto:Admin@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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Nightclub Fire Safety
Being a Step Ahead! So, Nobody Gets Left Behind
      
Introduction
Friday the 13th, 1981, a night that truly rocked our small green Emerald Isle. Stardust Nightclub! Even typing it puts 
a lump in my throat. Artane, Dublin, Stardust Nightclub, 841 people, 214 injured and 48 people who tragically lost 
their lives.

It is because of this tragic event which in my opinion, fire safety became an indirect duty going forward for all 
security personnel in the nightclub industry.

With this article/report, I hope to educate and show the importance of your role as door staff in relation to fire safety. 
Believe it or not, people who are out drinking and having fun, put their life in your hands once they step onto your 
premises and purchase your alcohol. As a business owner or the face of the venue, you hold a duty of care to your 
staff and to the public.

Stardust Nightclub, 1981

The moment the job evolved
“A waitress, Mrs Elizabeth Prizeman shouted to a doorman Leo Doyle, “Leo, there is a fire inside”. He and his 
colleagues went to fight the fire.” (wiki/Stardust_fire).

Just like that, Mr Doyle and his colleagues went to fight the fire. It is in this sentence alone, the responsibility to 
fight the fire now belonged to the door staff. In my opinion (within reason) this was and is the wrong thing to do.

Why is this the wrong thing to do?
You can replace a building, you can even replace alcohol. However, you CANNOT replace a life. I will discuss 
more on this later. It’s important to note why I feel the duties of fire safety became an indirect responsibility for all 
door staff.

Where did it go wrong with Stardust Nightclub?
From research and studies, anywhere it could have gone wrong, it did! Some major things to look at from a 
security/management perspective which potentially could have changed everything that night which are still vital 
and very real for today’s door staff, are as follows;

• Doors were locked from the inside with padlocks and chains.
• Windows had bars which hampered escape.
• It was evident that staff had no training or were prepared for such a tragedy.
• Lighting failed
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1. This is simply not acceptable. Every fire exit should be visible and clear to escape. Whilst I fully understand 
the reason they were there, one would suggest hire more security and place them there to stop the odd 
person getting in for free or a drunk friend. Locks and chains, are and never will be acceptable.

2. This is a major point. If these bars were gone, would people still be alive? This is not an appropriate security 
measure for an occupied premises, especially with intoxicated patrons.

3. I refer to my point earlier where I state fighting the fire was the wrong thing to do. Even ‘trained’ fire 
wardens should not attempt this unless they personally feel it’s safe for them to do so. You do not 
understand fire, it is not your friend. Fire can get out of control in seconds. Your minute of firefighting 
could make it worse. Focus on getting your team and the public, OUT! Let the professionals put the fire 
out. In such circumstances like this, the main priority is evacuation. As door staff, you need to know where 
all the exits are, you need to practice your drills. You are not a firefighter! A 3hr course with 5minutes of 
playing with an extinguisher does not make you a firefighter. Just ensure your team and the public are out.

4. Lighting failed! It went black! Fear set in! Where were people going? They couldn’t see. It’s such an 
important part of evacuation & escape. People need guidance. You know the club! The drunk person 
doesn’t know their right from their left.

Bars fitted into windows at Stardust Nightclub, 1981.
 
Questions to ask yourself?
As a business owner or as door staff, I want you to ask yourself several questions. These questions will help you 
identify if you need to change current habits and upskill etc... before it’s too late.

• Do I know anything about fire safety?
• Have I been trained?
• Do I know where all the exits are?
• If a fire occurred, do I really know what I am doing?
• Do we have a fire safety log?
• Who is the fire safety manager?
• I am the fire safety manager, what really is my job?
• When was the last time we did an evacuation drill?
• Do I carry out any fire inspections before the club opens?
• Am I prepared??????? 
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Gardaí and investigators at the Stardust after it was gutted by a fire.

What Can We Do To Improve Fire Safety And Ensure Nobody Gets Left Behind?
A few things you can do as a business owner or as door staff is as follows;

• Appoint a fire safety manager, make sure someone who acts as a fire manager is present when the venue is 
operational.

• Regular checks of doors, escape routes and electrical appliances etc...
• Update the fire safety log
• Put a fire evacuation strategy in place
• Train staff and make them aware
• Have a professional fire risk assessment conducted annually and as required
• Have a professional fire safety management plan designed for your premises and actively update it. (Similar 

to a fire safety log, but not the same thing)
• Ensure numbers in the club are the numbers stated on your license and not squeezing as many people in as 

possible. This number is calculated out for a reason.
• Drill, Drill, Drill……...

We Can Never Prepare For The Unknown, But We Can Be Educated.
What fire safety measures can I take while on the Job?
What you as a door supervisor/security professional can do on the job that will ensure you are doing a better job 
than most! Some steps which can be taken are as follows;

• Carry a torch. Vital piece of equipment.
• Conduct a mini ‘mental note’ fire risk assessment.
• Check doors and escape routes!
• Make sure nothing is blocking exits, both inside AND outside!
• Ensure lighting is in working order.
• Smoke detectors work! Alarm system works! Test it!
• Update the fire log.
• Alert and report any possible issues to your manager.
• Keep practicing the above!
• Never take anything for granted!
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Why Should I Be Concerned With Fire Safety????
You should be concerned because the law says so! Depending on the country you live in, various laws have 
different requirements, however, the majority of the laws enforce the same principles. Get familiar with your local 
laws.  

Conclusions
The night of the Stardust tragedy, Ireland tragically lost 48 people. I can assure you, their loss was not in vain. My 
article can be interpreted in many ways but the most important message that I hope I have gotten across is that fire 
safety is a major concern and as security professionals either in a nightclub or in a store, you need to be aware of 
the very basics to ensure everyone remains safe.

We have come a long way in terms of fire safety, but we have a long way to go. It’s vital that fire safety management 
is implemented and is managed correctly. In Ireland, we adopt an attitude that a fire alarm is something that will 
turn off in a minute. We ignore it. I imagine many places do the same.  It’s vital you know how to respond upon 
hearing that alarm and your duties to the public in performing an evacuation. The public will panic and more than 
likely try to leave the way they came in! If that is not possible, you need to direct them to exits they are unaware of.

The bigger concern is venues which are in the middle of nowhere who are a law to themselves. It’s these venues 
where education needs to be pushed even more. So, as professionals, as door staff, as fire aware individuals, please 
keep preaching fire safety. Educate those who need it, help those who are unsure and let’s keep working together 
to create a safer environment for the public to enjoy their nightlife. Let’s work hard to ensure there is never a 
reoccurrence of Stardust. At the very least, let’s give those families something in that, we have learned at the cost of 
their tragic loss.

Remember, your decisions can be the difference in someone surviving or someone dying.
It’s important to keep educating yourself.  As the title says; It’s important to stay a step ahead, so nobody gets left 
behind. I genuinely mean that.

Message of thanks
Thank you to Rollo, Mike and the TPSO team for allowing me the opportunity to share a topic which I am so 
passionate about. As fire safety is something that needs more time and attention, I decided to set up @thefirebible 
to keep promoting and educating the world about fire. All support is truly appreciated. You can find us on 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

DISCLAIMER: This article/report is for reading and educational purposes only! It should not be referenced in 
any way in developing and implementing fire strategies or fire risk assessments. Always consult a professional 
qualified individual for your fire safety needs.

Karl Harris BEng BSc(Hons) PgD(Fire) MIEI AIFireE

In October 2016, Karl graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in Civil Engineering 
from the Cork Institute of Technology. Following on from this, he completed the 
Construction Management BSc (Honours) Degree also at C.I.T graduating in 
October 2017. 

Karl has a real passion for fire safety & fire engineering. He attended Trinity 
College Dublin (TCD), to complete the ‘Fire Safety Practice’ course. Successfully 
obtaining his postgraduate diploma, equipped him with the right skills to work 
in a highly specialised field. Karl succeeded in getting this course accredited 
with the Institute of Fire Engineers (IFE). It is the first fire safety IFE accredited 
course in the ROI. 
Karl’s spent several years working in the security industry whilst completing his 
studies.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karl-h13/
Email: Karlharris@outlook.ie

https://www.linkedin.com/in/karl-h13/
mailto:Karlharris%40outlook.ie%20?subject=
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TPSO magazine has been speaking to Quill CEO Lewis Werner about some of the most clever risk 
assessment tech to surface for some time. Our Managing Editor, Rollo Davies, thinks that the best way 
to demonstrate how this system works, is by looking at a genuine case study from Bethel University, a 
huge college campus in Minnesota, US....

But understanding such comprehensive detail for one 
facility leaves Hill with an appetite for what that level of 
detail could mean for the organization at-large.
Hill wants a comprehensive map of Bethel’s complete 
security landscape.

Ten more facilities, please.
Hill’s breadth of expertise gives him a detailed, black and 
white of what needs to happen next.
He has always known that an effective Physical 
Security Plan begins with risk vulnerability and threat 
identification.
But Quill is a tool that allows Hill to see in colour, walk the 
campus and creating a virtual pile of detailed notes, no 
team member has enough time to organize information 
collected.

Fundamentally, he also knows that physical security 
tools are not up to the challenge. Hill needs to assess 
the current technology in place, risks associated with 
that technology, and draft a roadmap to explicitly make 
security efforts more effective.

A pilot to start the project.

Hill keeps returning to his personal commitment to the 
Bethel community. The sense of ownership he has for 
students, faculty and staff means it is imperative that he 
plan for physical security outcomes rather than react to 
security events as they occur.

He knows he needs data on his facilities and a reliable 
collection process to achieve that aim.

Quill comes recommended by a respected security 
professional in the industry. With a risk assessment for 
a pilot facility, Hill learns that a Quill partnership could 
be a meaningful step towards the strong vision he has in 
mind.
“The number one reason to try Quill is it’s getting you 
outside of what you’ve always been doing. It’s a fresh new 
approach to the risk assessment process.”

Zach Hill - Director of Risk Management,
Safety & Security, Bethel University

 
He has a model that can run the numbers on complex 
and unique facilities: analysis only grown in a dynamic 
model with a lot of horse power.

Bethel is the largest institution in the 13-member Christian College Consortium. The university campus features a 
247-acre lakeside campus, only 20 minutes from downtown St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota. In less than three 
decades, Bethel’s programs have more than doubled to over 100 degree options, enrolment has grown to nearly 4,500 
students, and 35 facilities are now utilized.

A Quill analyst collects detailed room and doorway level information, feeding Quill’s dynamic risk model with high 
quality data. The Quill engine houses an exhaustive measure library and its dynamic threat profiles allow the Quill 
Risk Map to reach a level of detail inaccessible to any traditional security risk assessment. Hill now sees an intimate 
picture of the risk profile for his pilot facility.
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He can refine his decision making by threat type, by asset 
type, and by location. He can determine the lens through 
which security decisions should be made. “It doesn’t 
matter if I’m focusing on a particular asset, threat, or 
reducing my overall risk exposure by the maximum 
amount. I know what steps to take.”

Helping leadership understand why security matters.
By spending less time analyzing, evaluating and 
calculating risk impacts, Hill can spend more time 
collaborating, communicating and integrating with the 
rest campus life and leadership.

Hill knows that strategic security efforts mean little 
without partnership: “Quill is one more tool in our 
arsenal that allows us to tell a good story to leadership. It 
helps us in the budgeting process to get the tools that we 

need in order to be preventative and not just responsive 
to incidents after they occur.”

Engaging Quill means Hill is making effective decisions 
today and laying the foundation for the security programs 
of tomorrow.
Fully convinced of Quill’s purpose in a world that needs 
a physical security update, Hill continues to utilize Quill 
software and partner with the Quill team for future 
projects.

“It doesn’t matter if I’m focusing on a particular asset, 
threat, or reducing my overall risk exposure by the 
maximum amount. I know what steps to take.”

Zach Hill Director of Risk Management,
Safety & Security, Bethel University

 

Quill Security
 

Based out of Minneapolis, MN, Quill is committed to reducing bias in security decision making by creating next 
generation technology for physical security planning and management.

Contact Lewis Werner to get started today.

lewis.werner@quillsecurity.com

Lewis Werner
(TPSO magazine has been so impressed by Lewis, we think it’s best to describe him in 
his own words........... Ed)

My mission is to cultivate proactively safer communities. 
Proactive risk management makes people less stressed, more comfortable, 
happier, and more productive. Cultivating proactive security operations 
desrisks and accelerates human progress, raising quality of life for everyone.
I cultivate proactively safer communities by arming Security Professionals 
with the data they’ve been missing for decades. Operations, Finance, 
Marketing & Supply Chain have been building metrics and KPIs based on 
real-time process control, outcomes, and projections. Security, especially 
physical security, has been left with: “Monthly Incidents and Annual Budget”.
If you HAVE data, you can measure it. If you MEASURE data, you can 
IMPROVE it. I started Quill Security to provide risk data for security 
professionals.
Quill Security is building the inevitable future of the security industry. When 
you embrace risk data, you will:
- Earn your seat at the table with answers instead of assurances.
- Communicate clearly with non-security stakeholders to achieve buy-in.
- Spend less time debating and more time taking PROACTIVE ACTION.
- Know your measure of success and unambiguously achieve it.
Nothing like Quill has ever existed before. Protect your community with the 
future of security.

https://www.quillsecurity.com/

mailto:lewis.werner%40quillsecurity.com%20?subject=
https://www.quillsecurity.com/ 
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The team at TPSO magazine spend a great deal of time looking for good ideas, interesting security websites, and 
great content. Almost by accident, we found https://isarr.com/
Honestly? I still don’t know what ISARR stands for and I’m frankly too embarrassed to ask, but it is home to 
some superb content, expert opinion and clever thinking. The “blog” section was of particular topical interest 
and thankfully, as much of it was written by a great friend of TPSO, and internationally respected security 
consultant, Andy Blackwell, we got permission to cherry pick a couple of his articles...........
Thanks Andy.

Andy Blackwell’s ISARR Blogs...

Silver Bullets, Black Swans, Gray Rhinos with Cod & Chips ! ?
In this article, the 3rd in our series, Andy Blackwell, ISARR’s Senior Risk and Security Advisor, looks at why it’s best 
not to get too bogged down with risk labels, details of complex academic studies, or trying to predict the future, but 
instead to double down on your organisational resilience, make risk-based decisions quickly and sensibly whilst 
being prepared to challenge the status quo and break from traditional business models.

There is nothing like a crisis state to bring out a flurry of buzzwords, and myriad of ‘expert’ views and forecasts about 
what the future may or may not hold. The response to the COVID-19 pandemic is no exception, with a number of 
so called ‘silver bullets’ being offered up. In reality, these are questionable solutions unlikely to stand up to much 
scrutiny, and would perhaps be better labelled as ‘tarnished duds’.

There has also been menagerie of risk descriptors circulating in the media, including black swans and grey rhinos, all 
very sound principles and theories but the terms may be confusing to those outside the risk management community 
who find themselves faced with managing a crisis.

This article looks at why it’s best not to get too bogged down with risk labels, details of complex academic studies, or 
trying to predict the future, but instead to double down on your organisational resilience, make risk-based decisions 
quickly and sensibly whilst being prepared to challenge the status quo and break from traditional business models.

Learning from academic research will always be important though, and the key to robust organisational security and 
resilience is having the ability to transform this into authentic and effective action at a business level.
Learning from the best practices and mistakes of your own organisation and others will also provide valuable insights.

Most organisations find change difficult at the best of times, but during a crisis their ability to safely manage dynamic 
change, whilst rapidly pivoting the business, will often be the critical success factor in terms of business survival.

Pontification and trying to achieve perfection will not help either, the corporate need is for rapid and sensible decision 
making, bearing in mind the direction of travel may be quite different to how business was conducted prior to the 
crisis state emerging.

Another challenge for organisations is how to quickly obtain a company-wide, branch by branch situation report. 

 https://isarr.com/ 
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This sounds relatively straightforward but is something many organisations struggle with, often having to use 
conventional email or a ring-round system rather than using dedicated tools and platforms to gather the information 
and collate the responses. The longer it takes to obtain this information, the longer it will be before crisis managers 
will be able to make informed judgements.

No one welcomes a crisis, but despite the 
damaging consequences they can bring , they 
often create opportunities. The challenge for 
many organisations is not being able to spot the 
opportunity and ‘use the difficulty’, due to the 
pressure of the crisis or the impending crisis.

This is the organisational equivalent of a person 
not being able to make clear and rational 
decisions due to the levels of stress they are under. 
Some people manage stress better than others, 
and the same applies to organisations. There 
are those that can operate more collaboratively 
and are more decisive in a crisis state, and 
organisations would benefit from incorporating 
these behaviours into their business as usual 
activities.

As we’ve mentioned before, Sir Winston 
Churchill is quoted as saying ‘never waste a good 
crisis’, which emphasises the need to question 
the norm, particularly when a crisis comes 
calling. Traditional solutions alone may not be 
sufficient, so the organisational focus must be on 
what you’ve already done to prepare or minimise 
the impacts of the particular crisis state, whilst 
also deploying an empowered, experienced and 
agile team to make dynamic fast-time decisions 
based on the best information available at the 
time.

Once again, security, risk and resilience tools and platforms have a key role to play here.

 On the subject of Churchills, the British Fish and Chip shop chain of the same name, and part of the Chesterford 
Group, serving 50,000 customers per week, provides us with a good example of agile decision making, how to rapidly 
pivot a business, and how to thrive during a crisis.

By way of background, the Coronavirus lockdown forced all the group’s 40 fish and chip restaurants in Britain to close 
to all walk-in customers, and the company was fast running out of money. CEO James Lipscombe was concerned 
that the company would run out of cash as the business was losing £150,000 per week, and at that rate the business 
could only survive for 6 months at the most. Realising the predicament the business was in, Lipscome knew he had 
to make fast decisions and break the chain’s traditional business model. He quickly expanded the group’s system for 
taking food orders online. All customers would receive their order by click and collect, or have their orders delivered. 

The rapid decision making and change of business model, in just 2 weeks, not only protected Churchill’s revenue, it 
enhanced it and provided an improved service offering for their customers. In Lipscombe’ s own words, “maybe the 
days of waiting in a fish and chip shop for 10-15 minutes in a queue are probably gone”.
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There are a number of lessons we can learn from Churchill’s fish and chip business, let’s take a look at them:

• The senior management identified the warning signals and acted on them quickly.
• There was recognition of an urgent need to change. The company was fast running out of money and its very 

survival was threatened. There was no guarantee of when normal business activities could resume.
• The organisation had the courage to challenge convention.
• The organisation was able to make rapid decisions based on informed judgements.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also provided us with examples of companies where rapid business growth due to 
unprecedented demand has resulted in security and risk management lapses. Eric Juan, CEO of Zoom, the online 
conferencing platform, to his credit recently admitted that his business had ‘fallen short’ on privacy and security. The 
Coronavirus outbreak saw a flood of new users, which presented Zoom with challenges they had not anticipated. 
The platform was originally intended for large organisations with full IT support, and not the myriad of ‘lockdown’ 
users. The lesson from Zoom is a clear one, when there is a need to move fast, it is important not to move too quickly 
and forget the safety and security elements. Organisations who experience rapid growth can often fall foul of this.

Conclusion
The flurry of ‘expert’ views and buzzwords circulating following a crisis can be distracting and confusing to business 
leaders. Doubling down on your organisation’s security and resilience so that risk-based decisions can be made 
quickly and sensibly, will be far more productive for your organisation than getting bogged down in complexity. 
Security, risk and resilience tools and platforms have a key role to play here.

Highly resilient organisations are the ones prepared to challenge the status quo and break from traditional business 
models. Another key to achieving robust organisational security and resilience is having the ability to transform the 
outcomes from complex academic research into authentic and effective actions at a corporate level. What we see all 
too often is a significant gap between good security and resilience and academic theories with the actual practices 
on the ground.

The examples we have used in this blog are from two completely different industries and demonstrate the learning 
opportunities created from reviewing best practices and mistakes made by other organisations, in addition to our 
own of course.

Would Churchills have been as dynamic and willing to break their business model prior to being in the crisis state? 
Only they will truly be able to answer this, but it does provide food for thought, for them and us all – excuse the pun!

Keep it simple! Risk, Resilience & Security 
in an Uncertain World.....
With organisations across the globe busy planning how best to resume business after the COVID-19 lockdown, 
Andy Blackwell, ISARR’s Senior Risk and Security Advisor, provides insights into what businesses can do to 
keep their people and assets safe, and maintain a high level of resilience despite the uncertain times ahead.

A ‘Back to Basics’ approach?
Rather than trying to second guess the future, a back to basics approach, focusing on what the organisation can do 
right now to prevent incidents becoming crises, will prevent knee-jerk responses and the inherent risks they bring. 
Keeping things simple and getting the basics right will also help organisations stay on track during periods of rapid, 
and what is likely to be chaotic, periods of change as business resumption commences.

Building a solid ’security and resilience’ foundation will make it easier for organisations to adapt and extend their 
programmes going forward, once they have assurance that their baseline security and resilience is robust. Companies 
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who have implemented a Security Management System (SeMS) such as the UK’s CAA CAP1223 model will already 
have a solid framework to help them manage risk sensibly, and assure their security and resilience performance.

Review Your Risk Assessments.
One of the first steps organisations are well advised to take is to review their ‘threat landscape’, as changes in operating 
environments, such as staff working from home, may have reduced some threats but increased others. Some of the 
‘old’ threats such as international terrorism haven’t gone away, and Islamist terrorist groups see the global chaos from 
COVID-19 as an opportunity to mobilise and prepare for the future. Their modus operandi has always been to target 
the path of least resistance, and any weakness, or indeed perceived weaknesses in our security capabilities will be 
exploited by them. Cyber criminals have intensified their efforts of late, and two of San Francisco Airport’s low traffic 
websites were recently hacked resulting in data being unlawfully obtained.

Once the impacts of the current threat landscape have been established, organisations should review their risk 
registers to ascertain that the risks, their scores and mitigations remain fit for purposes, reflecting any changes and 
new risks identified.
 
Identifying Warning Signals
Many businesses have been severely impacted by the COVID-19 lockdown, with some reporting that their business 
continuity plans were not as robust as they could or perhaps should have been. A review of the learning from the 
organisation’s response to the crises, good and bad, should be a priority task. It is also worth looking externally too 
for best practices, or issues identified that may help shape your plans going forward.

The words of Sir Winston Churchill “Never let a good crisis go to waste” resonate with me at the moment. These are 
challenging times for us all, without question, but provide so many opportunities to learn and make things better and 
more resilient for the future. A no-blame frank discussion with all key stakeholders will invariably yield far better 
results than finger-pointing.

Established academic research suggests that all crises are preceded by warning signals and the ability of organisations 
to be able to detect and interpret these can often make the difference between managing an incident or trying to 
survive a crisis.

In the transport sector perhaps the most significant example of missed warning signals was the 9-11 attacks. The Report 
of the Joint Inquiry Into The Terrorist Attacks of September 11, 2001, by the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence and the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, provides us with some useful insights: firstly that the US 
Intelligence Community failed to fully capitalise on available and potentially important information and secondly, 
that from at least 1994, and continuing into the summer of 2001, the Intelligence Community received information 
indicating that terrorists were contemplating, among other means of attack, the use of aircraft as weapons. This 
information did not stimulate any specific Intelligence Community assessment of, or collective U.S. Government 
reaction to this form of threat.

Another aviation example is the ‘Underpants bomber’ Umar Farouq Abdulmutallab’s attempt to detonate his 
improvised explosive device on board Northwest flight 253 over Detroit on Christmas Day 2009. Fortunately the 
device failed to detonate properly and the only injuries were sustained by the perpetrator. Plenty of warning signals 
were said to have preceded the attack, but weren’t assimilated or progressed sufficiently to prevent Abdulmutallab 
from boarding the aircraft and conducting his attack.

Another example from outside the sector is the 2019 Easter Sunday terrorist attacks in Sri Lanka which killed 300 
people and injured 500. Unfortunately warning signs were again ignored and the authorities criticised for failing to 
share information that could have stopped the attacks from taking place.
The good news is we know there are opportunities to identify potential crises before they actually happen. How good 
our company radar is at identifying the warning signals, and how good our risk managers are at determining the 
harm they pose together with the mitigation required, will much dictate the type of outcome we experience.

Missing warning signals, late identification, or misinterpreting them due to other noise or distractions could be 
catastrophic for the organisation.
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Communicating Warning Signals.
Other challenges are linked to the communication of the warning signals. 
There needs to be timely identification, collection and sharing across a 
multidisciplinary team, with the experience to rapidly and accurately assess 
the direction and action for signals of concern. It is no use warning signals being detected if they are not rapidly 
communicated to the key decision makers such as a Risk Assessment Group (RAG) and the Board.

The wider the composition of the multidisciplinary team (e.g. the RAG) the richer the risk picture. Gone are the days 
where the security team had information supremacy, in today’s corporate world, other areas of the business are likely 
to have unique knowledge to help inform the risk picture. The more pieces of the jigsaw we can join up, the closer we 
will be to seeing the whole picture.

An organisation’s poor sensitivity to risk can result in routine incidents or disruptive events becoming crises. Denial 
is the biggest cause of risk sensitivity, with organisations wrongly believing that the identified risk will not impact 
them, or that the magnitude is not as severe as it actually is. The term predictable surprise has been used by academics 
to describe crises resulting from the failure of individuals and organisations to act on what they know.

One key characteristic of highly reliable organisations is their ability to identify, interpret and respond properly to 
warning signals. A recent example of this is Prague Airport’s detection of attempted attacks on its web pages, where 
their timely identification and mitigating actions thwarted the crime in the early preparatory stages. The airport’s 
proactive approach resulted in them receiving positive media coverage, and their action clearly demonstrates their 
positive approach to security. It’s no surprise that the airport has been actively championing SeMS approaches at 
their annual SAFSEC conferences.

The ability to rapidly access relevant and reliable information remains central to organisations scanning for warning 
signals. The ever increasing number of sources available and the proliferation of social media channels, can make 
this a challenging task.

It is not just about looking for a needle in a haystack, it’s trying to ascertain which haystack to look in. Monitoring 
of social media can give early insights, for example; a sudden increase in social media posts from certain areas may 
indicate something untoward is going on, Breaking news often first breaks on social media before being rebroadcast 
via the established media channels (but care needs to be taken to corroborate such information) Social sentiment 
monitoring can also provide us with useful foresight.

Summary.
A summary of the key actions organisations are recommended to consider are:

• Understand the current threat landscape and how it impacts your organisation
• Review your risk register and make any necessary adjustments
• Identify and implement lessons identified from the COVID-19 pandemic response
• Assure your security and resilience provision
• Scan for warning signals

This article has outlined key actions organisations can take to protect their people, assets and operations. The 
guidance is aligned with established Security Management System (SeMS) principles and recommends a keep 
it simple, back to basics approach, with a constant focus on the detection of, and response to warning signals. 
Future articles will be focused on how ISARR’s range of web based management information and operational 
tools can help Intelligence, Security and Risk Resilience Leaders.

Want to know more about ISARR?
Visit: https://isarr.com/

https://isarr.com/
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The Professional Security Officer Magazine, 2020/21 Charity. 
 

The Security Benevolent Fund (SBF). 
 

The Fund was founded in 2006 as “Here 4U”by the then Master of the 
Worshipful Company of Security Professionals (WCoSP), John Purnell, and his 
successor, Peter French. 
 
They identified the need to create a safety net for the most vulnerable 
people working in, and retired from the Security Profession, the Blue Light 
Services and the Armed Forces. Many people working in security on the front 
line are at the lower end of pay scales and often when illness or injury 
strikes, they need help, guidance and support to get back to work or to 
return to normal life. Those who have retired often have limited financial resources to help them when 
problems occur. 
 
In 2010, to avoid confusion with other charities it was rebranded as “The Security Benevolent Fund” (SBF). 
The SBF is a Reserve Fund within the wrapper of the WCoSP Charitable Trust (Charity No 1088658) and is 
administered by the Trustees who are an independent body. 
 
The fund was established by a combination of a fund raising appeal to Members of the WCoSP and grants 
from the WCoSP Charitable Trust, which included funds previously received from the BSIA. Since the fund 
was established, there has been a steady increase in applications for help from serving and retired members 
and their families from across the security profession. The SBF is not in competition with other bodies in the 
industry. It aims to work alongside and support other charities as required. It provides welfare, legal, 
medical and health related guidance and support for current and ex-employees from the security sector. 
The SBF website gives guidance of how to apply for a grant from the fund: 
 

To learn more about the SBF visit: 
https://wcosp.org.uk/the-security-benevolent-fund/#            

 
The SBF aims to provide financial or other practical support for individuals 
who cannot pay for urgent medical treatment or have fallen on hard times and 
need help. This is subject to completion of an application, which is considered 
by the trustees, who will not normally pay money directly to an individual but 
will settle an invoice or release funds to a reputable body who will supervise 
the spend. 
 
Many of the requests for SBF support come via other organisations such as 
The Royal British Legion or other service charities. Requests are reviewed by 
the SBF Welfare Officer who advises the Trustees on the merits of each 

application. He is sometimes able to recommend small emergency payments to resolve an urgent issue. 
 
THE SECURITY BENEVOLENT FUND urgently needs additional funds to assist the ever-increasing numbers 
seeking support. We would be enormously grateful for any donations to the fund. Please send donations to: 

https://www.gofundme.com/f/the-security-benevolent-fund 
 

Contact: clerk@wcosp.org        or Post to: 
The Security Benevolent Fund. Clerk to the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals. 4 Holmere Farm 

Cottages, Goose Green, Ashill, Thetford, IP25 7AS. 
 

https://wcosp.org.uk/the-security-benevolent-fund/#
https://www.gofundme.com/f/the-security-benevolent-fund
mailto:clerk@wcosp.org
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In 2005, during the 7th of July bombings, 52 people were tragically killed and 700 injured by four men with 
home made explosives. Such brutal and shocking acts raised questions about public safety and what can be 
done to protect passengers on our busy transport networks.
TPSO magazine spoke to Adrian Timberlake, chief technical director at Seven Technologies Group (7TG) and 
expert in technology that uses AI for counter terror and other security settings, who examines the potential of 
new technologies in protecting critical infrastructure and improving safety and security on Britain’s vital rail 
networks.

More than 1750 million rail journeys were taken in the UK during 2019. High footfall and crowds can make rail 
networks and terminals vulnerable to terror. With ever-larger infrastructure projects under development, such as 
HS2 and the Las Vegas – California high speed rail, counter terror technologies, too, have continued to adapt to serve 
an increasingly complex world and ever more varied threats of terror. Now that terror plots are often hidden within 
encrypted digital channels, and terrorists have turned to the use of everyday objects as weapons of destruction, it can 
be difficult to spot dangerous situations. Therefore, it’s necessary for today’s counter terror technologies to be able to 
inform security and counter terror personnel of the ‘bigger picture’ and to provide intelligence on developing threats 
in real time before they reach a critical point.

How do new technologies help to combat terror?
The advent of artificial intelligence (AI) has opened up a vast range of new capabilities for security and counter terror 
systems, including facial recognition, weapons recognition and the discovery of coincidences, patterns and potential 
threats from a combination of sensory signatures. For example, a mobile phone MAC address alert combined with a 

The Case For Intelligent Security In Our 
Rail Terminals
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facial recognition reading of a known terror suspect entering a highly populated area would likely trigger a potential 
threat alert.

AI has also accelerated the proficiency of biometric reading capabilities in counter terror technology. Biometric 
readings, achieved via facial recognition, provide far greater accuracy than image and video-based recordings alone.

Facial recognition algorithms measure minute facial details such as the distance between a person’s eyes and space 
between the end of the nose and upper lip to determine a match. The technology has the potential to help counter 
terror personnel find a suspect in a crowd or in a busy terminal quickly. Greater accuracy can also contribute to re-
ducing instances of human error.

Most importantly, modern counter terror systems can be programmed to send an alert to law enforcement or in-
telligence personnel when a pre-configured sequence of events occurs. This facilitates early warning of developing 
threats and can help agencies to rapidly re-evaluate threat levels and manage redeployment if necessary. Early aware-
ness and intervention is key in protecting public safety and upholding national security.

On the 7th of July 2005, there were as many as 4 million CCTV cameras in the UK. However, they failed to aid law 
enforcement in preventing the attacks and police were left with 1000s of hours of footage to comb through to iden-
tify the suspects. CCTV is now considered outdated compared to what new technologies like facial recognition can 
achieve.

The role of digital transformation in preventing terror.
The Government’s 2016 mandate that all contractors of public sector work comply to BIM (building information 
modelling) level two standards is helping to upscale the implementation of counter terror technologies in new in-
frastructure.

Use of 2D and 3D CAD (computer-aided design) models can help to streamline the process of test and evaluation, 
as any issues (such as obstructions) can be spotted early and can be solved before any changes in implementation 
incur further cost. This enables plans for the implementation of counter terror technologies to evolve along with the 
building requirements and design, rather than retro-fitting at a late stage, which risks compromising on safety and 
security to meet budget requirements.

However, there is still a need for the implementation of modern counter terror systems outside of new infrastructure 
projects. Extending the use of new technologies to safeguard London’s tube network and coach stations will help to 
inform law enforcement and intelligence personnel of the wider picture of developing threats, and most modern 
software platforms can be integrated into existing security cameras.

Our rail networks are a vital part of our social and economic infrastructure, and need to be protected. Construction 
and new technologies will need to keep evolving alongside each other to create a safer, more secure world.

Adrian Timberlake

Building on nearly 20 years as a Scientific Officer in the Ministry of Defence, 
Adrian is now the Chief technical director of Seven Technologies Group and 
specialist in tech that uses artificial intelligence (AI) for law enforcement and 
counter-terror operations.

https://www.7techgroup.com

https://www.7techgroup.com 
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Making it 
easier for 

organisations 
to staff 
flexibly.
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Covering blow-outs or new shifts at short notice can be the absolute bane of Controllers and Ops Managers lives. New 
TPSO magazine Corporate Partners, HireHand have come up with by far the best, most effective solution we have yet 
seen to this age old issue. We asked them to tell us about it.

So, you need to cover more shifts & save more money? 
Build a brilliant bench team!

Get your bench to cover 80% or more of dropped shifts, with an empowered flexible workforce that saves you 
money on agency staff.

The importance of building a bench.
The Security industry’s role in maintaining safe workplaces has never been more critical. But, as a result of Covid, 
individual security guards are likely to drop shifts at the last minute and with greater frequency. Given this, having 
a flexible reliable bench of relief guards has never been more important. Sorting drops internally (as opposed to 
using agency staff) is no longer a “nice to have” to improve your margins but is increasingly expected by clients 
who require consistent support more than ever..  

Benchmark your bench.
From our research here’s what we know about building a bench in Security:

1. Everyone is doing it. The majority of the infologue top 30 have an established bench,  with some companies 
also building their own technology to run the process.

2. High coverage is possible. We consider it entirely achievable for most businesses to have 80% of dropped 
shifts covered by an internal bank of staff.

Breaking down that last 20% we’d then expect 15%-17% of shifts 
to be covered by external agency staff and the remaining 3-5% to 
simply go unfilled.
While the best companies will cover 80% of dropped shifts 

internally, a more typical split for covering dropped shifts is 
40% internal workforce, 50% agency or external, with 10% going 
unfilled. If you’re operating around this level you’re not alone.

What makes a good bench.
Build with intention

1. Know WHERE you want to focus on building up your 
bench. Pick areas of your business (by contract type or 
region) that will benefit most. As a guide look for areas 
where your temp usage is significant.

2. Be clear on WHO makes a good relief guard.  Find top talent that also want the benefits of flexible work. A 
bench isn’t a line up of second rate substitutes - it’s an opportunity to build a talented flexible workforce that 
wants or need to be able to work non-standard hours. By empowering your bench with choice over how 
and when they work you can attract skilled team members that can be dropped into any shift that’s unfilled.

Allowing your bench to share and set their own preferences and availability empowers them to feel part of the 
process. It also means covering last minute dropped shifts can be done quickly and efficiently with everyone involved 
knowing they will be alerted for the shifts that need to be covered.

3. HOW you use your bench is important. If you’re not already focusing on more than ‘just filling shifts’ you 
are most likely missing a trick. Even last minute - matching matters. 

While it may be called a ‘bench’ if you think simply in terms of bums on seats you’re missing another opportunity 
to build the best bench possible. By taking into account the preferences and skills of your workforce you can 
intelligently ‘match’ available staff to the ‘right shifts’ for them. You can build better teams that work well together, 
and you can give staff shifts that suit them best.
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In our experience flexible work success is the result of highly personalised, preference-rich matching [Which is 
what we’ve built into our Flexforce app using matching algorithms more akin to a dating app but for a business and 
its team].

Save significant costs by optimising your bench

Here’s a reminder of what it costs to not use bench staff.

Using external agency staff:
• Money: an extra £5 an hour* per team member per shift
• Time: extra managerial time to find, agree and onboard an agency worker to your system
• Training: extra training time to maintain the standards you need
• Staff turnover: when your bank or bench staff on zero hours contracts aren’t getting enough shifts they tend 

to look elsewhere more often.

Using your own full time workforce:
• Money: a £2 - £5 an hour* additional cost for any short notice “incentive” or overtime rates.
• Time: admin time to find and allocated shifts.
• Training: extra training time to maintain the standards you need if S/0 not familiar with site.
• Staff turnover: if your bank staff are being overlooked in favour of full time employees on overtime they 

may look elsewhere more often.
*typical average extra costs

Why bench is best.
• Money: same hourly rate as your full time workforce
• Time: If you’re able to automate and intelligently fill your extra and dropped shifts there can be no extra 

admin time involved
• Training: once trained your own bank don’t need any extra training time and you know all skill sets 

available
• Staff turnover: if your bank staff can get the shifts they want to, when they want them, they are far more 

likely to remain on your books for longer

In summary
• Aim for 80% of your dropped shifts to be filled by your own bench
• Remember it’s money, time, training and staff turnover that will be affected by using agency staff
• Value your bench - they are your flexible fast response team (not ‘subs’)

More about how HireHand’s “FlexForce” works.

For you:
Flexforce is online software which allows you to create your own flexible pools of workers using our website. You can 
book in shifts to be filled, tailor matching preferences and track shifts completed with time and attendance from a 
simple admin screen. There’s also no need for new contracts if you’re using your current bank team to set up a really 
effective bench.

For your team:
A mobile app gives your workers the ability to share their weekly availability and preferences for example their ideal 
hours to work and notice time they need for attending a shift. In the app they will receive notifications via automatic 
instant messaging and be able to choose to accept or decline shifts offered to them with one tap.

Visit: https://www.hirehand.co.uk/

https://www.hirehand.co.uk/
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Advertisement 

We are the 

Guild of Security Industry Professionals.

(GoSIP)

If you're a front line UK Security worker 

Join the Guild of Security Industry

Professionals Today!

The Guild is a Peer Support Network set

up by front line Security Officers for our

front line professional colleagues.

We're campaigning on the big issues.

We are working to increase standards and professionalise the industry.

Together we can make Security better, 

and gain the respect and reward we deserve.

First 12 months subscription is absolutely FREE!

Both SIA regulated and in-house staff are welcome.

We encourage personal career development and provide a growing list

of free and heavily discounted training content from the UK's most

respected providers, and lots lots more.

The Guild of Security Industry Professionals.
"Working Together for a Better Future".

Visit: GSIP.co.uk 

Email Mike at: Admin@GSIP.co.uk 

mailto:Admin@GSIP.co.uk
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Security Industry Events: September 2020 to January 2021.

I was hoping that by now, the COVID19 nightmare would be a distant memory and a packed schedule of industry 
events would have returned. Well I was wrong. Sort of....
Whilst the majority of physical events have been cancelled and knocked back to 2021, the industry always finds 
ways to adapt and overcome so, although the chances to press the flesh and network are drastically reduced, most 
of the big events have gone “virtual”, saving the time and cost of travelling, whilst maintaining some fantastic 
content. So, make sure your broadband speed is up to scratch and check out the list below for the TPSO magazine 
recommendations for forthcoming events!

5th - 8th October. Behavioural Analysis Week 2020. Online. For info and to book visit: 
https://behaviouralanalysis.com/

8th October 2020. CONSEC. (By the Association of Security Consultants) Online. For info and to book 
visit: https://www.consec.online/ 

12th - 13th October. Total Security Summit. Hilton Deansgate, Manchester. For info and to book visit:
https://totalsecuritysummit.co.uk/ 

13th October. Lone Worker Safety Live. Online. For info and to book visit: 
https://loneworkersafetylive.com/ 

19th - 23rd October. Security Institute, Virtual Annual Conference. Online. For info and to book visit:
https://security-institute.org/conference/ 

22nd October. Cyber 2020. (By Chatham House) Online. For info and to book visit: 
https://www.chathamhouse.org/conferences/cyber-2020 

5th November. ST20 London. Park Inn, Heathrow. For info and to book visit: 
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/security-events-and-conferences/security-twenty-home/ 

12th November. NAHS Annual Conference. Online. For info and to book visit: 
https://nahs.org.uk/event/nahs-agm/ 

8th December. Security Institute Gala Awards Dinner. SEA Life Centre, London. For info and to book 
visit:  https://security-institute.org/awards/ 

https://behaviouralanalysis.com/
https://www.consec.online/
https://totalsecuritysummit.co.uk/
https://loneworkersafetylive.com/
https://security-institute.org/conference/
https://www.chathamhouse.org/conferences/cyber-2020
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/security-events-and-conferences/security-twenty-home/
https://nahs.org.uk/event/nahs-agm/
https://security-institute.org/awards/
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Coming January 2021......

Edition #8 of The Professional Security Officer Magazine will be 
looking at:

“Mobile Security & Remote Monitoring”  

Areas of the security industry that are close to the heart of our managing editor, who has spent many years 
working in the area of mobile security and alarm response, from operational management to driving the van! 
It won’t all be just a trip down memory lane however. We speak to CEO of the award winning ARC company 
Fenix Monitoring, Carl Meason, about the industry and what makes Fenix the standard bearer for quality 
that it has clearly become.

TPSO will also, as always, feature all the general security features and information you’d expect including 
our regular items:
Industry News & Update.
Useful contact Info.
Who to Follow on Social Media.
Key People in Security List.
Recommended Industry Events.

And much much more......

Have you got an ideas or suggestions for an article, why not write a piece for us?

Get in touch...

It’s YOUR magazine!
Email: Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd

mailto:Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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PROPERTY DISINFECTION PPE SUPPLY

Contact us for enquiries and to discuss your needs:
gb.covid19@atalianworld.com  |  phone: 0808 258 0800

FEVER SCREENING AND OCCUPANCY TECHNOLOGY

 Fever screening, social distancing  
 and occupancy tracking technology 

Help in the detection of possible COVID-19 cases, by conducting 
preliminary fever screening at the entrance and/or critical areas 

of your sites, allowing you to make real-time decisions.

Install at speed, occupancy, traffic flow & distancing sensor technology. 
Our sensors will provide building user information which supports spacing, 

awareness and minimilisation of contact within your property.

Various verification methods
Supporting fast temperature 
measurement and face 
recognition with fever screening

Long term fever screen
Authentication distance: 0.3 - 2m

Dedicated for fever screening
Temperature range: 30 to 45oC
Temperature accuracy: ±0.5oC

Plug & play - Rapid deployment 
Free of wiring, installation 

and configuration

Enhanced verification performance
Face recognition verification duration 

less than 0.2s. Supporting face 
anti-spoofing

Mask detection Supporting face 
mask wearing alert and forced 

mask wearing alert

mailto:gb.covid19@atalianworld.com
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Aspers are a premium employer of security services – we invest so that 
you can be the best! As an Aspers employee, we offer ongoing training, 
an employee benefits package, good working conditions and ongoing 
support! If you are interested in a career in the demanding world of casino 
security then get in touch!

jason.janes@aspers.co.uk

aspers.indd   1 09/09/2019   18:41:06

mailto:jason.janes@aspers.co.uk
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The Security Institute is 
the largest membership 
organisation for security 
professionals in the UK, 
with members from all
over the world. We 
promote standards, 
develop and endorse 
education across the 
sector and provide 
a rich membership 
experience.

 WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Membership of the Security Institute 
bestows credibility, enhances career 
prospects, provides a valuable network 
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring, 
runs a comprehensive continuing 
professional development (CPD) scheme 
to recognise your efforts in maintaining 
and adding to your skills base; and 
fantastic networking opportunities.

1 The Courtyard, Caldecote, 
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

 HOW TO JOIN THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

Visit our website at www.security-institute.org or contact paula@security-institute.org for an application 
pack. She can also review your CV to give you hints and tips for a better application.

Membership is awarded on a points basis, based on your experience and any security-related education or 
training undertaken. Anyone who works in a role in security and wishes to develop a career in security can 
join, including students. Once a member, you can work your way up through our membership grades as 
your experience grows. 

We also offer Group Membership – please speak to Paula to learn more about this.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS AND FEES 

There is a £95 one-off application fee payable by everyone applying to join (students are exempt).

Student

Affiliate

Associate

Member

Fellow
 

For anyone studying for a qualification in security

For anyone just starting on their career path in security or who has 
an active interest in the field of security and wishes to take part in 

the Institute’s activities.

Professional grade of membership for those with some experience 
in the security profession and/or security qualifications.

Standard Route: 4 – 20 points and minimum of 3 years general 
security experience ; or -

 Fast-Track Route 1: SyI Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma in 
Security Management, or other security-related qualification at 

Level 5 Diploma or above
Fast-Track Route 2: Security related qualification at Level 3 or above 

and a minimum of 3 years general security experience.

Professional grade of membership for those with considerable 
experience/qualifications in the security profession.

Standard Route: 21-60 points including a minimum of 5 years general 
security experience ; or -

Fast-Track Route: SyI Diploma or Advanced Diploma or other 
security-related qualification at Level 5 Diploma or above

Not applicable for new members. 
Fellows must have been a current member at Member level and 
must have completed CPD, both for a minimum period of 2 years 
immediately prior to application. To work your way up to Fellow 

level, a minimum of 61 points will also be required.

MEMBERSHIP            POST                                                     APPLICABILITY                                                ANNUAL 
    GRADE                NOMINAL                                                   CRITERIA       FEE  
    

/company/the-security-institute/   
@SyInstitute   
@thesecurityinstitute   
Security Institute

*Students on the Institute’s Distance Learning Programme qualify for free student membership. Other universities vary – please enquire.

JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL 

security-institute.org

 KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

■  Benchmark your training qualifications and 
 leverage your experience

■  The value of your membership is recognised by   
 employers and universities   

■  Exchange experience with other members at our   
 networking events  

■  Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online   
 careers services

■  Gain valuable insights by being involved in our 
 mentoring programme, whatever your career 
 stage

■  Enjoy member-only discounts 

■  Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and   
 weekly eNews update   

■  Members-only Linked-In Group

■  Continuing Professional Development that 
 evidences your professionalism  

■  Access to accredited and employer-recognised 
 security related qualifications

■  Participation in a genuinely supportive 
 community

■  Membership to the London Chamber of 
 Commerce and access to their facilities, events
  and resources.
 Commerce and access to their facilities, events
  and resources.

£50 *

£125

£145

£170

£195

n/a

n/a

ASyI

MSyI

FSyI


